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Abstrak

Proses penentuan laluan di dalam Rangkaian Mudah Alih Ad Hoc (MANET) ada-
lah sukar disebabkan kekerapan perubahan topologi serta keterbatasan sumber. Oleh
itu, mereka bentuk protokol laluan yang boleh dipercayai, dinamik serta mampu me-
menuhi kehendak MANET amatlah diperlukan. Strategi Penghantaran Rakus (GFS)
merupakan strategi yang paling banyak digunakan dalam protokol laluan berasaskan
posisi. Algoritma GFS direka bentuk sebagai protokol berprestasi tinggi yang meng-
gunakan kiraan hop untuk mendapatkan laluan paling dekat. Walau bagaimanapun,
GFS tidak mengambil kira kehendak MANET yang lain. Oleh itu, ianya tidak men-
cukupi untuk membuat pengiraan laluan yang boleh dipercayai. Kajian ini bertuju-
an mempertingkatkan GFS sedia ada kepada protokol laluan yang dinamik, kendiri,
boleh bertindak balas dengan pantas terhadap kehendak MANET, serta berupaya me-
nyediakan laluan yang boleh dipercayai dalam kalangan nod yang berhubung. Un-
tuk mencapai matlamat ini, dua mekanisme telah diusulkan sebagai penambahbaikan
terhadap GFS yang sedia ada iaitu Mekanisme Pengemaskinian Mata Arah Dinamik
(DBUM) dan Mekanisme Keandalan Anggaran Dinamik dan Reaktif dengan Metrik
Terpilih (DRESM). Fungsi utama algoritma DBUM adalah untuk menyediakan nod
dengan maklumat baru tentang status nod di sekitarnya. Fungsi algoritma DRESM
pula adalah untuk membuat keputusan penghantaran berdasarkan pelbagai metrik la-
luan. Kedua-dua mekanisme ini telah disepadukan di dalam GFS konvensional bagi
membentuk protokol Laluan Kendiri Rakus (GSAR). Penilaian ke atas GSAR telah
dilakukan menggunakan simulator rangkaian Ns2 berdasarkan set metrik prestasi, se-
nario dan topologi yang telah ditetapkan. Hasil penilaian menunjukkan bahawa GSAR
dapat mengetepikan keperluan menggunakan mod pemulihan dan mencapai pening-
katan menyeluruh pada prestasi rangkaian berbanding dalam GFS. Dalam pelbagai
keadaan pergerakan nod yang diuji, GSAR dapat mengurangkan masalah lubang per-
angkap kira-kira 87% dan 79% berbanding Protokol Laluan Tanpa Keadaan Perimeter
Rakus dan Protokol Laluan Oportunistik Berasaskan Posisi. Kesimpulannya, proto-
kol GSAR merupakan alternatif munasabah kepada protokol laluan berasaskan posisi
dalam MANET.

Kata Kunci: Rangkaian Mudah Alih Ad-hoc, Strategi Penghantaran Rakus, Protokol
Laluan Berasaskan Posisi, Protokol Laluan Kendiri Rakus
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Abstract

The routing process in a Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) poses critical challenges
because of its features such as frequent topology changes and resource limitations.
Hence, designing a reliable and dynamic routing protocol that satisfies MANET re-
quirements is highly demanded. The Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS) has been
the most used strategy in position-based routing protocols. The GFS algorithm was
designed as a high-performance protocol that adopts hop count in soliciting shortest
path. However, the GFS does not consider MANET needs and is therefore insuffi-
cient in computing reliable routes. Hence, this study aims to improve the existing GFS
by transforming it into a dynamic stand-alone routing protocol that responds swiftly
to MANET needs, and provides reliable routes among the communicating nodes. To
achieve the aim, two mechanisms were proposed as extensions to the current GFS,
namely the Dynamic Beaconing Updates Mechanism (DBUM) and the Dynamic and
Reactive Reliability Estimation with Selective Metrics Mechanism (DRESM). The
DBUM algorithm is mainly responsible for providing a node with up-to-date status
information about its neighbours. The DRESM algorithm is responsible for making
forwarding decisions based on multiple routing metrics. Both mechanisms were inte-
grated into the conventional GFS to form Greedy Stand-Alone Routing (GSAR) pro-
tocol. Evaluations of GSAR were performed using network simulator Ns2 based upon
a defined set of performance metrics, scenarios and topologies. The results demon-
strate that GSAR eliminates recovery mode mechanism in GFS and consequently
improve overall network performance. Under various mobility conditions, GSAR
avoids hole problem by about 87% and 79% over Greedy Perimeter Stateless Rout-
ing and Position-based Opportunistic Routing Protocol respectively. Therefore, the
GSAR protocol is a reasonable alternative to position-based unicast routing protocol
in MANET.

Keywords: Mobile Ad hoc Networks, Greedy Forwarding Strategy, Position-based
Routing Protocols, Greedy Stand-alone Routing Protocol
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

This thesis proposes a new extension to the current Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS)

in the Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET). In this chapter, Section 1.2 provides a gen-

eral background. Section 1.3 presents the motivation and research problem. Sections

1.4 and 1.5 present the research objectives and the research scope respectively. Sec-

tions 1.6 and 1.7 present research assumptions and key research steps respectively.

Finally, Section 1.8 presents the organization of the thesis.

1.2 Background

Interest in mobile computing has grown immensely over the last decade. Mobile com-

puting aims to provide users access to information and communication from anywhere

and at any time [1]. Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is a subset of mobile com-

puting [2]. MANET is a spontaneous network because it does not need a pre-fixed

infrastructure such as a base station or access points to provide the capacity for com-

munication [3]. MANET is a rapidly deployable, self-organized, multi-hop wireless

network that is set up for a limited period of time and for a particular purpose [4].

MANET consists of wireless mobile nodes such as laptops, tablets and personal digi-

tal assistants [2]. These mobile nodes may reside in vehicles, instruments and mobile

machines, thus, making the network topology highly dynamic [5]. Nodes in MANET

may move arbitrarily while communicating over wireless links [3]. In MANET, mo-

bile nodes capable of connecting and communicating with each other use limited-

bandwidth radio links. They are incorporated with routing functionality and computa-

tional power so that they can perform the operations of host and router simultaneously.

Mobile nodes have limited resources including CPU capacity, buffer capacity, and bat-

tery power [4]. A schematic illustration of MANET is shown in Figure 1.1 below.
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Figure 1.1. An Example of Mobile Ad Hoc Wireless Network Topology

Due to its mobility feature, MANET is considered to be a valuable network for its

flexibility and availability for various applications. Also, due to its deployment ease,

MANET is considered to be a robust network [3]. However, the flexibility and robust-

ness of MANET come at the cost of more complications and challenges. Besides the

features and complexities of traditional wireless networks, the unpredictable and fre-

quent topology changes, resources scarcity, bandwidth constraints, multihop nature,

network scalability, and lack of pre-existing infrastructure are new challenges added

to MANET [6]. In general, these challenges result in creating serious challenges on

the MANET’s protocol design and particularly on the routing protocols [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

1.3 Motivation and Research Problem

To overcome the routing issue, position-based routing protocols have been proposed

for MANET. Their main goal is to design a reliable routing protocol that not only

can find a route between communicating nodes, but also can respond swiftly to the

frequent topology changes, while optimally using limited resources [11, 12, 13]. Early

proposals for position-based routing protocols were based on pure greedy strategies

[14, 15, 16, 17]. As stated in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22], Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS)

[23] has been the most-used strategy in position-based routing protocols.

Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS) is a hop-by-hop strategy; its algorithm adopts hop

counts to achieve the shortest path in fixed interconnection networks [17, 22, 24]. With
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a GFS algorithm, a source node forwards packets by applying a geometric calculation

to determine the neighbouring node whose distance to the destination is the smallest.

Compared to other greedy strategies, GFS incurs relatively low overhead, results in

the lowest packet latency, and expends the least energy [21, 24, 25].

The advantage of using GFS [23] in most current position-based routing protocols

comes from the operation mode using hop counts criterion by which it achieves the

shortest path routing objective [15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25]. On the down side, a

single routing metric, that is hop counts, makes the GFS algorithm vulnerable to re-

peated failures that, in turn, lead to packet loss [24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. This

failure is because routing in MANET requires certain factors for the proper opera-

tion of GFS in MANET [6, 8, 9, 10]. These factors mainly include the conditions

of the participating nodes, their mobility attributes, and the accuracy of their position

information [33, 34, 35, 36]. Ignorance of these factors is the main reason behind the

decrease of GFS performance in MANET.

The shortest path adoption makes the GFS algorithm unable to distribute the routing

load fairly among mobile nodes [33, 34, 37]. The failure to distribute the routing load

fairly creates a hot-spot area at the centre of the MANET that contains the overloaded

nodes [38]. The nodes located in the hot-spot area soon create the most congested

area [39, 40] with the least battery power [41, 42, 43]. In turn, those highly congested

and very low battery power nodes often die fast and create geographical holes in the

network [37]. As consequence, a packet sent to a node located in a hole area will be

lost [44, 45]. In addition, due to its single routing metric adoption, the GFS algorithm

is unable to track the mobility status of the selected next relay-node [27, 46]. Any

considerable difference of motion characteristics between a sender and the next relay-

node will cause a routed packet to be lost [47, 48]. In other words, if a sender node

moves with very high speed compared to the selected next relay-node the link between

the two will have a short lifetime and will break quickly, resulting the packet being lost.

Therefore, ignorance of node conditions and mobility status during the forwarding

decision-making will result in packet loss.

The availability of accurate location information is a critical demand for performing
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any position-based routing protocol in MANET. Frequent node mobility causes unpre-

dictable changes in a network’s topology [27, 46]. To track topology changes, every

node transmits a beacon packet at fixed interval time to its neighbours announcing its

latest position information [49, 50]. A node removes a neighbour’s entry if the origi-

nating node fails to receive a beacon packet in a pre-specified time from that neighbour

[51, 52, 53]. In highly dynamic networks, the information stored in a node’s neigh-

bours list is often outdated and no longer reflects the actual network topology [46, 51].

The consequence is that, if the selected next relay-node is one of those with an inaccu-

rate position, the forwarded packet will be dropped [47, 48, 54]. These drops lead to

retransmissions and rerouting of the dropped packet, which results in increased com-

munication cost. Therefore, a key factor for good performance of GFS in MANET

while making a forwarding decision is neighbour location accuracy in a node’s neigh-

bours list.

To retain the advantages of position-based routing protocols when using GFS, reduc-

ing the GFS failure rate and making GFS compatible with MANET constraints are

important. To help achieve these goals, researchers have improved GFS by using two

methods [27, 30, 31]. The first method proposed recovery strategies to guarantee de-

livery when GFS fails. Examples of the method are in [28, 44, 45, 55, 56]. The second

method, designed to mitigate GFS failure, includes improvements in GFS itself and

using a recovery strategy. Examples of the second method are in [41, 49, 50, 57, 58,

59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64].

In the first method, when a forwarded packet is stuck at specific node due to a GFS

failure, an alternative, but less efficient, strategy is used [65, 66]. This strategy is

known as a recovery strategy, a recovery mode, or a rescue mode [67]. While a recov-

ery mode can be used to solve GFS failure and can guarantee delivery, the drawback

costs often prohibit the ubiquitous use of a recovery mode as an alternative solution.

The simulation results in [68] proved that currently developed recovery modes suf-

fer from trade-offs between (and among) three important factors. First, performing

a recovery mode requires more effort by each participating node, which drains avail-

able resources. Second, performing a recovery mode creates a complex, long route.

A longer route requires additional overheads such as consuming more bandwidth and
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power and leads to increased delay due to the added hop count increments. Third, a

recovery algorithm handles GFS failure on demand, that is a recovery mode is initiated

only when a packet gets stuck leading to more delay.

As stated in [27, 30, 31], the drawbacks costs of a recovery mode have motivated other

researchers to develop the second method of solving GFS failure. This method in-

volves improving the next relay-node selection process and improving the beaconing-

update approaches. Unfortunately, such solutions inherit the same limitations and

weaknesses inherent in the recovery mode method. In mitigating GFS failure, re-

searchers have tried utilizing other routing metrics in addition to that of the hop count.

For example, to improve MANET’s lifetime researchers have utilized residual bat-

tery power of the next relay node. Such improvement cannot achieve the intended

enhancement as well as sustain excellent performance for MANET. The reason is be-

cause achieving one objective in addition to that of the shortest path may affect other,

overlooked objectives [57, 58, 60].

To conclude, motivated by the reasons behind GFS failures in MANET and the draw-

backs of current proposed solutions, the demand for an efficient solution is obvious.

This research proposes a new extension of the position-based routing protocol based

on current GFS. The purpose of this proposal is to create a method to improve the GFS

success rate and to make GFS a standalone routing protocol eliminating the need for a

recovery mode.

1.4 Research Goal and Objectives

The main goal of this research is to design an extension to the current Greedy For-

warding Strategy (GFS) to transform GFS into a standalone position-based routing

protocol for MANET. The intended improvement seeks to make GFS compatible with

MANET features, to decrease its failure rate, and to dispense with the need for using

a recovery mode. In order to fully accomplish this goal, a set of concrete objectives

have been formulated:

i. To propose two new mechanisms capable of improving the GFS’s performance in

MANET. To achieve the objective, the following specified objectives are identified:
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a) To design a beaconing-update mechanism capable of dynamically preserving

up-to-date status information of nodes in the network. This mechanism takes

into account the mobility’s topology changes and the reliability of a node’s

neighbours-matrix.

b) To design a multi-routing mechanism capable of dynamically controlling out-

going traffic and making the forwarding decision based on multi-metric rout-

ing.

ii. To integrate the two proposed mechanisms into the current GFS to mitigate GFS

failure and dispense with the need for using a recovery mode.

iii. To empirically validate and verify the correctness of the new algorithms through a

series of simulations.

iv. To empirically evaluate the performance of the new routing protocol against the

existing position-based routing protocols using Network Simulator 2.

1.5 Research Scope

This research focuses on the unicast routing protocols for MANET. As illustrated in

Figure 1.2 below, this research is limited to position-based routing protocols. The

position-based routing protocol functions in two different modes: the Greedy For-

warding Strategy (GFS) mode and the recovery mode. This thesis concentrates on

the primary mode, which is the GFS mode. This research considers improving the

performance of GFS mode to dispense with the necessity of using the recovery mode.

In this particular area, this research focuses on designing an extension to the current

GFS. This research considers the reasons behind GFS failure and suggests approaches

to solve these failures. The first suggested solution focuses on the periodic beaconing-

update that increases the level of the nodes’ information accuracy in the network. This

solution comes up with two approaches which are a new updated technique and a new

neighbourhood entries management technique. The second suggested solution focuses

on the next relay-node prioritization and selection process that can assist the nodes in

controlling the outgoing traffic and making a reliable routing decision. This solution

comes up with two approaches which are a new status information and outgoing traffic

management technique and a new multi-routing objectives technique.
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Figure 1.2. Research Scope and Key Contributions (Bounded Area)

1.6 Research Assumptions

This research considers that the only communications paths available are via MANET

and that no other communications infrastructure exists. This research assumes that a

MANET exists in a two-dimensional (2-D) coordinates plan. In MANET, precision is

critical; thus, this research assumes that all clocks in the nodes are synchronized (all

nodes maintain a local Timing Synchronization Function (TSF). All nodes have a fixed

equal Maximum Transmission Range R (250 m), which is the nominal transmission

range of IEEE 802.11. This research uses the IEEE.802.11 Medium Access Control

(MAC) Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) protocol. Thus, the link between

nodes is bidirectional. This means two neighbouring nodes can send packets to each

other.

As in [44, 45], this research assumes that a source node can obtain the position infor-

mation in (x, y) coordinates, velocity and the motion direction of the destination node

by using an available and efficient Location-based Service such as the Hierarchical

Location Service (HLS) [69] as suggested by [70]. Also, this research assumes that

all mobile nodes are equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS). Thus, once a
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node invokes the localization process, a localization algorithm provides a node with

its current status information with a reasonable accuracy. GPS is used to measure a

node’s own locations in (x, y) coordinates, velocity and motion direction. In using this

approach, it is necessary to assum that each node knows its position in (x, y) coordi-

nates, velocity and motion direction with respect to x-axis. This can be accomplished

by using a periodic beaconing update.

1.7 Key Research Steps

To achieve the research goal, this research work is carried out through the following

steps:

1. Perform two main surveys with the objective of providing a framework of the

key concepts upon which to base the design of an architecture that addresses the

issue of GFS when adopted in MANET as a forwarding strategy:

a) Perform an extensive literature review to identify problems with the current

Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS) when is adopted for use in MANET;

and

b) Perform a comprehensive analysis of previously published work on position-

based routing protocols for MANETs, mainly including protocols pro-

posed to mitigate GFS failure and highlighting the issues to be tackled

in the proposed protocol.

2. Design a new position-based routing protocol algorithm based on the current

Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS).

3. Implement the newly proposed position-based routing protocol algorithm in a

simulated environment.

4. Perform a performance evaluation of the new algorithm by comparing the new

algorithm with existing position-based routing protocols algorithms.
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1.8 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follow. Chapter 2 presents the background

and related work that mainly focus on current GFS and its relevant problems. It also

presents the current state-of-the-art approach to solve the greedy forwarding problem.

It also presents brief information about the application tools and concepts that are

used in this research flow. Chapter 3 provides steps and details of the proposed dy-

namic beaconing-update mechanism design. In addition, the chapter introduces the

implementation of the proposed mechanism. Chapter 4 follows the same procedures

as in Chapter 3 for the second proposed mechanism. Hence, it provides steps and de-

tails of the proposed dynamic and reactive reliability estimation with selective metrics

mechanism design. Finally, Chapter 4 introduces the implementation of the proposed

mechanisms. Chapter 5 presents the integration of the two proposed mechanisms given

in previous two chapters to shape the new proposed routing protocol. This chapter also

discusses the simulation results, provides performance analysis and a detailed perfor-

mance comparison of the proposed routing protocol with other position-based routing

protocols. Chapter 5 also presents the features of the newly proposed protocol based

on the simulation results. Chapter 6 concludes the research work, outlines research

contributions, points out its shortcomings, and recommends future research work.
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CHAPTER TWO

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Overview

Routing is one of the key challenges in the design of Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET)

[6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS) [23], which is proposed to be used

in static networks is the most famous strategy adopted with position-based routing pro-

tocols in MANET [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. GFS was not used until the very early 2000’s.

Since this date and up to now, several studies have been conducted to show the reasons

behind GFS failure in MANET. A number of proposed solutions also have been put

forward as potential approaches towards overcoming the identified problems in con-

ventional GFS [27, 30, 31]. As shown in Figure 2.1 below, this chapter is directed to-

wards capturing a set of potential enhancements to conventional GFS. The goal behind

that potential enhancement is to shape the basics of this conceptual research framework

that target improving GFS to be compatible with the MANET environment.

Figure 2.1. Literature Review Framework

This chapter is organized as follows: An introduction and brief knowledge of routing

protocols in MANET is presented in Section 2.2. Position-based routing protocols’

and packet forwarding strategies are presented in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.
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Section 2.5 investigates the reasons behind GFS failure when used in MANET. Sec-

tion 2.6 investigates in previous works that have been done to solve GFS problems

when used in MANET. Section 2.7 presents a qualitative discussion of the proposed

routing protocols to alleviate GFS failure and the direction of this research. Section

2.8 presents the research application tools and concepts. The chapter’s summary is

presented in Section 2.9.

2.2 Routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

Generally, the function of a routing protocol involves the process of exchanging pack-

ets between the communicating nodes of the network [11]. As stated in [71], a reliable

and efficient routing protocol should has two main distinctive characteristics. First,

the routing protocol algorithm should has the ability to establish correctly a route be-

tween a pair of nodes, so a packet can be delivered in a timely manner. Second, the

established route should be found with a minimum consumption of both overhead and

bandwidth.

In MANET, a routing process runs on every node and is affected by its resources and

mobility degree [11]. Due to the limited radio transmission range of wireless devices,

nodes can communicate directly if they are within transmission range of each other.

Otherwise, they communicate indirectly by using intermediate nodes [72]. Thus, the

route in MANET is usually formed from a sequence of intermediate nodes. These

nodes collaborate to transfer the data packet from the source node to the targeted des-

tination node [71]. Due to node mobility, the links between intermediate nodes suffer

frequent failure and reactivation. As a consequence, the constructed communication

route between a source and a targeted destination node has to change frequently. Fre-

quent route changes cause significant number of routing packets to be lost, leading to

retransmission and rerouting the lost packet that increase communication cost. There-

fore, routing has been recognized as the fundamental research problem in MANET

[10].

In MANET, a need exists for an appropriate dynamic multi-hops routing protocol to

facilitate communication between the participating nodes. The goal is to ensure that
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the routing protocol is able to facilitate efficiency and scalability with both sparse

and dense MANET. When in such mode, the protocol can make fast response to the

frequent topology change as well as adapt to MANET resource constraints [12, 73].

In accordance with this logic of its efficiency, the used routing algorithm is considered

to be a sign of the performance and reliability of mobile nodes communications [71,

72, 73].

Recent years have seen a burst of proposed routing protocols for MANET, which can

be divided broadly into Position-based and Topology-based routing protocols [11, 12,

13, 74].

Topology-based routing protocols need information about links that exist in the net-

work. Such information is used to establish and maintain routs to perform packet

forwarding [75]. These protocols discover routes either proactively such as the work

presented in [76] or reactively such as the work presented [77]. On one hand, proac-

tive route discovery cannot maintain accurate routes in a highly mobility’s topology

change and has high overhead. On the other hand, reactive route discovery relies on

flooding. Flooding can congest the network, has high delay, and does not scale to large

MANET [78, 79, 80].

Position-based routing is the task of delivering a data packet to a specific position

in a MANET [21]. These protocols utilize the geographical location information of

participating nodes to deliver packets over a network. Thus, in all proposed position-

based routing protocols, the underlying principle is to send the data packet ahead from

sender node to a neighbour within its transmission range that is closer to the destination

than itself. With this principle, they make positive progress towards the destination

[20]. The Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [44] protocol is a prominent

example of this category.

The simulation results in [81, 82] showed that position-based routing protocols scale

better than other routing protocols in MANET. Additionally, the simulation results

showed that position-based routing protocols offer a number of advantages over topology-

based routing protocols. Also, as stated in [83], position-based routing algorithms

eliminate some drawbacks of topology-based routing protocols.
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Because the scope of this research is concerned with position-based routing protocols,

this research does not address any topology-based routing protocols for MANET. A

survey of topology-based routing protocols can be found in [75]. The following section

present more details about position-based routing protocols.

2.3 Position-based Routing Protocols’ Structure and Operations

The overall idea of position-based routing is to select the next relay-node from a node’s

neighbours-list, which is the closest to the destination, other than itself. To make such

a routing decision, every node in MANET must have local knowledge of its neighbour-

hood location information. The principal goal of position-based routing algorithms is

to ensure that a short path can be found if one exists between two communicating

nodes whose locations are known [14, 16, 17, 18].

A position-based routing protocol is constructed of two main elements: a location

service and a geographic routing process [20, 21, 24]. The location service is used

to determine the location of the packet’s ultimate destination. The geographic routing

process is used to discover and establish routes between communicating nodes in the

network. The next sub-section presents a brief review of position information and

location services methods used in position-based routing protocol.

2.3.1 Position Information and Location Services Methods

The availability of location information is the main issue for performing any position-

based routing protocol in MANET. Thus, the ability of the sender node to make effec-

tive routing decisions is based totally on the following factors [15].

i. The ability to obtain its own position information;

ii. The ability to maintain up-to-date information of its immediate neighbours; and

iii. The ability to know the targeted destination position information.

A node’s self-position information can be obtained via Global Positioning System

(GPS) [84], or by using location-sensing techniques as in [85]. After it gets its own

location information, a node emits an update packet in order to inform all neighbours
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of its presence and position information. The node, which receives the update packet,

will update its neighbours-list regarding the node sent the update packet [49, 50].

Position-based routing protocols always need the location information knowledge about

the targeted node. The determination of the position of a node in the network is the

responsibility of the Location-Service, which dynamically maps a node’s ID to its ge-

ographical information. In other words, Location-Service is responsible for answering

a node’s location query such as: "Where is the node with id X?". Because of this, a

major challenge in position-based routing protocols has been the design of scalable

and effective location services to track the geographical locations of the participating

nodes and quickly respond to their location queries [70].

Broadly speaking, existing location services in MANET can be classified into two

main categories which are: Flooding-based and Location-server Based [70]. The first

category comprises two classes: reactive flooding-based and proactive flooding-based

location services [86]. In the proactive class, every node periodically floods its ge-

ographic information to all other nodes in the network. Thus, all nodes are able to

update their location tables. The flooding sending rate can be optimized according

to the distance effect or node’s mobility [87]. DREAM Location Service (DLS) is

an example of the proactive flooding-based location service in the Distance Routing

Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) [88] routing protocol. In the reactive class,

a node sends its location information when it receives a location request. Reactive

Location Service (RLS) [89] is an example of the reactive flooding-based location ser-

vice. Proactive flooding-based incurs heavy loads because of using periodical flooding

update locations. Additionally, if a nodes’ mobility is considered to determine the in-

terval of flooding sending rate, a broadcast storm problem can be happen in the case

of high nodes’ mobility. Thus, proactive class is inefficient in terms of scalability and

risks of congestion. Although reactive class mitigates the overhead of useless location

information in proactive class it adds high latency that is not suitable in case of high

mobility in MANET [70, 86, 87].

In the location-server based method, the nodes in the network agree on mapping of

a node’s ID to other specific nodes [70]. The elected nodes are called the "location
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servers". Selected nodes maintain the received nodes’ location information for later

use, as on demand. When a node wishes to send a data packet, it queries a location

server node to get the location information of a targeted destination [87]. The loca-

tion server will replay as soon as it receives this request. In the location-server-based

category, there are two major classes of methods: the quorum-based and hierarchical-

based methods.

In the quorum-based method, the location update is sent to a group of nodes called the

update quorum. Later, the location query is sent to a different group called the query

quorum. The two groups are designed such that they are not necessarily disjointed,

and, thus, some node in the update quorum will satisfy the query. Examples of this

class are the methods discussed in [90].

In the hierarchical approach, the network is divided into smaller and smaller levels.

For a node, in each level of the hierarchy, one or more nodes are selected as its lo-

cation servers. Location updates from a node and its queries traverse up and down

the hierarchy. Hierarchical Location Service (HLS) [69] and the Grid Location Ser-

vice (GLS) [91] are two prominent examples of the hierarchical approach. Using the

hierarchical approach avoids flooding. Also, a major benefit of using a hierarchy ap-

proach is that, when the requester and destination nodes are nearby, the forwarded

packets to the lower levels of the hierarchy are limited. Although, hierarchical ap-

proaches reduce their overhead by taking advantage of localized mobility, in case of

global communication, the queries have to traverse high up in the hierarchy. Faraway

location servers may suffer from inconsistencies that degrade the performance of the

hierarchical approach and the routing protocol itself [92]. However, as mentioned in

[93], from amongst the current location service techniques, HLS [69] technique is the

most suitable candidate to be used in an ad hoc network under high mobility condi-

tions.

2.3.2 Geographic Routing Process

The second main part of position-based routing protocol involves a routing process. It

can be further subdivided into the basic forwarding algorithm (primary mode) and a

secondary repair strategy (recovery mode) [24]. For the sake of this research flow, the
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former mode is introduced in the next section and the later in Sub-section 2.6.1.

2.4 Packet Forwarding Strategies (Primary Mode)

Geographic Forwarding can be defined as the process involved in making the routing

decision locally at each node [24]. Making the forwarding decision by a sender node is

primarily based on two main factors [18, 30]. The first one concerns accurate knowl-

edge of intermediate nodes’ location, and the position of the ultimate target. The sec-

ond is that the sender will be concerned about the forwarding method that will be used

to select the next relay-node. These packet-forwarding strategies typically can be cat-

egorized into: Restricted Directional Flooding such as the works presented in [88, 94],

Hierarchical Approaches such as the work presented in [95] and Greedy Forwarding

Strategies such as the work presented in [23].

Because the scope of this research is concerned with Greedy Forwarding Strategies,

this research does not address any Restricted Directional Flooding or Hierarchical

Approaches for MANET. The following section present more details about Greedy

Forwarding Strategies. A survey of Restricted Directional Flooding and Hierarchical

Approaches can be found in [24, 32].

2.4.1 Greedy Forwarding Strategies

Greedy forwarding strategies are the most popular unicast position-based routing pro-

tocols in MANET [15, 24]. In the greedy forwarding strategies, a node tries to forward

the packet to a one one-hop neighbour closer to the destination than itself [17, 21, 25].

To determine the next-hop to be selected, the greedy forwarding strategies use differ-

ent optimization criteria. A node can use one of those approaches to decide which

of the neighbours for a given packet should be forwarded [16, 22, 26]. As illus-

trated in Figure 2.2 below, certain optimization criteria can be identified as follows

[24]: Progress-based, such as the Most Forward within Transmission Range (MFR)

[96], and the Random Progress Forwarding (RPF) [97], Direction-based such as the

Compass Routing (CR) [98], and Distance-based such as the Nearest With Forward

Progress (NFP) [99], and GFS [23].
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Figure 2.2. Main Greedy Forwarding Strategies Used in Position-based Routing
Protocols

2.4.1.1 Most Forward within Transmission Range

In [96], Takagi and Kleinrock proposed the Most Forward within Radius (MFR). MFR

belongs to the progress-based strategy. With the algorithm criterion, a sender node

makes its forwarding decision by selecting a neighbour which possesses the shortest

Euclidean distance to the destination. This strategy tries to minimize the number of

hops a packet has to traverse to reach the destination. Compared to the other criteria,

MFR improves energy consumption but incurs more interference [16, 22, 26].

2.4.1.2 Random Progress Forwarding

In [97], Nelson and Kleinrock proposed the Random Progress Forwarding (RPF)

method. RPF enables the sender to randomly choose one of the neighbour nodes

that is closer to the destination than itself as the next-relay node. By means of this

approach, RPF has the advantage of distributing the traffic load. In comparison to the

other geographical forwarding strategies, this approach does not use any measure of

progress to differentiate any single candidate’s next hop as better than the other. In

effect, this strategy minimizes the accuracy of information needed about the position

of the neighbours as well as reduces the number of operations required to forward a

packet [16, 22, 26].

2.4.1.3 Compass Routing

Kranakis et al. proposed the Compass Routing (CR) algorithm in [98]. The CR algo-

rithm belongs to the direction-based strategy. In CR, a source makes its decision to

forward a packet towards its destination, by selecting a neighbour that has the mini-

mum angle between the imaginary lines from the source to the neighbour, with the line
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from the source to the destination. This CR approach tries to minimize, as much as

possible, the spatial distance that the packet travels. Although compared to the other

criteria this approach reduces the energy consumption, it incurs more end-to-end delay

[16, 22, 26].

2.4.1.4 Nearest with Forward Progress

In [99], Hou and Li proposed the Nearest with Forward Progress (NFP) algorithm.

NFP criterion belongs to the distance-based approach. In this approach, a sender node

selects the next relay node that has the minimum distance to the destination from

amongst other neighbours. As a result, the NFP routing protocol is designed to ensure

that it stays within a selected route as long as it exists. This strategy is meant to

decrease the energy consumption and the bandwidth usage for each hop. However,

NFP criterion incurs more end-to-end delay compared to other approaches [16, 22, 26].

2.4.1.5 Greedy Forwarding Strategy

Because this research is concerned with GFS, the functionality of this criterion is cov-

ered comprehensively in this section. Finn’s GFS that belongs to distance-based cate-

gory is considered as one of the earliest proposed criteria [16, 22, 26]. The current GFS

algorithm [23] considers the shortest path as a measure of route cost to make routing

decisions. To satisfy this objective, the sender node selects the next relay neighbour as

the farthest node from it and the closest to the destination. Figure 2.3 below shows the

case of GFS when establishing the route between the mobile nodes.

Figure 2.3. The GFS Criterion Functionality
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The process in the criteria is as follows. Node S has data to be forwarded to node D.

Node S has a group of neighbours, E, H, M, and R in the direction of the target. One

function of the node, as it applies to GFS algorithm, is to compare distance between

the neighbours, E, H, M, and R, and the destination node D and decide which is the

closest neighbour to the destination. According to the distance condition (the shortest

path), node E is the closest node to the destination D. Hence, node S selects E as the

optimal next-relay node amongst other neighbours.

2.4.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of GFS over Others Criteria

Current study in [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] has shown that GFS is the top-most means to

route data packets in MANET. With GFS, the sender node forwards the data packets

to the neighbour who is closer to the destination than itself.

Its practice is favoured because GFS makes each forwarding decision per hop per

packet. This feature makes the GFS algorithm more robust. This is demonstrated by

the fact that, even when the failure of a node may cause the data packet in-transit to

be lost, its robustness will ensure that there will be no need to set up a new route

[14, 16, 22, 25, 26].

Because GFS adopts hop count as the only deciding factor in the selection process,

GFS provides a simple technique for routing in MANET. The choice of GFS to be

used in most current position-based routing protocols reflects the acknowledgement

of certain mertis. First, GFS does not influence overhead costs involving building,

maintaining and distributing the distance vector. Second, GFS does not incur link

state routing tables, or the control overhead and latency of route discovery, which

reactive topology-based routing protocols often include. Finally, in dense MANET,

the GFS algorithm has high delivery rates. On the other hand, it has low delivery

rates for sparse MANET. For both, dense and sparse network, the GFS method does

not guarantee delivery with nodes in mobile. The situation becomes worst in a high

mobility’s topology change. These drawbacks prove the low performance of GFS in

MANET. This is because GFS was proposed for use in static networks not in mobile

enveronment.
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2.5 Reasons behind GFS Failure in MANET

Typically, the performance and reliability of nodes’ communication are much related

to routing protocol efficiency [71, 73]. The power of GFS to route data using only

distance metrics comes with several attendant drawbacks in the implementation phase

[100]. Because certain factors are needed for the proper operation of this function are

not often considered, the GFS selection process is unreliable. These factors mainly

include the conditions of the participating nodes, their mobility attributes, and the

accuracy of their position information [33, 34, 35, 36]. The ignorance of these fac-

tors is the main reason behind GFS failure that leads to decreased its performance in

MANET.

2.5.1 The Effects of Participating Nodes’ Conditions

Greedy forwarding strategy GFS, based on the shortest path, cannot fairly distribute

the routing load among mobile nodes [33, 34]. As shown in Figure 2.4 below, using

the shortest path results in a network hot-spots problem [38]. The hot-spot area is more

prone to high traffic load than other places in the network.

Figure 2.4. A Hot-spot Problem over GFS Criterion in MANET

Hot-spot problem incurs several drawbacks that influance the performance of MANET

[33, 34, 35, 36]. First, the packets’ collision probability is increased dramatically, that

results in more packets to be dropped. Second, the nodes located at the hot-spot area

become the most congested nodes of MANET, because those nodes need to forward

packets more often than others. Third, the same nodes suffer from more use of battery
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power, so their lifetime is decreased very fast. Any destined packet to a node located in

the hot-spot area will be lost or at best case will suffer from long delay to be proceeded.

Current GFS do not consider the conditions of the next relay node in their selection

process. Consequently, a shortest path sometimes incurs a higher packet loss, higher

end-to-end delay, and less packet delivery than some other available routes [34]. The

conditions of the next relay node that might incur a hot-spot problem are summarized

in the following sub-sections.

2.5.1.1 Congestion Problem

The analysis of MANET using GFS reveals that its traffic load is not evenly distributed

[101]. Furthermore, in congested traffic areas (hot-spot areas), the data packets may be

dropped due to the fixed length of interface queues and excessive delay caused by the

waiting time in the queue. Current design of GFS is not congestion-adaptive [102], and

it may allow a congestion to happen. The consequences of these conditions become

severe in larg-scale transmission of heavy traffic, where congestion is more probable.

Accordingly, this results in degrading of the performance of position-based routing

protocol [101, 102]. As an outcome, to increase the performance of GFS scheme in

MANET, it is preferable to consider efficiently the neighbours’ congestion level as

another metric besides the distance metric to make the forwarding decisions.

2.5.1.2 Battery Power Problem

In MANET, each mobile device has limited battery power capacity; hence, its pro-

cessing power is limited [41, 42]. The objective of deploying MANET is achievable

as long as it is considered alive [43]. There are two factors that determine the lifetime

of a mobile node in MANET. The first one is the quantity of energy a mobile node

consumes over time. The second one is the residual amount of energy that is available

for a mobile node use [103].

As a matter of fact, forwarding packets using the shortest route frequently lead to

unfair power consumption of the nodes in the centre area of the network, yet other

places of MANET are usually distant from any power consumption [103]. Current
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design of GFS is a non-energy aware routing protocol, and it may lead to minimizing

the whole lifetime of MANET, as well as preventing MANET’s deployment goals to

be achieved. As an outcome, to increase the performance of GFS in MANET, it is

desirable to efficiently consider the neighbour’s battery power-level as another metric

besides the distance metric to make the forwarding decisions.

2.5.1.3 Next-Relay Node Positive Degree Problem

The node degree of a next-relay node is defined as the number of neighbouring nodes

with a direct link to this node [104]. It can also be defined as the number of links

a node has in the general direction of the destination. The frequent variation in the

node degree occurs for two main reasons. The first one refers to those nodes that come

out of battery power as mentioned in the previous section; the neighbours become out

of range of each other due to the variation in the motion values of both (speed and

direction). The other reason is attributable to the sudden disappearance of some nodes

from MANET, while others simply enter. In both cases, the consequence is a variation

in the node degree [105].

Current design of GFS does not consider the nodes’ neighbours’ degree. The situation

is that the selected next relay node may or may not have neighbours in the general

direction of the destination. The implication of the selected node not having neigh-

bours is that the forwarded packet reaches a dead-end (or void) leading to a higher

packet loss, and non-optimal route. It will also attract higher end-to-end delay, and

least packet delivery than some other available routes [104, 105]. In conclusion, to

increase the performance of GFS in MANET, it is preferable to efficiently employ the

neighbours’ positive degree as another metric besides the distance metric to make the

forwarding decisions.

2.5.1.4 Local Maximum Problem

Local maximum is one well-known problem that limits the performance of GFS [65].

Figure 2.5 below illustrates this case, in which the routed packet ends in a void. In

the figure, node S has a data packet to be forwarded to node D. Node S has a group of

neighbours, A, B, and N, located in the direction of the destination. Next, node S starts
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to calculate the distance of each neighbour to select the closest one to the destination.

Node S executes the estimation based on the latest received beacon packet. In this

scenario, both nodes, A and B, have neighbours in the direction of the destination, but

node N does not have any neighbour.

Figure 2.5. Local Maximum Problem

Going back to node S, it is found that based on its calculations that node N is the

appropriate next hop, when, in fact, this is an incorrect choice based on the neighbour’s

degree. Node A, or B, at this time are the correct choice. Next, node S transmits the

data packet to N, but node N has not positive neighbours in the direction of node D,

thus, it cannot communicate with node D using GFS. In this case, the packet is said

to have encountered a communications void with respect to the destination D and gets

stuck. Node N is called a void node while the shaded region, without any nodes inside,

is called a void area. This phenomenon is well known as the local maximum problem

[28].

To solve the local maximum problem, one of the following possibilities can be used:

Some studies on geographic routing as argued in [27], say that node N has to buffer

(carry the packet and move) until it has new neighbours in the direction of the destina-

tion instead of dropping the stuck packet. Otherwise, node N, as argued in [28], will

apply a recovery mode to forward the packet to the destination D. Consequently, oc-
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currence of local maxima problems at forwarder node incur a higher end-to-end delay,

or at best case, increase the number of hops that the stuck packet has to traverse until it

arrives at target (non-optimal path) [65, 66, 67, 68]. The occurrence of the local max-

imum problem, while performing greedy routing, enhances the value of the solution

suggested in the previous section, which is to employ the neighbours’ positive degree

as another metric besides the distance metric to make the forwarding decisions.

2.5.2 The Effects of Mobility Attributes

Mobility metrics affect positively or negatively the performance of the used routing

protocols in MANET [47]. The mobility’s topology changes increase the rate of link

break, and creation of new links, which increase the volume of control traffic that is

required to establish and maintain the new routes. Among these metrics as depicted in

Figure 2.6 below are speed, motion direction, link stability, and beacon interval time,

as classified in [48]. This section explores the effect of these mobility metrics on the

performance of GFS in position-based routing protocols.

Figure 2.6. Mobility Metrics

2.5.2.1 Movement Direction Problem

The counter movement direction of the next relay node results in a non-optimal path

problem [48]. Not considering this factor in the selection process sometimes makes

the sender node select the neighbour that has the opposite direction movement toward

the destination [54]. Figure 2.7 below illustrates this problem.

In Figure 2.7, source node S has data packet to be forwarded to node D. Node S looks

in its neighbours-list, searches for its neighbours located in the direction of the target,

and finds that the neighbours M and N, satisfy the demand. Next, node S starts to

calculate the distance of each neighbour to select the closest to the destination. Node
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S executes this estimation based on the latest received beacons at the time t1. The

neighbours’ locations with those beacons are LM1 and LN1 respectively.

Node M and N move in a different direction, at time t2, at which sender node wishes to

send a packet, they will be in location LM2 and LN2 respectively. Going back to node

S, it is found that based on its estimation, node N is the appropriate next hop, when,

in fact, this is a wrong choice based on the movement direction of nodes M, and N; at

this time, node M is the right choice. This situation leads to transmit the data packet

from S to N at location LN1. This results in packet loss, or in the best case, increases

the number of hops that the packet follows until it arrives at target (non-optimal path).

Figure 2.7. Effect of Neighbours’ Movement Direction Problem

In the light of this scenario, to increase the performance of GFS, it is preferable to uti-

lize the motion direction of participating nodes as another metric besides the distance

metric to make the forwarding decisions.

2.5.2.2 Movement Speed Problem

Nodes in MANET can move in any direction with any speed at any time they wish.

This arbitary and unpredictable motion influences the quality and stability of the link

between participant nodes [106, 107]. In addition, node mobility results in changes

of the position of the node with respect to other nodes. Figure 2.8 below depicts this

problem in which selecting a node with inaccurate position information as next relay
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node results in the forwarded packet being lost.

In Figure 2.8, source node S has a data packet to be forwarded to node D. Source node

S looks in its neighbours-list, searching for its neighbours located in the direction of

the target, and finds that the neighbours M and N, satisfy the demand. Next, node

S starts to calculate the distance of each neighbour to select the closest one to the

destination. Node S executes this estimation based on the latest received beacons at

the time t1. The neighbour’s locations with the latest received beacons are LM1, and

LN1.

Figure 2.8. Effect of Neighbouring Nodes Speed

The speed of node M and N are different with respect to node S. Later, at time t2,

when node S wishes to send data to the destination, Nodes M and N are supposed to

be at location LM2 and LN2 up to their speed. Going back to node S, based on its

estimation, node S found that node N is the appropriate next hop, when, in fact, this is

an incorrect choice based on the speed of node N; it becomes out of the transmission

range of node S. Meanwhile, node M is still within its transmission range, so, at this

time, node M is the right choice. Therefore, the wrong selection results in packet loss

again [54]. Speed of next-relay nodes is not considered with a GFS algorithm. To sum

up, to increase the performance of GFS, using nodes speed as another metric besides

the distance metric to make the forwarding decisions is desirable.
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2.5.2.3 Link Lifetime Problem

The link lifetime is typically reduced with the increment of relative velocity difference

between nodes [108]. As shown in Figure 2.9 below„ with GFS, nodes tend to select

the long links (node at LN1), to reach the particular destination in a minimum number

of hops.

Figure 2.9. Unstable Link Life-time Problem

As argued in [109] a long link is always has the least lifetime, which results in more

links break occurring. This problem is called Neighbour Break Link (NBL). NBL

usually involves expensive packet loss, more routing overheads and more energy con-

sumption. Thus, the long links are less reliable, which causes MANET’s performance

degradation.

There are three major reasons behind the NBL problem [107]. The first reason is the

using of long beacon interval time to send beacon packet, and the second reason, is the

differences in relative speed between a sender node and its neighbours. Third, and by

far the more serious issue, is the nature of next hop selection process itself. With a GFS

algorithm, a data packet is routed to a neighbour whose distance to the destination node

is smaller. Such a neighbour is located mainly at the edge of a sender’s transmission

range.

As shown in Figure 2.9 above, when node S wants to transmit a packet to node D, it

looks up in its neighbours-list searches for a neighbour that is closer to node D, i.e. the
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destination. Based on its geometric calculation, node S finds that node N is the closest

the choices. In fact, such a neighbour, i.e., node N, may depart from S’s transmission

range very quickly because it was very close to the edge of node S’s transmission range

at time t1. Thus, the chosen next relay-node, in fact, does not exist within the sender’s

transmission range at time t2 while it is still listed as a neighbour in S’s neighbours-list.

This situation is reason behind most NBL problems.

To sum up, link lifetime between the communicating nodes was not considered with

GFS. Thus, GFS fail due to the above-mentioned reasons. Consequently, to increase

the performance of data routing in MANET, it is preferable to use the link with the

highest stability as another metric besides the distance metric to make the forwarding

decisions.

2.5.2.4 Beacon Packet Interval Time Problem

Each node in MANET periodically emits a beacon packet (BP) to advertise its pres-

ence in the network to its neighbours within its transmission range. The BP message

holds the node identity (ID) and its present position information in (x, y) coordinates.

The node receives the BP message from its neighbour, edits the new entry or refreshes

the existing entry of this neighbour in its neighbours-list. The beacon packet interval

time (BPIT) determines the maximum time interval between two sequential emitted

beacon messages of the participating nodes [49].

To get more accurate location information, BP must be repeated with enough fre-

quency. Solutions to this problem must balance the need to get accurate location in-

formation and sending data packets with the cost of carrying out beaconing.

In a MANET environment, task to attempt to determine the optimal beacon inter-

val is challenging. The reason is that, if BPIT is smaller, as compared to the rate at

which a node changes its current position then its position information in its neigh-

bours neighbours-list will be more accurate. The increase in the accuracy ratio leads

to high communication overheads that will be at the expense of network resources.

Moreover, an increment in the beacon-sending rate also leads to increase in the colli-

sion probability. which results in more packet loss. Consequently, the overall perfor-
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mance of the system will be affected [50].

On the down side, very long BPIT impacts negatively on the accuracy of node position

information in the neighbours-list, which affects the packet delivery ratio and through-

put [51]. Consequently, with MANET, there is the challenge of optimal performance

because none of the suggested beacon interval time schemes mentioned above perform

as well as they are supposed to, to be optimally used with MANET [52].

A schematic illustration of BPIT problem in MANET is shown in Figure 2.10 below.

In this figure, node S receives the latest beacon from node N at time t1, and reports

its location in LN1. Later, node S receives a data packet to be forwarded to ultimate

destination at time t2. Node S looks in its neighbours-list, searching for its neighbours

located in the direction of the target. Node S, based on the latest received beacon

at time t1, finds that neighbour N at location LN1 satisfies the demand as a closest

neighbour to the target. Node S will forward the packet to N even though N is at

location LN2, and out of S’ transmission range, which will cause the packet to be

dropped.

Figure 2.10. NBL and BPIT Problems Combination in GFS

From the above discussion, the conclusion can be made that BPIT interval is in-

versely proportional to position information accuracy of the neighbourhood in a node’s

neighbours-list. However, whatever \ way is used to get location information, the belief

is that the advantages of using accurate location information outweigh the additional

costs [51]. Beacon interval time was not considered with GFS algorithms. Thus, GFS
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may fail due to the above-mentioned reasons. Consequently, to increase the perfor-

mance of GFS routing in MANET, it is desirable to adopt the beacon packet interval

time as another metric besides the distance metric to make the forwarding decisions.

This PBIT should be able to provide a highest accuracy information of participating

nodes with minimal overhead.

2.5.2.5 Neighbourhood Entry Lifetime Problem

In position-based routing protocols, to forward a packet, each node chooses a next

relay-node from its neighbours-list. An inaccurate list leads to a wrong selection de-

cision, which can have devastating consequences on MANET’s resources. Thus, the

freshness of the entries in the node’s neighbours-list is in a high demand for position-

based routing protocol [50].

A node joining a network should be able to be self-organized. As it joins a MANET,

it has to announce its presence by emitting a BP to all of its neighbours within its

transmission range. Also, it should start building its own neighbours-list to efficiently

communicate with the others. The building of a node’s neighbours-list is totally de-

pendent on the frequency of received BP from the neighbourhood. The entries of the

neighbours-list are checked periodically by a node to ensure that it does not contain

stale entries.

In the literature, as in [44, 45], the Neighbourhood Entry Lifetime (ELT) (i.e., entry

timeout) is always fixed to a pre-specified threshold. Such pre-deterministic fixing is

unfair, because a node’s neighbours-list might always contain out-dated entries [52].

To give more clarity to this claim, let us assume the following two scenarios. In the first

one, with a small threshold, if a node transmits its updated beacon to its neighbour and

BP could not reach a neighbour’s node for any reason (say due to congestion problem),

then the neighbour will remove this node’s entry from its neighbours-list, while in fact,

the node is still in its transmission range.

The second scenario explains the long threshold problem. With a long threshold, the

waiting time before removing the entries will be too long. Because the GFS algo-

rithm forwards the packets to nodes close to the destination, consequently, the selected
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neighbour is close to the border of the node’s transmission range and thus has a higher

probability to have left the transmission range. Additionally, for the long threshold,

considering the case of high mobility environment, a node may keep a neighbour’s

entry while waiting for the next BP regarding the long threshold, when in fact, the

neighbour has already left the node’s transmission range, due to its fast mobility.

Concerning both scenarios stated above, they might severely affect GFS performance,

since performing forwarding decision in such circumstances may result in the routed

packet to be dropped [51, 52]. This increases the delay, and consumes energy of

nodes. ELT was not considered with the current greedy algorithm. Thus, GFS fails to

provide accurate information in nodes’ neighbours-lists. Consequently, to increase the

performance of data routing in MANET, it is desirable to efficiently employ ELT. The

frequency of ELT should be tuned and not be considered as a fixed pre-specified time.

2.5.3 The Effects of Position Inaccuracy of Participating Nodes

Recently, several studies as in [110, 111] show nodes’ position, rarely, to be accurate

in the highly dynamic environment, even when nodes use GPS. Thus, location mea-

surement is often noisy and incurs some error. The next two sub-sections discuss the

reasons behind position information inaccuracy.

2.5.3.1 Inaccuracy of Next-relay Node Information (INNI) Problem

There are two main reasons involved behind the inaccuracy of nodes’ position infor-

mation. The first one is due to the nature of GPS information. This is beyond the

scope of this present study. The second reason, which revolves around what have been

discussed so far that covers the following, the node mobility, BPIT, and the neigh-

bours’ entry expiry-time in nodes’ neighbours-lists. This was discussed earlier in Sub-

sections 2.5.2.

Because of the nodes’ mobility, the topology changes frequently and rarely remains

static. Thus, a need exists to update the changes that occur to node position due to

the nodes’ mobility with respect to all other neighbours [51, 52]. As indicated earlier,

using a beacon messages mechanism solves this problem, but still there is a main
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drawback in determining the optimal beacon interval time in MANET environment.

Adding the validity of the neighbours’ entry in a node’s neighbours-list is related to

the updating mechanism used and to the period of waiting time before a node removes

a neighbour’s entry from its neighbours-list.

Inaccuracy of the position information induces transmission failure and backward

progress [110]. Also, as shown in Figures 2.10 in Sub-section 2.5.2.4, a transmit-

ted packet is prone to be dropped, particularly if the selected next relay-node is out of

the transmission range of sender node [111]. Also, As as shown in Figure 2.11 below,

if the selected next-relay node, i.e., node B, is located behind the ultimate destination

node D, it will lead to backward progress, which could cause looping [27]. Loops

occur when the selected next relay-node, i.e., node A, is one of the previous senders in

the route. As a consequence, the loop problem, which appears as a result of position

inaccuracy, increases the packet loss probability and leads to more end-to-end delay

due to using long path, i.e. non-optimal path [62].

Figure 2.11. The Backward Problem due to Position Inaccuracy

Up to this point, the impact of location error on the GFS from the perspective of

sender nodes has been discussed. The next section discusses the impact of location
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error on GFS. This is modeling the Inaccuracy in Destination Position Information

(IDPI) problem.

2.5.3.2 Inaccuracy in Destination Position Information (IDPI) Problem

As the sender node gets a destination’s information (i.e., location coordinates and ve-

locity) from the location server, it next inserts this information into the header of each

forwarded packet towards that destination. As soon as the packet is sent, the sender

does not care if the destination changes its position during transmission time [110]. As

illustrated in Figure 2.12 below, Inaccuracy in Destination Position Information (IDPI)

problem represents inaccuracy in distance between the actual and false positions of the

destination node during the journey of the data packet from source to destination.

Figure 2.12. Inaccuracy in Destination Position Information (IDPI) Problem in GFS

In Figure 2.12 above, and based on node S’s request, the location server reports that

the location of intended destination is LD1. Next, node S embeds this information

in the header of data packet and transmits it to the next relay node. Every node in

the path from source to ultimate destination nodes will select the next relay node and

forward the packet using the same destination location information, i.e., LD1. During

transmission time to the target, the ultimate destination D changes its location from

LD1 to LD2. Back to the last forwarding C in the path, and Based on the address of

destination (i.e., node D), node C as the nearest node to node D will forward the packet

to the location LD1. In fact, this is totally wrong behaviour because D has changed

its location from LD1 to LD2. This wrong choice will result in the forwarded packet

being dropped. As a consequence, this wrong choice results in retransmission, more
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end-to-end delay, non-optimal route, and routing loop.

2.5.4 Potential Problems Summary and Consequences

The preceding sections highlighted the problems incurred by using geometric calcu-

lation, as the only deciding factor in GFS strategy. This section introduces a quick

summary of the potential problems that may occur when using GFS as the forwarding

policy in position-based routing protocols. As was earlier discussed in Section 2.5 and

shown in the Table 2.1 below, ignorance or lack of awareness of certain nodes’ con-

ditions, their mobility attributes, and the accuracy of their position information, while

making a forwarding decision, leads to devastating consequences and degrades the

performance of GFS. The shortest path as the main objective used with GFS, attracts a

higher packet loss, higher end-to-end delay, and least packet delivery ratio compared

to some other available routes. Table 2.1 below lists all problems and consequences.

Table 2.1. Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS) Problems in MANET

Issue Problems Consequences

The effects of participating
nodes’ conditions

Congestion 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Battery power 6,7

Next relay-node degree 8

Local maximum 1, 3, 5, 9

The effects of mobility
attributes

Movement direction 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,9

Movement speed 1-5and 10

Link lifetime 1-5and 10

Beacon packet interval time 1-5and 10

Neighbourhood entry lifetime 1-5and 10

The effects of position
inaccuracy of participating
nodes

Inaccuracy of next relay-node
information in sender node 1-5and 11

Inaccuracy of destination
information in sender node 1-5and 11

1. Packet loss 2. Retransmission 3. More end-to-end delay 4. More overhead
5. Increase battery power consumption 6. Minimize the network lifetime 7.
Variation in the nodes degree 8. Forwarded packet may reach a dead-end 9.

Incurs non-optimal rout 10. Link breakage 11. Routing loop
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2.6 Current Literature Efforts to Solve GFS Failure

In a position-based routing protocol, a packet forwarded greedily may face one of these

possible ends. It may greedily reach its final target hop-by-hop as was planned for, or

it may be dropped due to GFS failure [30, 31]. The reason behind this failure is one of

trade-off of several problems mentioned in Section 2.5. This failure appears because

GFS was proposed for use in static networks not in MANET. As stated in [27, 30, 31],

there are many studies that show how to handle GFS failure. This research classifies

broadly the existing efforts into two main categories, each category designed with

different approaches, regarding the procedures used to solve GFS failure in MANET.

As shown in Figure 2.13, below, these categories are: Recovery Strategies to Handle

GFS Failure (RSGF) and Supportive Enhancement for GFS (SEGF), besides using a

recovery strategy [27, 30, 31].

Figure 2.13. Current State-of-the-art on Solving Greedy Problems

2.6.1 Recovery Strategies to Handle GFS Failure (RSGF)

As mentioned earlier in Sub-section 2.5.1.4, as the forwarded packet reaches a void,

it cannot be forwarded greedily anymore and gets stuck at the dead-end node [65,

66, 67]. An area at which communications between nodes is denied, for any reason,

should be regarded as a void or hole area where a forwarded packet suffers from a

dead-end problem [28]. The dead-end problem motivated the appearance of supportive

recovery strategies (RSGF) (or supportive void-handling techniques) to handle and

to overcome GFS weakness dead-ends [65, 66, 67]. A recovery strategy is defined

as the routing mode executed by the void node to face the dead-end problem [28].

In the recovery mode, the stuck packet is forwarded from the geographic hole node

towards the destination by using a non-greedy algorithm. Thus, the desired MANET

performance might be attained.
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Most existing position-based routing protocols that use GFS differ from each other

in how they handle communication holes (dead-end problem) [65, 66, 67]. The pro-

posed solutions can be classified as Planar graph-based, Geometric, Flooding-based,

Cost-based, Heuristic and Hybrid void-handling techniques [65, 66, 67]. This section

covers the most famous recovery strategies in MANET. This section presents brief

information about Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [44], Position-based

Opportunistic Routing (POR) [45], Node Elevation Ad-hoc Routing (NEAR) [28],

Greedy Distributed Spanning Tree Routing (GDSTR) [55] and novel potential routing

scheme Yet Another Greedy Routing (YAGR) protocol [56].

2.6.1.1 Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) Protocol

Karp and Kung [44] proposed the Greedy Perimeter Stateless routing (GPSR) proto-

col. The GPSR apply perimeter routing or face routing to handle the hole problem to

guarantee delivery. GPSR is a stateless scheme because it only requires knowledge

of local topology information within a single hop neighbourhood. The GPSR rout-

ing protocol uses a combination of basic GFS [23] and face routing recovery mode as

shown in Figure 2.14 below.

Figure 2.14. Mixed of Primary (Solid Arrows) and Recovery Mode (Dashed Arrows)
(Source [44])

As illustrated in Figure 2.14 above, in the primary mode, i.e., the GFS mode, a for-
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warder node chooses the next relay node by selecting the neighbour that is geograph-

ically closest to the destination. GFS fails when there is no neighbour available that

is closer to the destination than the current forwarder node. To address this problem,

GPSR algorithm executes its second mode, i.e., recovery mode.

The main techniques in recovery mode are planar graph traversal algorithm and dis-

tributed planarization algorithm. The former is used to form a planar sub-graph from

the original plane graph of the network. The latter is used to discover a path between

communication hole and ultimate destination. Thus, the performance of GPSR scheme

totally depends on two related concerns. The first one is concerned about the ability of

the planar graph algorithm to construct a connected sub-graph from the original graph

of the network in dense as well sparse scenarios. The second one is concerned about

the ability of the planarization algorithm to find a reliable rout between communication

hole and destination nodes in dense as well sparse network scenarios.

In general, the graph formed by MANET network is not planar. Thus, to form a pla-

nar sub-graph, the GPSR scheme uses planarization algorithm such as Relative Neigh-

bourhood Graph (RNG) algorithm [112] or Gabriel Graph (GG) algorithm [113]. Once

the planar sub-graph is constructed, then the face routing can be performed. The main

idea in a face algorithm is to forward a packet along the interiors of a sequence of

adjacent faces that are intersected by the straight line connecting the source and the

destination nodes. These adjacent faces provide progress towards the ultimate destina-

tion. Face traversal is done in a localized way by applying the well-known right hand

rule (or left hand rule): a packet is forwarded along the next edge clockwise counter

clockwise from the edge where it arrived.

Figure 2.15 shows the procedures the GPSR algorithm executes in the recovery mode.

In Figure 2.15, it is supposed that the mode converts to perimeter at node w for a packet

destined to node D. The packet will loop around an interior or an exterior face of the

planar graph. The information about the first edge traversed can be used to prevent

looping, this information then is used to determine if a packet traverses the first edge

on the current face for the second time.
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Figure 2.15. A Constructed Route by using planarization and traversal algorithms in
GPSR (Source [65])

Karp and Kung in [44] evaluated the performance of the GPSR using network simu-

lator Ns2. The researchers used three different simulation areas which are 1500 × 300

m, 2250 × 450 m and 3000 × 600 m respectively. GPSR is evaluated in two simulation

scenarios. The first examines the effectiveness of the GPSR algorithm under various

pause times (0, 30, 60, and 120 s). The second scenario examines the effectiveness

of the GPSR algorithm under various numbers of nodes (50, 112, and 200 nodes).

To generate traffic, researchers used 30 different CBR flows with packets size of 64

bytes. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed coordinating function (DCF)

was used for all the nodes in the simulation. The radio range of each node was set at

250 meters. The random waypoint mobility model was utilized in the simulation. The

metrics that were used to evaluate the performance of GPSR were packet delivery ra-

tio, average control overhead and routing path length. Based on the simulation results,

researchers stated that GPSR outperformed other ad-hoc routing protocols and shortest

path scheme in the two proposed scenarios. Also, under mobility’s frequent topology

changes, the GPSR algorithm can quickly find optimal new routes solely relying on

local topology information.

Although planar graph-based routing guarantees packet delivery, the chosen route may

not be optimal. Thus, it involves more nodes than GFS, consumes more energy and

induces more end-to-end delay [67]. Additionally, in some cases, the GPSR scheme

fails if the packet’s Time To Live (TTL) expires before the packet reaches a correct
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neighbour. In the common sparse MANET, the planarization process comes at the

cost of three main drawbacks. One, it increases the cost in terms of overheads to

maintain the planar sub-graph locally in each participant node. Two, it produces in-

appropriate routing paths along the boundaries of holes. Three, overloading of nodes

on the boundaries of holes exhausts the batteries of those nodes quickly, which further

enlarges the holes and eventually connects small holes to big holes or even partitions

the network into disconnected pieces [18].

2.6.1.2 Position-based Opportunistic Routing (POR) Protocol

Yang et al. in [45] proposed a Position-based Opportunistic Routing (POR) protocol.

POR is a stateless routing protocol that aims to guarantee delivery in the presence of

hole problem. The functionality of POR requires knowledge of topology information

locally within a single hop neighbourhood. The POR routing protocol uses a combi-

nation of basic GFS [23] and Virtual Destination-based Void Handling (VDVH) as a

recovery mode. In the primary mode, i.e. GFS mode, a predefined number of candi-

date nodes cache the packet. If the optimal candidate does not forward the packet (for

any reason) in certain time slots, one of the suboptimal candidate nodes will proceed

to forward the data packet. In this respect, as at least one candidate node succeeds in

forwarding the packet, there will be no chance that the packet will be lost. The primary

mode fails if none of the candidate nodes succeeds in forwarding the packet. POR will

continue forwarding the stuck packet by activating the second algorithm, i.e., VDVH

mode. The VDVH algorithm is executed by the hole node (where the packet is stuck)

by sending a message called a “void warning”. The “void warning” packet is the same

stuck data packet returned from the hole node to the previous forwarder node (trigger

node). As soon as the trigger node receives the void warning, it will switch from GFS

mode to VDVH mode and reselect a new next relay node. The new selection is based

on repositioning of the destination node by giving it a new virtual location. In case the

source node itself is a hole node, the packet-forwarding mode will be set as VDVH at

the source node itself.

The core idea from VDVH is to select two virtual positions for the original destination.

The trigger node has to select to forward either to the left virtual destination position or
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to the right. As shown in Figure 2.16 (a) below, virtual destinations are repositioned at

the circumference with the trigger node as centre. They are used to guide the direction

of packet delivery during VDVH mode. The VDVH has the potential to deal with

all kinds of communication voids. Figure 2.16 (b) below shows an example while

executing conventional GPSR and GPSR-VDVH. The figure shows that GPSR-VDVH

forward the packet by using an optimal path of seven hops while conventional GPSR

experiences a much longer route of 15 hops [45].

Figure 2.16. (a) Potential Forwarding Area Using Virtual Destination, (b) A Path
Exploited by GPSR and GPSR-VDVH Protocols (Source [45])

Yang et al. in [45] evaluated the performance of POR using network simulator Ns2.

In the simulation area of 1200 m × 800 m, 80 nodes have been randomly distributed.

The simulation time is set to 900 s. POR was evaluated in one simulation scenario.

This scenario examines the effectiveness of the POR algorithm under various nodes’

speed (5-50 m\s). To generate traffic, a CBR flow was used at a rate of 10 packets

per second with packet size of 256 bytes. Each flow was started at 170 s and ended at

870 s. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed coordinating function (DCF)

was used for all the nodes in the simulation. The radio range of each node was set at

250 meters. The random waypoint mobility model was utilized in the simulation. The

metrics used to evaluate the performance of POR were packet delivery ratio, average

control overhead, routing path length, packet forwarding times per hop and Packet

forwarding times per packet.

Yang et al. in [45] argued that simulation results show that POR, under high node

mobility, outperforms current position-based routing protocol in terms of end-to-end

delay and packet delivery ratio, with acceptable extra overhead. However, in proposed
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POR, VDVH results in a longer path that needs more computational procedures to

escape from the void. Increased computational procedures lead to more delay and

draining of more power. In addition, the selection of the next relay node was just

based on distance as the main criterion and did not account for any other important

criteria to solve traditional GFS failure. The POR scheme assumes accurate position

information to build its virtual path to the destination. Assuming accurate position

information under high node mobility is an unrealistic assumption. Additionally, in

some cases, the POR scheme will fail during the building of the virtual path if the

packet’s TTL expires before the packet reaches a correct neighbour.

2.6.1.3 Node Elevation Ad-hoc Routing (NEAR) Protocol

Arad and Shavitt in [28] proposed Node Elevation Ad-hoc Routing (NEAR) protocol.

It was a new idea using a virtual repositioning of participating nodes. The purpose

of NEAR is to effectively increase GFS efficiency and to minimize the need for using

a recovery strategy. To achieve this goal, NEAR algorithm predicts hole nodes in

advance and adjust nodes’ coordinates to improve routing performance, The NEAR

algorithm is comprised of three main algorithms: the repositioning algorithm, the void

identification algorithm and the greedy routing algorithm. The brilliant idea in NEAR

is the repositioning algorithm which is used to detect so-called ‘hole” or “concave”

nodes.

The repositioning algorithm calculation is performed locally, based on current node’s

neighbour positions. In the NEAR algorithm, repositioning process attains three ob-

jectives. The first is to mark hole nodes. The second is to increase GFS success rate.

The third is to improve the recovery process. Nodes using a NEAR algorithm try to

predict dead ends and incrementally adjust routing coordinates based on angle that

each node makes with its neighbours. With NEAR, GFS uses virtual coordinates to

surround the hols.

Figure 2.17 below explains a simple repositioning process for a node. The figure

shows five hole nodes. After applying a NEAR algorithm, the virtual position (Õ) of

node (O) is shown above the plane. The projection of node’s O virtual coordinates

lies between its neighbours E and C. Node’s Õ height is intended to help the NEAR
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algorithm direct data packet away from an expected hole node.

Figure 2.17. A repositioning example (source [28])

Arad and Shavitt in [28] evaluated the performance of NEAR using network simulator

Ns2. The simulation area was set to 2000 m × 2000 m. NEAR was evaluated in two

simulation scenarios. The first examined the effectiveness of the NEAR algorithm

under a randomly placed hole, whose size was 10% of the network size. The second

scenario examined the effectiveness of the NEAR algorithm in which the hole, whose

size was 25% of the network size, was placed at the centre of the simulation area. The

IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed coordinating function (DCF) was used

for all the nodes in the simulation. The radio range of each node was set at 250 meters.

The random waypoint mobility model was utilized in the simulation. The metrics that

were used to evaluate the performance of NEAR were average disconnected nodes,

average number of iteration, average hops ratio and average routing success rate. Arad

and Shavitt in [28] argued that the simulations results showed the superiority of NEAR

and a significant decrease in the number of hole nodes compared to current routing

protocols due to the improvement done to GFS.

However, in NEAR, to maintain a height data structure, a NEAR scheme needs var-

ious auxiliary algorithms. Executing these algorithms imposes more efforts from the

participating nodes that may drain MANET resources. While the NEAR scheme’s

success rate is high, NEAR may fail to find a route to the destination even when there

is a route to the intended destination. Finally, the NEAR scheme is a local algorithm

and thereby only can detect local holes and is ineffective in sparse scenarios.
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2.6.1.4 Greedy Distributed Spanning Tree Routing (GDSTR) Protocol

Leong et al. [55] proposed a new geographic routing algorithm, Greedy Distributed

Spanning Tree Routing (GDSTR). The purpose of the GDSTR algorithm is to the find

shortest routes with less maintenance traffic than existing algorithms. In the GDSTR

scheme, spanning trees are proposed for use in place of planarization algorithms. The

GDSTR algorithm uses two hull trees instead of planarization as a recovery mode.

Nodes exchange messages to compute and store a distributed spanning tree. Each

node also computes and stores a convex hull of the locations of all of its descendants

in the subtree rooted at the node; the resulting tree is called a hull tree. Figure 2.18

below shows the procedure to construct the hull trees by the participating nodes.

Figure 2.18. (a) A spanning tree and (b) a hull tree construction in GDSTR (source
[55])

In the GDSTR algorithm, a data packet is forwarded greedily until it is stuck at a hole.

At this point, GDSTR switches from GFS to hull tree-mode then the stuck packet

is either sent to the parent node or to child node. In the former method, a packet

proceed by parents one by another. By using this method, the forwarded packet either

it finally reaches a parent node that has a child that leads to the destination or forwarded

packet will be dropped as the destination is unreachable. In the latter method, the

forwarded packet sends to a suitable child node directly. This child should has convex

hull contains the destination node.

Leong et al. [55] evaluated the performance of GDSTR using network simulator Ns2.

GDSTR was evaluated in two simulation scenarios. The first examined the effec-

tiveness of GDSTR algorithm under various numbers of nodes (25-500 nodes). The
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second scenario examined the effectiveness of GDSTR algorithm under various nodes’

degree (0-16). The other parameters were set as in [44]. The metrics used to evaluate

the performance of GDSTR were path length and hop counts. The researchers argued

that their simulations results showed that GDSTR uses less bandwidth and achieve

lower route and hop stretch than other existing routing protocol that use planarization

method [55].

Although the packet delivery is guaranteed by using tree traversal, GDSTR needs to

gather the necessary information to build the two hull trees. To execute these processes

a large storage capacity of the nodes is needed. This leads to an increase in the routing

costs and the end-to-end delays and induce a higher overhead. Another drawback of

GDSTR is that the detected routing path is longer than the shortest route, which drains

MANET resources.

2.6.1.5 Yet Another Greedy Routing (YAGR) Protocol

Na et al. in [56] proposed Yet Another Greedy Routing (YAGR) protocol. The pur-

pose of YAGR algorithm is to eliminate the local maximum condition and to improve

GFS [23] by utilizing the concept of the potential field. Potential field technique is

used in robot navigation. This technique is used to control robot movement from one

position to another. To create a dynamic potential, the control process is achieved by

using the virtual repulsive force in combination with the virtual attractive force of the

target field. The same technique is used in YAGR. The YAGR algorithm contrasts the

roles of the packet with the robot and routing holes with obstacles and determines the

potential field of neighbourhood to choose the next relay-node with the highest poten-

tial field [56]. The information of the observed hole node is emitted and maintained

to minimize the probability of a packet to fall in a hole node. To achieve this, each

forwarded packet’s header contains the Dead End Information (DEI) combined with

the destination location information.

Na et al. in [56] evaluated the performance of YAGR using network simulator Ns2.

The simulation area set to 2000 m × 2000 m. To show the effectiveness of YAGR, it

was examined under various nodes’ degree (4-12). To generate traffic, a CBR flow was

used. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed coordinating function (DCF)
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was used for all the nodes in the simulation. The radio range of each node was set at

250 meters. The random waypoint mobility model was utilized in the simulation. The

metric used to evaluate the performance of YAGR was the path length. Results were

calculated with a confidence interval of 95%.

Na et al. in [56] argued that YAGR preserves the simplicity of traditional greedy rout-

ing, and outperforms current planarization routing protocols. The simulation results

showed that YAGR protocol outperforms GPSR in terms of path stretch and achieved

a similar performance to GPSR in terms of path failure rate. However, by exploiting

YAGR algorithm, the hole problem can be partially relaxed or totally resolved only by

means of significant routing overheads and considerable computational processes.

2.6.1.6 Summary of Existing Recovery Strategies in Position-based Routing Pro-

tocols

The above discussion in Sub-section 2.6.1 presented a selected group of routing pro-

tocols belongs to Recovery Strategies to Handle GFS Failure (RSGF) category. These

protocols have been developed to improve the GFS success rate and to guarantee

packet delivery. As discussed above, These protocols come at the cost of several draw-

backs. Table 2.2 below shows the pros and cons of each discussed scheme.
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Table 2.2. Prior Works Regarding Recovery Strategies in Position-based Routing
Protocols

Author Protocol Advantages Disadvantages

Arad and
Shavitt [28]

NEAR Guarantee packet
delivery, improves
GFS success rate and
decrease the number
of hole nodes

Impose more efforts from
the participating nodes that
drain MANET resources and
its algorithm fails to find a
route in sparse scenarios

Karp and

Kung [44]

GPSR Guarantee packet
delivery

Causes long routing path,
drain network resources, and
planarization process may
disconnect a connected
network in sparse scenarios

Yang et al.

[45]

POR Guarantee packet
delivery

Long routing path, drain
network resources and result
in more delay

Leong et al.

[55]

GDSTR Guarantee packet
delivery, less
bandwidth and lower
route and hop stretch

Induce more end-to-end dely,
exhaust nodes storage, and
may fails in high mobility
scenarios

Na et al.

[56]

YAGR Guarantee packet
delivery, and decrease
path stretch

Causes significant routing
overheads

2.6.2 Supportive Enhancement for GFS (SEGF)

The preceding section showed that RSGF category approaches still have several dis-

advantages to be solved. In this regard, recent years have seen a massive amount of

research targeting enhancing GFS itself besides using a recovery approach [27, 30, 31].

In this research, the proposed approaches to overcome the shortcoming with GFS and

RSGF approaches are dubbed Supportive Enhancement for GFS (SEGF). The main

purposes of the SEGF algorithms category are to minimize the use of the recovery

mode and to increase GFS success rate, so that the desired MANET’s performance

might be attained [27, 30, 31].

In the SEGF category, researchers’ works targeting GFS enhancement can be divided
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into two classes. The first class concerns improving the forwarding decision process,

by adopting another metric(s) besides shortest path to make the forwarding decision.

The second class concerns improving the beaconing updating process. In the following

sub-sections, the two classes are discussed directly.

2.6.2.1 Extensions on GFS based on Prioritization and Selection Process

To achieve the shortest path objective, GFS selects the next relay-node that is closest to

destination as an adopted criterion [23]. As it was extensively discussed in Section 2.5,

in GFS, the lowest hops count routing metric is not indicative of the quality of the path.

Considering the shortest path as the only routing objective in MANET is insufficient

for computing a reliable route. Because adopting the shortest path as the only routing

objective can severely compromise MANET’s performance on the outstanding ignored

objectives. Additionally, it results in a irregular traffic load distribution that leads to a

hot-spot problem, which also degrades the whole system’s performance [38].

To conclude, simple MANET routing protocols that achieve one objective based on

a single metric such as a minimum number of hops or residual battery power, are no

longer sufficient [114]. Due to the complex interactions among the multi-objectives,

and uncertainty coupled with MANET, achieving multiple objectives is a critical goal

to be accomplished. Thus, one crucial issue in MANET is how to find optimal paths

that fulfil multi-objectives [114]. Some literature has looked at possible solutions. The

following sub-sections provide a brief examination of some prominent work in inter-

est areas such as Multi-criteria Receiver Self-Election (MRSE) scheme [57], Energy-

Aware Geographic Routing (EGR) [41], Delay and Reliability-Aware Routing (DR2)

[58], Stability and Reliability Aware Routing (SRR) [60] and Predictive Directional

Greedy Routing (PDGR) protocol [59].

Multi-criteria Receiver Self-Election (MRSE) Protocol

Khokhar et al. in [57] proposed a Multi-criteria Receiver Self-Election (MRSE) proto-

col. The purpose behind MRSE is to tackle traffic congestion and high mobility issues

and to enable the candidate receivers to make the forwarding decision. MRSE is a dis-

tributed routing scheme. To select the optimal next relay-node, MRSE makes the use
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of four routing parameters, which are: optimal distance, link lifetime, received power

and optimal transmission range. The MRSE scheme suggests suppressing the HELLO

scheme and using the four handshaking messages (RTS\CTS\DATA and ACK). In

MRSE structure design and based on the four routing parameters, the optimal next

relay-node should reply back first with CTS at a short time. To avoid time collisions

between nodes’ CTS messages, a reasonable waiting time difference has been set with

the consideration that this period of time should be too small to prevent extra delays.

Khokhar et al. in [57] evaluated the performance of MRSE using Traffic-Aware Rout-

ing Strategy (ReTARS). The simulation area was set to 3968 m × 1251 m. The simula-

tion time was set to 400 s. MRSE was evaluated in two simulation scenarios. The first

examined the effectiveness of the MRSE algorithm under various numbers of nodes

(150, 250, and 350 nodes). The second scenario examined the effectiveness of the

MRSE algorithm under various nodes’ speed (20-80 m/h). To generate traffic, a CBR

flow was used with packets size of 1024 bytes. The IEEE 802.11b MAC protocol with

distributed coordinating function (DCF) is used for all the nodes in the simulation. The

STreet RAndom Waypoint (STRAW) mobility model was utilized in the simulation.

The beaconing frequency was set to 1s. The metrics that were used to evaluate the

performance of MRSE were packet delivery ratio and network lifetime.

The researchers in [57] said that the simulation results showed that the MRSE scheme

offered better performance compared to two other routing protocols that used the four

handshaking schemes and HELLO scheme. However, MRSE scheme can be only

efficient when data is on going, otherwise the position information accuracy of the

participating nodes will go down. This results in degrading the performance of the

routing protocol and the whole system.

Energy-Aware Geographic Routing (EGR) Protocol

Gang and Guodong in [41] proposed Energy-Aware Geographic Routing (EGR) pro-

tocol. EGR is a novel position-based routing protocol that aims to prolong the network

lifetime and to ensure high packet delivery ratio. EGR algorithm combines distance to

destination and residual energy to make forwarding decisions. In addition, to improve

the delivery ratio EGR algorithm uses a prediction scheme to predict a destination’s
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movement. In EGR, each node should be aware of its own location and residual en-

ergy. Also, a node that has data to be sent to a specific target should be aware of its

neighbours’ location and residual energy information to make the forwarding decision.

Thus, every node emits a HELLO packet (beacon). This beacon contains a node ID, lo-

cation and residual energy value. A sender node gets destination’s information by the

means of using location server. EGR adopted the beaconing scheme used in DREAM

[88], i.e., restricted flooding approach. EGR uses the same recovery approach as in

GPSR [44]. In EGR, the lifetime of the network is defined as the moment when the

first node reaches its fifth of its initial energy.

Gang and Guodong in [41] evaluated the performance of EGR using network simula-

tor Ns2. The simulation time was set to 300 sec. EGR was evaluated in two simulation

scenarios. The first examined the effectiveness of the EGR algorithm under various

numbers of nodes (100-300 nodes). The second scenario examined the effectiveness

of the EGR algorithm under various nodes’ speed (5-25 m\s). To generate traffic, a

CBR flow was used with packets size of 64 bytes. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol

with distributed coordinating function (DCF) was used for all the nodes in the simula-

tion. The channel’s bandwidth was set to 2Mbps. The radio range of each node was

set at 250 meters. The initial nodes’ energy was set to 1000J. The metrics that were

used to evaluate the performance of the EGR were packet delivery ratio and network

lifetime. As a new routing protocol, EGR protocol combines greedy forwarding, en-

ergy awareness approach and constrained flooding. Thus, EGR protocol effectively

prolongs the MANET lifetime as well as increases packet delivery ratio and decreases

end-to-end delay [41]. However, EGR protocol uses flooding approach, which drains

the network resources. Also, due to using a recovery strategy EGR may fail in spars

scenarios. And finally, the EGR protocol uses only residual energy besides distance

routing metric. Thus, it may prolong the network’s lifetime at the cost of the other

overlooked routing objectives.

Delay and Reliability aware Routing (DR2) Protocol

Kayhan et al. [58] introduced a novel Delay and Reliability Aware Routing (DR2)

protocol. The purpose of DR2 is to forward data packets between two communicating
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nodes very quickly with high reliability and low latency. As shown in Figure 2.19

below, DR2 protocol is considered to be a cross layer scheme between the MAC and

the network layers. Cross layer cooperation facilitates the communication process that

leads to less overhead due to the conversion of a little information between the two

layers.

Figure 2.19. The architecture of the proposed DR2 (source [58])

The MAC layer is responsible for gathering information about specific metrics con-

cerning relative velocity and channel condition. These metrics are the Signal to Noise

Ratio (SNR), the path delay and the relative velocity. Collected information is then

forwarded to the network layer to select the best next-relay node. DR2 algorithm in-

corporates the concept of Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) to calculate the cost of each

node’s neighbour in terms of the three metrics. The three routing metrics are consid-

ered as input to the Fuzzy logic system, and the output is the fuzzy cost function. In

DR2 building structure some assumptions have been made to track the routing metrics

by MAC layer. It is assumed that nodes are embedded with GPS receiver. GPS is

used to provide nodes with current position information [84]. To facilitate commu-

nication between nodes, it is also assumed that each node is equipped with wireless

radio communication devices.

Kayhan et al. [58] evaluated the performance of DR2 using network simulator Ns2.

The simulation area was set to 2400 m × 2400 m. Simulation of Urban Mobility

(SUMO) was utilized in the simulation. The simulation time was set to 100 s. To

generate traffic, a CBR flow was used with packets size of 1000 bytes. DR2 was

evaluated in two simulation scenarios. The first examined the effectiveness of DR2

algorithm under various standard deviation (1 to 10). The second scenario examined
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the effectiveness of DR2 algorithm under various numbers of nodes (50,100,150 and

200 nodes). The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed coordinating function

(DCF) was used for all the nodes in the simulation. The channel’s bandwidth was set

to 2Mbps. The radio range of each node was set at 250 meters. The metrics that were

used to evaluate the performance of DR2 were packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay

and reachability. The researchers argued that (based on the simulation results) DR2

could be used in real time systems in dense and sparse networks environment [58].

Moreover, they added that the DR2 was able to improve end-to-end delay and packet

delivery ratio. However, the DR2 algorithm has other important routing metrics that

are not considered in the selection process such as buffer occupancy that have bad

effects on routing performance in MANET.

Stability and Reliability Aware Routing (SRR) Protocol

Kayhan et al. [60] proposed a novel Stability and Reliability Aware Routing (SRR)

protocol. The purpose of SRR is to deliver data packets with a high degree of sta-

bility and reliability. The SRR algorithm incorporates the concept of Fuzzy Logic

Controller (FLC) in position-based routing protocols to make the forwarding decision.

The authors argued that distance between sender and relay nodes, as well nodes mo-

bility attributes, are two critical routing metrics that should be considered to make a

forwarding decision. To design their scheme, the authors adopted motion direction

and distance as inputs of the fuzzy decision making system. Figure 2.20 below shows

how a source node calculates both parameters for its neighbours.

Figure 2.20. (a) Distance calculation between sender node and its neighbours (b)
Relative direction calculation between sender node and its neighbours (source [60])

Based on these inputs, the next relay node is selected as it has the highest fuzzy cost.
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The highest cost is given to the neighbour node, which is directed more towards the

final destination. In the SRR building structure some assumptions have been made to

track the routing metrics by the MAC layer. It is assumed that nodes are embedded

with a GPS receiver. GPS is used to provide nodes with current position information

[84]. To facilitate communication between nodes, it is also assumed that each node

is equipped with wireless radio communication devices. In SRR a node can track its

neighbours by the means of using periodic beaconing scheme. In case of disconnected

network, the sender node will buffer the data packet and move until it finds a neighbour

that is closer to the final destination other than itself.

Kayhan et al. [60] implemented SRR using network simulator JiST\SWANS. The

simulation area was set to 4000 m × 500 m. The simulation time was set to 160 s. The

IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed coordinating function (DCF) was used

for all the nodes in the simulation. The channel’s bandwidth was set to 2Mbps. The

radio range of each node was set at 200 meters. The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM)

mobility model was utilized in the simulation. SRR was evaluated in two simulation

scenarios. The first examined the effectiveness of the SRR algorithm under various

traffic flow (5-15 flows). The second scenario examined the effectiveness of the SRR

algorithm under various numbers of nodes (30 to 250 nodes). The metrics that were

used to evaluate the performance of SRR were packet delivery ratio, average control

overhead, and end-to-end delay. The researchers argued that their proposed scheme

outperformed traditional position based routing protocols in terms of packet delivery

ratio, and control overhead [60]. However, with the proposed protocol, the authors did

not account for the changing in the speed values and just take the mobility direction

where both parameters have the same importance in calculating the suitability of the

next relay node.

Predictive Directional Greedy Routing (PDGR) Protocol

Gong et al. in [59] proposed Predictive Directional Greedy Routing (PDGR) protocol.

The purpose of PDGR is to improve selection process in position-based routing pro-

tocols. In the PDGR algorithm, a forwarding decision is made based on the position

and mobility direction of nodes. Thus, PDGR combines Position First Forwarding
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and Direction First Forwarding. The importance of these two factors is controlled by

a weighted function. A weighted score is estimated based on the two routing metrics.

The weighted score is calculated not only for a sender but also for its possible future

neighbours in very near future. Thus, the PDGR algorithm constructed of two parts.

The first algorithm is used to estimate a weighted score for a node’s current neigh-

bours. The second algorithm is used to estimate a weighted score for a node’s future

neighbours in a short interval. A neighbour node with the highest score is selected as

the optimal next relay-node. If no next relay-node is available, the PDGR algorithm

uses the buffer and forward method. This method saves the forwarded packet from

being dropped. The information about routing metrics can be collected using beacon

messages. Also, nodes can get their position information by the means of using GPS

[84]. A node that has data packets to be forwarded to a destination can get the desti-

nation’s position information by the means of using a location server that is known in

advance.

Gong et al. in [59] evaluated the performance of PDGR using network simulator Ns2.

The simulation area was set to 2400 m × 2400 m. To generate traffic, a CBR flow was

used with packets size of 512 bytes. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed

coordinating function (DCF) was used for all the nodes in the simulation. The radio

range of each node was set at 250 meters. The Realistic Mobility Model was utilized

in the simulation. The beaconing frequency was set to 0.5 s. PDGR is evaluated in

two simulation scenarios. The first examined the effectiveness of the PDGR algorithm

under various traffic flows (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1, 2, 3 and 4 flows). The second scenario

examined the effectiveness of the PDGR algorithm under various nodes’ speeds (15-

60 mp\h). The metrics that were used to evaluate the performance of the PDGR were

packet delivery ratio, average control overhead, and end-to-end delay. The PDGR

was shown in simulations to outperform GPSR [44] in terms of packet delivery ratio

and latency of packet delivery. However, in PDGR the delivery of data packet is not

guaranteed to the node at the far edge of forwarding transmission range. This will lead

to a low packet delivery ratio and high end-to-end delay.
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2.6.2.2 Summary of Prominent Extensions Works for GFS

based on Prioritization and Selection Process

The above-discussed routing protocols have been developed to improve the GFS suc-

cess rate. The proposed schemes come at the cost of several drawbacks. Table 2.3

below shows the pros and cons of each scheme discussed.

Table 2.3. Prior Works Regarding Prioritization and Selection Process improvement
for GFS

Author Protocol Advantages Disadvantages

Khokhar
et al. [57]

MRSE Increases packet delivery
ratio and decreases the
end-to-end delay

Inefficient when there is no
data ongoing that decreases
nodes’ position information
accuracy

Gang and
Guodong
[41]

EGR Prolongs the MANET
lifetime, increases packet
delivery ratio and
decreases the end-to-end
delay

Flooding drains the network
resources, due to using a
recovery strategy EGR may
fails in spars scenarios

Kayhan et
al. [58]

DR2 Can be used in real time

systems, improves the

end-to-end delay and

packet delivery ratio

Overlooked some important
routing metrics that have
very bad effect on the
performance of routing in
MANET

Kayhan et
al. [60]

SRR Outperforms traditional

position based routing

protocols in terms of

packet delivery ratio and

control overhead

Overlooked some important
routing metrics that have
very bad effect on the
performance of routing in
MANET such as relative
speed

Gong et
al. [59]

PDGR Outperforms traditional
position based routing
protocols in terms of

packet delivery ratio and
latency

Packet delivery is not
guaranteed to the node at the
far edge of forwarder
transmission range
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2.6.2.3 Extensions on GFS based on Beaconing-Update Scheme

In MANET, arbitrary motions of mobile nodes introduce a frequent and an unpre-

dictable change in network topology [47, 48, 54, 109]. In position-based routing pro-

tocols, a mobile node needs to preserve fresh information of its neighbourhood in

its neighbours-list to perform efficient forwarding decisions [49, 50]. As a feasible

solution to the domain problem in conventional a GFS algorithm in MANET, mo-

bile nodes proactively and periodically exchange HELLO packets (beacons) with their

neighbouring nodes. The frequency at which these nodes emit their beacons is typi-

cally fixed. In this thesis, this is called the fixed beacon packet interval time (FBPIT).

The FBPIT specifies the maximum time interval between the transmissions of beacons

among the nodes [51].

Determining a suitable FBPIT time is challenging. A short FBPIT leads to obsolete

location information, while a long FBPIT may afford more accurate information, but

incurs heavier overhead. The literature suggested that none of the suggested beacon

interval time schemes performs as well as they are supposed to be used optimally with

MANET [52, 53].

Additionally, with the GFS algorithm, the refreshment frequency of routing entries in

neighbourhood list also has a fixed value. Usually, it is set as a multiple beacon fre-

quency. However, this is not enough to adapt well to different requirements in mobility

environments [52]. Nevertheless, whatever the way used to get accurate location infor-

mation, the advantages of using accurate location information outweigh the additional

costs [53].

To sum up, in position-based routing protocols, the rule of beaconing is considered

as one of the most important processes controlling the determination of node connec-

tivity. However, the specified FBPIT is no less important than the used beaconing

mechanism itself [51]. It is critical to decide upon the best FBPIT value to be used by

the beaconing method to avoid unnecessary control overhead [53].

The most commonly used beaconing method in MANET is Simple Flooding due to its

simplicity. MANET experimental results revealed that Simple Flooding was unreliable

and consumes much network resources [51]. In this regard, to solve the Flooding
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problem, various adaptive beaconing methods have been proposed. Generally, the new

proposed beaconing update can be classified as: time-based, distance-based, mobility-

aware-based, and dead reckoning update [115]. The following sub-sections provide

a brief look at some prominent work in the interest area such as those presented in

[61, 63] Fuzzy Logic Probabilistic (FLoP) Scheme and Fuzzy Logic Probabilistic with

Safety (FLoPS), Fuzzy logic-based Dynamic Beaconing (FLDB) [62], several HELLO

approaches presented in [49], a Turnover Based Adaptive HELLO Protocol (TAP) [50]

and Neighbourhood Lifetime Algorithm (NLA) [64].

FLoP and FLoPS HELLO Schemes

To avoid unnecessary control overhead incurred by HELLO protocols, Liarokapis and

Shahrabi [61, 63] proposed two novel broadcast algorithms that incorporate the con-

cept of Fuzzy Logic. The first one is the Fuzzy Logic Probabilistic (FLoP) Scheme,

and the second is the Fuzzy Logic Probabilistic with Safety (FLoPS) Scheme. Both al-

gorithms were proposed to alter proportionally and appropriately the HELLO sending

frequency based on the Fuzzy Logic concept. In FLoP, two sequential hello intervals

are based on how dynamic or static a MANET is. The main idea here is that a node’s

degree, i.e., its neighbours-number, changes based on the rate of the topology changes.

The situation of MANET at a given time is relying on the differentiation in the num-

ber of neighbouring nodes (∆N) in a node’s neighbour-list. In case the value of ∆N is

very low or 0, then FLoP algorithm increases the hello packet-sending rate to avoid

unnecessary overhead and vice versa. In the FLoP algorithm, Fuzzy Logic is utilized

to alter adaptively the hello interval time. FLoPS, the second proposed approach, is

an enhanced version of FLoP. FLoP achieved low performance in dense scenarios that

caused unnecessary overhead. The FLoPS algorithm is proposed to handle this draw-

back. The FLoPS algorithm incorporates the advantages of Fuzzy Logic as it is used in

FLoP, but Fuzzy Logic is utilized to adaptively switch to safety mode when necessary.

In FLoPS, after the hello interval reached, a safety check takes place by applying the

fuzzy controller. In case a node’s neighbourhood is greater than the threshold value

(set to 4 nodes), another check process is performed. If the calculated hello interval is

lower than its default value, FLoPS triggers the safety algorithm to set the interval to
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the default value (set to 3 seconds).

Liarokapis and Shahrabi [61, 63] implemented FLoP and FLoPS using network sim-

ulator Ns2.34. The simulation was set to 1000 m × 1000 m. The simulation time was

set to 1000 s. To generate traffic, a CBR flow was used with packets size of 512 bytes.

The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed coordinating function (DCF) was

used for all the nodes in the simulation. The channel’s bandwidth was set to 2Mbps.

The radio range of each node was set at 250 meters. The Random WayPoint mobility

model was utilized in the simulation. Both protocols were evaluated in three simula-

tion scenarios. The first examined the effectiveness of both protocols algorithms under

various numbers of nodes (30-120 nodes). The second scenario examined the effec-

tiveness of both protocols algorithms under various nodes’ speeds (1-20 m\s). The

third scenario examined the effectiveness of both protocols algorithms under various

traffic loads (1-20 flows). The metrics that were used to evaluate the performance of

both protocols were packet delivery ratio, average control overhead and reachability.

As stated by the researchers in [61, 63] simulation results demonstrated the superi-

ority of both FLoP and FLoPS compared to a fixed hello interval in terms of delay

and control overhead. However, in both approaches there is no clear idea about the

neighbours’ time-out interval in a node’s neighbours-list, which may increase the in-

accuracy information in a node’s neighbours-list. Using the FLoP algorithm incurs

small hello intervals in dense scenarios that cause unnecessary overhead. Also, the

FLoPS algorithm may incur more delay due to applying the FLoP algorithm first then

performing the two-check process before switching back to the safety mode.

Fuzzy logic-based Dynamic Beaconing (FLDB)

The purpose of the proposed Fuzzy logic-based Dynamic Beaconing (FLDB) [62] is

to overcome the drawbacks of using a fixed beaconing interval in position-based rout-

ing protocols for MANET. The FLDB algorithm incorporates the concept of Fuzzy

Logic controller in its design. The Fuzzy Logic controller is invoked to adjust the time

between the transmissions of beacon packets. Researchers in [62] argued that uncer-

tainty and ambiguity associated with node mobility makes the Fuzzy Logic controller

the appropriate and proportional choice to alter adaptively the static hello time interval
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to be compatible with MANET conditions. An adaptive hello interval using Fuzzy

Logic controller would be able to reflect mobility’s topology changes by a relative de-

crease in the frequency of beacon sending rate when node speeds become low and in

turn to relatively increasing the frequency of beacon sending rate in case when nodes

speed become high. Researchers in [62] used the speed of participant’s nodes as input

to the Fuzzy Logic controller and the output is the appropriate frequency of beacon

sending rate.

The simulation environment and parameters used to evaluate FLDB scheme were not

mentioned in the published paper in [62]. FLDB is evaluated in one simulation sce-

narios under various nodes’ speed (1-30 m\s). The metrics used to evaluate the per-

formance of FLDB were packet delivery ratio, average control overhead, end-to-end

delay and percentage of optimal routes. Compared to the conventional greedy perime-

ter stateless routing (GPSR) protocol [44], the authors argued that their simulation

results proved the superiority of FLDB in terms of overhead, packet delivery ratio and

end-to-end delay. However, in the proposed FLDB it is not clear how to tune the fre-

quency of sending hello packets in semi-static networks. Also, there is no clear idea

about the neighbours’ time-out interval in a node’s neighbours-list that may increases

the inaccuracy information in a node’s neighbours-list.

Several Hello Protocols for Ad-Hoc Networks

Giruka and Singhal [49] proposed four approaches in order to proportionally and ap-

propriately alter the hello sending frequency in position-based routing protocols. The

approaches are periodic hello approach, adaptive hello approach, reactive hello ap-

proach and event-based hello approach. In each approach researchers seek to answer

two main questions; 1) “How often should a node beacon?” and 2) “When should a

node timeout its neighbours?”.

In the periodic hello approach, nodes perform the classic periodic HELLO protocol. A

node that receives a HELLO packet from a specific neighbour creates a new entry for

that neighbour in its neighbour-list if it does not have one or updates the existing entry

for that neighbour. If a node does not receive a beacon message from a neighbour for

a predefined threshold amount of time, it removes the entry for that neighbour from its
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neighbour-list.

In an adaptive hello approach, each node simply sends a HELLO each time it has

gone through X meters. Thus, a node moves at higher speed and emits a HELLO

packet at higher rates and vice versa. To limit the high frequency rate of beaconing

for nodes with very high speeds, a MIN-BEACON-INTERVAL is used. The MIN-

BEACON-INTERVAL is set to a predefined threshold, if a node exceeds this limit,

then it resets its beaconing interval to the MIN-BEACON-INTERVAL. In an adaptive

hello approach, based on neighbours’ speed and direction a node calculates the timeout

period for its neighbours, a node removes a specific neighbour entry with references

to the two parameters. Using this mechanism helps nodes to keep their neighbour-lists

up to date.

The third beaconing approach is the reactive approach. In this approach, the idea that

nodes should build their neighbour-lists only when needed (on demand) was adopted.

Thus, when a node needs to send a data packet, it first sends a request HELLO packet

and waits during a time t for an answer. Neighbouring nodes with a node transmission

range respond to the request by sending unicasting a HELLO response packet to the

requesting node. Upon reception of a request HELLO packet, nodes trigger a timeout

before answering, to avoid collisions. If no answer is received, then it repeats the same

behaviour up to X times.

In the fourth beaconing approach which is the event-based, nodes perform the first

classic periodic HELLO approach, but if they do not receive any HELLO packet and

do not need to send data packets during a predefined time period, they stop sending a

beacon packet until reception of a HELLO packet from others nodes.

To implement the presented schemes, Giruka and Singhal [49] used network simulator

Ns2. In the simulation area of 2000 m × 600 m, 100 nodes were distributed randomly.

The simulation time was set to 900 s. To generate traffic, a CBR flow was used at a rate

of 4 packets per second with packets size of 128 bytes. Each flow was started at 150

s and ended at 750 s. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with distributed coordinating

function (DCF) was used for all the nodes in the simulation. The radio range of each

node was set at 250 meters. The Random WayPoint mobility model was utilized in
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the simulation. The proposed schemes were evaluated in three simulation scenarios.

The first examined the effectiveness of the proposed schemes algorithms under various

numbers of nodes (80, 100, 120 and 160 nodes). The second scenario examined the

effectiveness of the proposed schemes algorithms under various nodes’ speeds (5, 10,

15, 20, 25 and 30 m/s). The third scenario examined the effectiveness of the proposed

schemes algorithms under various traffic loads (10, 20 30 and 40 flows). The met-

rics that were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes were packet

delivery ratio, average control overhead, end-to-end delay and false positives.

Giruka and Singhal [49] stated that the adaptive HELLO scheme is the best over-

head/accuracy trade-off from among all HELLO schemes. The adaptive HELLO

scheme achieved slightly lower false positives and packet delivery compared to pe-

riodic HELLO scheme. The overhead incurred by reactive HELLO scheme is totally

depends on the neighbour’s entry lifetime in a node’s neighbours-list. However, the

periodic or proactive hello approach is performed independently of actual data traffic.

Thus, the periodic has several drawbacks such as interference with regular data packet,

unnecessary utilization of network resources such as nodes’ battery power. In the sec-

ond approach problems may arise in the case in which nodes move as a group. Only

a few changes may happen to the network topology as nodes only marginally change

their locations relative to other nodes and hence would not need to emit HELLO packet

frequently. The drawback of the third approach is that this scheme minimizes the quan-

tity of HELLO packets, which introduces a high latency before sending data packets,

and should not be used in networks with high mobility. The drawback of the event-

based approach is that some nodes may never be detected by other mobile nodes.

A Turnover Based Adaptive HELLO Protocol (TAP)

Ingelrest et al. [50] proposed a turnover based adaptive HELLO protocol (TAP). A

TAP algorithm presents a useful solution to a beacon’s HELLO sending frequency. To

ensure that all participating nodes are detected in MANET, a TAP algorithm adjusts

dynamically the HELLO frequency fHELLO to match the optimal HELLO frequency

( fopt) based on the idea of measuring the turnover (r). The turnover r is equal to the

changes in a node’s number of new neighbours divided by the current sum number of
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its neighbours during ∆t. If the calculated turnover r is small this means that there

are not enough changes in a node’s neighbours-list, thus, the fHELLO should be de-

creased and vice versa. Based on given assumptions, the researchers stated that they

theoretically computed fopt .

To implement TAP, Ingelrest et al. in [50] used a homemade simulation tool, using

the Unit Disk Graph model. The simulation area was set to 1000 m × 1000 m. TAP

was evaluated in one simulation scenarios under various nodes’ speeds (2, 3, 4, 5, 6

and 7 m\s). The metrics that were used to evaluate the performance of TAP were de-

lay between two HELLO messages and accuracy of neighbourhood tables. Based on

the computed value, Ingelrest et al. in [50] experimentally showed that the TAP algo-

rithm gives a good level of accuracy compared to others. Also, the researchers stated

that TAP approach might be deployed in any application of MANET that relies upon

HELLO packets to maintain nodes’ neighbours-lists. However, the TAP algorithm did

not present a clear idea on how to track the mobility’s topology changes in the net-

work. Also, the algorithm did not present a clear idea on how to remove neighbours’

entries from a node’s neighbours-list (entry timeout). Both drawbacks may leads to

increase in the inaccuracy level in a node’s neighbours-list that leads to an incorrect

routing decision.

Neighbourhood Lifetime Algorithm (NLA)

Ahmad and Mitton [64] proposed the Neighbourhood Lifetime Algorithm (NLA).

NLA algorithm that adapts dynamically the timeout of nodes’ entries in a node’s

neighbours-list based on the frequency of the HELLO packets and the speed of nodes.

A neighbour with a high speed will be removed faster than other neighbours; also a

neighbour with a low speed will be removed slower than other neighbours. The NLA

algorithm adopted the HELLO packet frequency turnover based adaptive HELLO pro-

tocol (TAP) [50]. In the NLA algorithm, three possibilities are considered to determine

the lifetime of a neighbour in a node’s neighbours-list. One, if a neighbour’s sending

frequency is fixed, then the neighbour’s entry timeout is equal to 3 times the send-

ing frequency period. Two, if a neighbour’s sending frequency decreases, then the

neighbour’s entry timeout is equal to the difference between the latest two frequen-
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cies. Three, if a neighbour’s sending frequency increases, then the neighbour’s entry

timeout is equal to the absolute value difference between the latest two frequencies.

To implement NLA Ahmad and Mitton in [64] used network WSNet simulator 2. In

the simulation area of 500 m × 500 m, 50 nodes were distributed randomly. The

simulation time was set to 200 s. The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol was used for all

the nodes in the simulation. The radio range of each node was set at 100 meters. The

Random WayPoint mobility model was utilized in the simulation. The proposed NLA

was evaluated in one simulation scenario. The scenario examined the effectiveness of

the proposed NLA algorithm under various nodes’ speeds (0, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 m\s). The

metrics that were used to evaluate the performance of NLA were proportion of actual

neighbours of a node and false neighbours.

Ahmad and Mitton in [64] stated that experiments conducted to the implement NLA

algorithm showed its superiority to other existing algorithms. The NLA algorithm

achieved a good improvement of a node’s neighbours-entries information that led to

decreasing the control overhead in the network. However, as in the TAP algorithm,

the NLA algorithm did not present a clear idea of how to track the mobility’s topology

changes in the network. More drawbacks may occur in NLA algorithm in the scenarios

in which nodes move fast within a bounded area and thus do not really change their

locations. Also, the NLA algorithm may be suboptimal in case of group mobility.

2.6.2.4 Summary of Prominent Extensions Works

for GFS based on Beaconing-Update Scheme

The above-discussed beaconing update schemes have been developed to improve GFS

success rate and to guarantee packet delivery. Most proposed beaconing update schemes

come at the cost of several drawbacks. Table 2.4 below shows the pros and cons of

each discussed scheme.
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Table 2.4. Prior Works Regarding Beaconing-Update improvement for GFS

Author Protocol Advantages Disadvantages

Liarokapis
and
Shahrabi
[61, 63]

FLoP
and
FLoPS

Decreases control
overhead compared to a
fixed hello interval

Neighbours’ time-out
interval is not discussed, that
may increases the inaccuracy,
incurs more delay due to
applying FLoP algorithm
first then performing two
check process to switch to
safety mode

Saqour et
al. [62]

FLDB Decreases beacon
overhead end-to-end delay
and increases delivery

The frequency of beaconing
in semi-static networks is not
discussed, and Neighbours’
time-out interval is not
discussed, that may increases
the inaccuracy

Giruka and
Singhal
[49]

Several
schemes

A detailed study on the
impact of various hello
approaches on MANET

Periodic hello: Interferences
with regular data packet,
drain network resources,
Adaptive hello: Has
problems in the case where
nodes move as a group
Reactive hello: Introduces a
high latency
Event-based: Some nodes
may never be detected by
mobile nodes

Ingelrest et
al. [50]

TAP Provides a good level of
accuracy compared to
others

Tracking the mobility’s
topology changes is not
discussed, neighbours’
time-out interval is not
discussed, both drawbacks
lead to increase the
information inaccuracy in a
node’s neighbours-list that
leads to incorrect routing
decision

Ahmad and
Mitton [64]

NLA Improved nodes’
information accuracy

Tracking the mobility’s
topology changes in the
network is not discussed,
inefficient in high speed
within a bounded area and
suboptimal in case of group
mobility
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2.7 Qualitative Discussion and Directions of the Research

Greedy Forwarding Strategy GFS was adopted for use in position-based routing pro-

tocols in MANET. GFS was proposed for use in static networks, and this is why it

fails when used in MANET. The reasons behind GFS failure in MANET have been

discussed extensively in Section 2.5. GFS failure in MANET motivated researchers

to improve GFS to be compatible with MANET features. As mentioned in Section

2.6, in this research, the proposed solutions to alleviate GFS failure in MANET are

classified broadly into two main categories. These categories were dubbed as Recov-

ery Strategies to Handle GFS Failure RSGF, and Supportive Enhancement for GFS

success SEGF besides using a recovery strategy. Key aspects of the discussion were

the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed solution. The proposed works

in RSGF category aimed at improving GFS through using recovery strategies. With

SEGF category, those proposed works tried to enhance GFS while still relying on a

recovery strategy. Although room for improvement is clear, some shortcomings and

problems remain with the reviewed protocols in both categories. Table 2.5 below sum-

marizes the pros and cons of both categories based on what have been stated in Tables

2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.

The core finding here is that not much work has focused on enhancing GFS routing

itself to dispense with the need for recovery approaches. This observation motivated

the researcher to seek an extension to GFS that not only preserves the property of GFS

but also improves its routing success rate.

This research aimed at extending GFS to be compatible with MANET features, be-

cause the conventional GFS is unable to handle the complexity of a mobile network

as well as the current solutions. In the intended improvement, this researcher seeks to

modify GFS to be standalone routing scheme. To the best of the his knowledge, how-

ever, no pure prior work about extending GFS as standalone position-based routing

protocol currently exists.

The intended improvement for GFS draws inspiration from three reference points.

First is that the proposed routing protocol in this research should satisfy the desired

properties mentioned in RFC 2501 [116]. These properties for a new or a modified
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routing protocol in MANET are that it should be capable of adapting the MANET fea-

tures, should have a low routing overhead, should be distributed protocol (i.e., it should

not be dependent on a centralized controlling node), should guarantee that the routes

supplied are loop-free, should support the use of multiple routes that allow quick es-

tablishment of routes between communicating nodes and lastly it should support some

sort of quality of service. Second, the desired routing protocol should mitigate the

reasons behind GFS failure that discussed in Section 2.5. Third is to consider the

shortcomings and problems that have appeared in works in RSGF and SEGF cate-

gories as discussed in Section 2.6. These three references points shape the underlying

conceptual framework of this research.

Table 2.5. Brief Comparison Between RSGF with SEGF Categories

Category Protocols Advantages Disadvantages
RSGF NEAR [28]

GPSR [44]
POR [45]
GDSTR [55]
YAGR [56]

Solve GFS failure
at Hole nodes and
guarantee delivery

Incur more overhead, long
routing path, more delay,
consume more bandwidth
and energy. Adding
network partition problem
may occur with sparse and
high dynamic networks

SEGF Improving Selection
Processes
MRSE [57]
EGR [41]
DR2 [58]
SRR [60]
PDGR [59]
Improving Beaconing-
Update
FLOP and FLoPS [61,
63]
FLDB [62]
Several schemes [49]
TAP [50]
NLA [64]

Guarantee delivery
based on the used
recovey strategy
and achieve extra
objective besides
shortest path

Dead-end problems still
occurs that incured the
same drawbacks as in
RSGF category, incur
non-optimal rout, that
induces more delay, and
more energy consumption
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2.8 Research Application Tools and Concepts

This section provides a brief glimpse at the application tools and concepts that are used

in this research flow. The following Sub-sections elaborate the discussion on network

evaluation techniques, fuzzy logic system, mobility prediction and mobility model.

2.8.1 Network Evaluation Techniques

The network performance evaluation should be accomplished under controlled condi-

tions [116]. The evaluation of network performance can be conducted by using one of

two well-known approaches. The first approach uses measurements while the second

approach tests the network behaviour via a model [117].

As stated in [117], the measurement techniques consume time and costs, have lim-

itations in terms of several aspects in MANET such as high mobility scenarios and

certain mobility models, and requires greater efforts compared to those of the other

approaches. Because of those drawbacks, this research applies a simulative technique

to conduct the intended evaluation.

Simulation modeling, as stated in [118, 119], can be defined as a technique used to

design a model of the theoretical communication network system under study. The

design stage is always followed by executing the model, cropping the results and an-

alyzing them using specific network simulation software. To represent the dynamic

behaviours and responses, a simulation uses a computer-generated system. And thus,

simulation modeling is a more standardized, mature, and flexible tool for modeling

various MANET’s protocols [120, 121]. Also as stated in [122, 123], simulation per-

mits the study of system behaviour by varying all its parameters, and considering a

large spectrum of MANET scenarios. Compared to the measurement techniques, sim-

ulative techniques require less time, have lower costs and offer more practicality for

all network sizes with various behaviours [124].

In the light of the above discussion, this research adopts Ns2 [125] version 2.33 to ex-

plore the performance of the proposed algorithms. The following sub-section provides

brief information about Network Simulator Ns2.
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2.8.1.1 Network Simulator 2

Network simulator (Ns) is an open source discrete event simulator that is targeted

for network research [126]. This research uses the second version of Ns (Ns2), which

was released in 1989. Ns2 was developed as part of the Virtual Internet Testbed project

(VINT) at University of California Berkeley. The Ns2 packages can be run on different

operating systems such as Linux and Windows using Cygwin. Due to its features

and modular nature, NS2 has become the most widely used network simulator in the

networking research community.

Ns2 is chosen because of the following reasons. First, it is popular open-source soft-

ware and can be freely downloaded from the website. Second, it gives the user the

ability to modify easily the existing algorithm codes. Third, because of its website, a

good opportunity exists to share ideas, and a researcher can easily consult many ex-

perts in the area. Forth, it is a useful tool to study the functions and protocols (e.g.,

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), and routing algorithms) of wired and wireless

networks.

The purposes of using a simulation in this research are: 1) to verify the proposed

scheme in a simulation environment; 2) to validate the design assumption; and 3)

to exercise scenarios to test and to evaluate the performance of the proposed model.

To accomplish this, at the beginning, the C++ code for the improved algorithms was

written; next, the linkage to OTcl was established. After constructing the components

and the intended topology, the simulation was run to obtain the two output files, which

are the trace file, and the Network Animator Trace file. The former describes the

events that happen throughout the simulation. The latter is issued by the NAM after

it takes the trace file that is generated by Ns2 and displays a visual animation of node

movement and the packets’ activities during the simulation time.

2.8.2 MATLAB

MATLAB [127] is a programming environment; it is the language of technical com-

puting. The MATLAB environment integrates graphic illustrations with precise nu-

merical calculations, and is a powerful, easy-to-use, and comprehensive tool for per-
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forming all kinds of computations and scientific data visualization. It can be used to

solve technical computing problems faster than other conventional programming lan-

guages. MATLAB is used in a variety of applications. The Communication field is one

of the well-known applications that use this tool. With Communications, MATLAB

is used to test and measure the efficiency and applicability of any proposed protocol

[128]. Recently, MATLAB has been considered to be the first choice for many scien-

tists in industry and academia [128].

This research uses the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox that built on the MATLAB numeric com-

puting environment [128]. The Fuzzy Logic Toolbox for use with MATLAB is a tool

for solving problems with fuzzy logic. The Fuzzy Logic Toolbox is a collection of

functions built on the MATLAB. It provides a graphical user interface (GUI) tools to

help entirely accomplish the intent work from only the command line.

2.8.3 Fuzzy Logic Controller

Due to mobility’s arbitrary topology changes of MANET, such network is always com-

bined with great randomness and uncertainty [62]. This uncertainty is associated with

the routing parameters, such as speed and motion direction. Therefore, the routing

process in MANET is subject to unexpected failures. As stated in [129], to address

such randomness and uncertainty problems, some researchers in the area of routing

protocols for MANET have involved Intelligent Control Systems such as Fuzzy Logic

Theory [130].

The Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) concept [130] is a mathematical innovation Lotfi

Zadeh invented in 1965. FLC is an effective technique for handling fuzzy uncertain-

ties with well-developed mathematical properties. Also, it provides an excellent way

to represent and process linguistic variables. Linguistic variables describe some con-

cepts that usually have vague or fuzzy values. Due to its simplicity, convenience, and

efficiency, FLC [130] is regarded to be a promising strategy capable of addressing

many issues of MANET complexity [131, 132].

Most well known areas of FLC based routing for MANET are: routes costs estimation,

movement attribute-aware, energy-aware routing, and quality of service (QoS)-aware
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[129]. By utilizing FLC, the routing protocol parameters can be determined more

accurately and dynamically and maximize its chances of success. FLC can be easily

tuned by adjustment of its membership functions to meet routing requirements. FLC

is also well suited to be implemented on mobile nodes because not only is the decision

calculation simple, but also so is forming forwarding tables. In this regard FLC is used

easily to make routing decisions relying on specific membership functions and a set

of fuzzy rules. This is why this research adopts Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) as a

controller and decision maker concept.

In terms of components, FLC is composed of four blocks, including fuzzification,

fuzzy rules, fuzzy inference, and defuzzification [131, 132]. A block diagram that

generalizes the fuzzy system is presented in Figure 2.21 below. The following sub-

sections present brief information of each block.

Figure 2.21. The Fuzzy Logic System Architecture

Fuzzification

In fuzzification, the fuzzifier maps each crisp (actual) input value to the corresponding

fuzzy sets by using membership functions. Membership function refers to a curve that

defines how each value in the crisp input space is mapped to a membership degree

between 0 and 1.

Fuzzy Rules

Fuzzy rules consist of logical rules to determine the relationships that exist in the

system, between fuzzy sets of its input and output. Usually, fuzzy rules, provided

by experts, are based on common sense and are consistent with logic. Formally, the

rule-base of FLC can be presented as in Equation 2.1.

IF (x is A)T HEN (y is b) (2.1)
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where x is the input variable, y is the output variable, A is the fuzzy sets of the in-

put, and B is the fuzzy sets of the output. The IF-part of the “x is A” is called the

antecedent, while the THEN-part of the rule “y is B” is called the consequence.

Fuzzy Inference

After the process of fuzzification, the fuzzy inference of the FLC maps input fuzzy

sets into output fuzzy sets using the fuzzy rules. Fuzzy inference first evaluates the

fuzzy rules and finds out their firing strength. The Mamdani method [133] is one of

the most common methods to define the result of a rule. The Mamdani method is

the most used method, because state error tends to be zero [134]. With the Mamdani

method, the firing strength generated by the antecedent offers the firing strength of a

rule. In case the antecedent of a given rule has more than one part (may be either AND

or OR operation), the fuzzy operator is applied to obtain one number that represents

the result of the antecedent for that rule.

Defuzzification

The initial state of the defuzzification process is to aggregate all fuzzy output sets

for each rule into a single fuzzy set. The aggregation process occurs once, prior to

the final step, defuzzification. In defuzzification process, the aggregation output, the

single fuzzy set, is considered to be an input and the output is a single crisp output

value. The Centroid Weighted Average (CWA) method [135] is considered to be one

of the most frequently used methods. In the CWA method, to estimate the crisp value

of an output variable, the average of each output of a set of rules is weighed. Equation

2.2 expresses the centroid defuzzification technique [135].

crispout put = ∑
n
j=1 µ j∗w j/∑

n
j=1 µ j (2.2)

where n is the number of rules, w j is the centroid weight associated with each rule j,

and µ j is its membership value of the output variable of each rule j.
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Fuzzy Logic Membership Functions

Because the membership function defines the fuzzy set, the most key issue in fuzzy

sets is the way used to determine fuzzy membership functions [134]. This research

uses the Z-shaped, triangular, and S-shaped shapes membership functions. The main

features of these functions are their smoothness and that they can be defined using a

minimal amount of information due to their simple formulae and computational effi-

ciency [136]. Data relating to the corner points of a function are thereby sufficient to

define the functions.

2.8.4 Mobility Prediction Using Dead-reckoning Model

The dead-reckoning technique [137] is used to predict a node’s present and future

position, by utilizing the direction and the speed of a known past position informa-

tion. Originally, the idea behind dead-reckoning was to posit that a navigator is able

to determine its present position by projecting its past steered direction and speed over

current from a known past position, e.g., a port. Dead-reckoning has the ability to de-

termine its future position by projecting an ordered direction and advance speed from

a known present position. As a matter of fact, dead-reckoning technique is imbued

with the capacity to determine sunrise and sunset as well as predict landfall. It can

also evaluate the accuracy of electronic positioning information.

In Figure 2.22 below, it is assumed that the node’s last known position at time t1 is at

point A with (x1, y1) position coordinates, and the node navigates with direction D and

speed S.

Figure 2.22. Dead-reckoning Position Estimation

By applying dead-reckoning concepts (the laws of sins and cosines), the node can

estimate its future position at time t2 at point A at position (x2, y2) coordinates by

applying the following equations [137]:
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Ax2 = Ax1 +S � cosD � (t2− t1) (2.3)

Ay2 = Ay1 +S � sinD � (t2− t1) (2.4)

where, Ax2 represents the estimating position of the node at point A along x coordinate

and Ay2 represents the estimating position of the node at point B along y coordinate.

By using Mobility prediction dead-reckoning-based concepts, the participating nodes

in MANET have the ability to estimate its present or future position, based on known

direction and speed of past or present position.

2.8.5 Mobility Model

Mobility model mimics the movement of the mobile nodes within the network [138].

The choice of a mobility model can affect significantly the outcome of a simulation

study [139]. It has been noticed in [140] that the selected mobility pattern is considered

as a selective issue. It should accurately characterize the planned scenario in which

the proposed protocol is likely to be used.

Generally, most simulated MANET’s routing protocols rely on randomized mobility

models [141], especially on the Random WayPoint mobility model (RWP) [77]. The

RWP model was first used by Johnson and Maltz in the evaluation of Dynamic Source

Routing (DSR) Protocol [77]. As stated in [139], in this model, the motion of a node is

characterized by two parameters: the pause time and the speed. These two parameters

determine the movement of a node. when the speed is low and the pause time is long,

the network topology becomes stable, and vice versa.

As with other mobility models, RWP is used to identify the way in which nodes move

in the simulation area. As stated in [139], in this model, each node moves with speed

randomly selected from a minimum and maximum speed interval, i.e., [vmin,vmax],

towards its destination. The random selected speed and direction values of a node’s

motion in the current movement bear no relation to their past values in the previous

movement [140]. A node’s destination is also selected randomly by the node itself.

After the node reaches its destination it pauses for random time before it proceed to
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another destination using the same procedures.

A simulation study in [142] proved that nodes moving according to the RWP model

have a tendency to concentrate in the centre of the simulated area that results in hot-

spot problem. Also, due to the random distributions of the nodes and the variation in

their speed during the simulation progresses, the performance of the protocol under

study will be varied as well. In particular, the initial collected performance results

may differ from the performance results collected later in the simulation. The most

used method to solve these problems has been to be assigned a steady-state period

in which the results are discarded [81]. As stated in [143] this method has two main

drawbacks. First, this method requires the discarding of some simulation results thus,

it is inefficient. Second, it is difficult to define how long a safely steady-state to be

assigned.

To address the problems accompany with the traditional RWP, Navidi and Camp [143]

proposed an improved RWP model without pausing to model nodes’ mobility. The

simulation results in [143], proved the effectiveness of the improved RWP model with

zero pause time and zero steady-state initialization. This solution for the steady-state

and pause time problems of the RWP is reasonable and has been used widely in liter-

ature [45, 144, 145].

To sum up, this research uses the improved RWP model without pausing [143] to

model nodes’ mobility. To achieve variant topology changes, this research apply dif-

ferent range of nodes’ speed. Finally, as the same as in [45, 144, 145], this research

collects the simulation results without using the steady-state approach (i.e., steady-

state is set to zero).

2.9 Summary of Chapter

Thus far this chapter has provided a comprehensive overview of the position-based

routing protocols in MANET. Existing forwarding strategies used by position-based

routing protocols, were also highlighted. The advantages of the Greedy Forwarding

Strategy (GFS) over other forwarding strategies were pointed out.
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Problems that results in GFS failure when using in MANET were also described and

reviewed in-depth. In addition, existing research efforts in solving GFS failure was

also highlighted. The need for an improvement in the basic GFS, which could poten-

tially improve the efficiency of the overall position-based routing protocol, was also

demonstrated. Finally, the chapter also provided brief knowledge of the application

tools and concepts used in this research flow.

To sum up, this chapter is concerned with all factors required to improve current GFS

in MANET. To receive full benefit from this survey, this researcher determined most

desired features that should be available to modify GFS as standalone routing protocol.

This present effort aims to improve GFS success rate with low overhead, decreased

end-to-end delay, and increased packet delivery ratio. As far as this researcher knows,

not much work has focused on developing GFS itself. Next chapter will present the

design and implementation of the first mechanism that shapes the first objective of the

proposed routing protocol.
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CHAPTER THREE

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DYNAMIC

BEACONING UPDATE MECHANISM

3.1 Overview

This chapter elaborates the design and implementation of the first objective. The pro-

posed solution is termed the Dynamic Beaconing Update Mechanism (DBUM). The

rest of this chapter is arranged in the following order: Section 3.2 shows DBUM de-

sign and objectives. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 introduce the compulsory update techniques

(CUT) and the neighbourhood matrix entries management (NMEM) detailed design

respectively. Sections 3.5 introduce DBUM’s functionality followed by the deduction

of the workflow. Section 3.6 introduces the implementation of DBUM in a simu-

lated environment. Section 3.7 introduces the optimal tolerance deviation distance

and fuzzy logic-delay calculation. Finally Section 3.8 summarizes the chapter.

3.2 Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mechanism Detailed Design and Objectives

The overall purpose of the Dynamic Beaconing Update Mechanism (DBUM) is to

dynamically ensure and maintain up-to-date neighbours’ status information in the net-

work. By achieving this goal, the performance of routing protocols under study can be

thoroughly improved. Retransmission and rerouting that are required for the case of

inaccuracy of position information, which increases the packet loss probability, either

can be prevented totally or decreased to the lowest rate.

DBUM scheme integrates two coherent techniques, namely, the Compulsory Update

Technique (CUT), and Neighbourhood Matrix Entries Management (NMEM) tech-

nique. CUT is designed to react fast enough to the frequent mobility’s topology

changes to emit an urgent beacon message. The CUT technique cooperates with the

second part of DBUM which is NMEM. NMEM is proposed to ensure the refreshment

of the entries in nodes’ neighbourhood’s location-matrix.

Each of these techniques has its own structure, and special usage objectives through the
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routing process that will be discussed separately in this chapter. The detailed design

of DBUM is shown in the model’s structure in Figure 3.1 below.

Figure 3.1. DBUM Model Structure Details

To make it easier for a node to distinguish between the varieties of received packets,

each sent packet holds a sole byte flag called the Packet Distinction Number (PDn).

The PDn is a unique number assigned to each given packet.

3.3 Compulsory-update Technique Detailed Design

As noted in Chapter 2, Section 2.5, fixed beaconing-update and unpredictability of

nodes’ mobility are two main factors decreasing nodes’ location accuracy in the net-

work. This resulting in greedy forwarding strategy (GFS) failure when used in MANET.

The compulsory update technique (CUT) is designed to mitigate the GFS failure by

increasing the location accuracy of the participating nodes in the network. The CUT

accounts for the location inaccuracy problem induced by arbitrary motion of partici-

pating nodes in MANET. It is performed even in scenarios in which no data packet is

communicated between the nodes. All participating nodes execute CUT to generate

an Urgent Beacon Message (UBM). UBM is generated by the node that makes con-

siderable changes in its motion characteristics that are different from those reported in

the latest update packet.

3.3.1 Urgent Beacon Message Structure

Conventional Beacon Packet (BP) consists of three fields; node identity (ID), position

information as (x,y) coordinates, and sending time [49, 50]. In the current techniques,
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the used fixed beacon packet interval time (FBPIT) to send BP fluctuates is between

1 s and 10 s. This value reflects the mobility status of the network. If the mobility’s

topology change is very high, beaconing will be very short and vice versa [62]. In this

research, the researcher made some alterations to conventional BP. It is constructed

using eight cells divided into four main fields. Table 3.1 below illustrates the proposed

urgent beacon message (UBM) sent by node i at time ts.

Table 3.1. Urgent Beacon Message (UBM) Structure, the Shaded Columns are the
New Proposal and the Rest as the Old Packet

1 2 3 4

IDi
x y vel. dir.

ts
PDn

xi
ts yi

ts vi
ts θ i

ts 1

4Bs 4Bs 4Bs 1B 1B 1B 1B

The proposed UBM size (BPsize) is 16 bytes. Compared with BP, the increase in

UBM packet is just 3 bytes. As shown in the table, FBM holds the following fields:

node identity (IDi) e.g., IP address, which are unique properties of a node, the ge-

ographical position of the node as (x, y) coordinates, the node’s velocity (v), (θ) is

the node’s motion direction with respect to x-axis, ts is the beacon sending time, and

packet distinction number (hold #1). The Bs symbol refers to bytes.

3.3.2 Urgent Beacon Message Design Goal

The Compulsory update technique (CUT) would be able to adaptively track network

mobility by adjusting the UBM sending frequency based on nodes’ mobility rate. A

node that makes considerable changes in its motion characteristic since its most recent

update generates the UBM. UBM is considered to be an urgent message for the local

topology changes of the nodes in the network. Thus, UBM maintains more accurate

location information in a high mobility environment, in which important data forward-

ing activities are on-going. In this regards, using CUT to transmit UBM attains better

results in improving MANET’s reliability while keeping the control traffic low.
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3.3.3 Scheduling Time to Emit Urgent Beacon Message

In the proposed CUT, the need to send UBM is related totally to a node’s deviation

distance, occurring over time, which has considerable negative influence on connec-

tivity and link breaks. A deviation distance is reached faster, as a node is moving fast,

thus localization process and updating decision are performed more often and vice

versa. The CUT adaptively optimizes the maximum time period that can transpire be-

fore the node broadcasts a new UBM. Thus, CUT achieves trade-off sending updating

messages carefully to represent the real needs for updating.

The CUT is built based on the correlation between the speed of nodes and their devi-

ation distance. To design a reliable CUT, issues that need to be clarified are: 1) when

should a node execute the check process to find out its deviation distance; 2) how can

the node relate the check time with the level of its mobility value; 3) how to calculate

a node’s deviation distance over time; and 4) what is the acceptable deviation distance

that, when a node exceeds that distance, it should broadcast UBM. The answers to

these questions are discussed in the following sub-section.

3.3.4 Check Time Identification by Using Fuzzy Logic

In this section, the proposed beaconing technique is improved using Fuzzy Logic Con-

troller (FLC). As stated in [129], routing protocol parameters in MANET can be op-

timized adaptively using the FLC [130]. FLC assists in determining those parameters

more accurately and dynamically [60, 62, 136].

The Compulsory update technique (CUT) is adapted by utilizing the maximum period

of time that can run out before the next check operation. The time period utilization is

built upon the reciprocal relationship between check time (CHT) and the node speed

(NS). Mobile nodes with high mobility value achieve deviation distance at high rates.

This should increase the number of check processes by reducing CHT. Similarly, nodes

moving at slow mobility achieve deviation distance at low rates, thereby decreasing the

number of check processes by increasing CHT. This adaption could achieve a good

balance between acceptable error tolerance, and position information accuracy in a

nodes’ neighbourhood’s location-matrix (NLM).
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The CUT is improved by using the Dynamic Fuzzy Logic Controller Check-time

(DFLCH). In DFLCH, NS and CHT are used as input parameter and output parame-

ter respectively. Thus, DFLCH approach as FLC, selects the best CHT based on NS

mobility metric. Figure 3.2 below shows the fuzzy logic design of the DFLCH model.

Figure 3.2. Generalized Fuzzy System FLC for DFLCH

3.3.4.1 Fuzzify Node Speed Input

The used membership functions for the DFLCH model are the Z-shaped, triangular,

and S-shaped shapes. As stated in [60, 62, 136], the main features of these func-

tions are their smoothness and that they can be defined using a minimal amount of

information. Adjacent fuzzy sets are overlapped between 10% and 50% [131]. As

the overlapping ratio increases, the mapping function becomes smoother. Fuzzy sets,

which have too much overlapping that is exceeding 50%, or do not have overlapping at

all, blur the distinction in the control action [131]. Fuzzy sets can be equal or unequal

and based on this, the overlapping ratio between them also could be equal or unequal

[134].

The crisp input values of NS are fuzzified between NS-min = zero m/s and NS-max

= 40 m/s. As stated in [146], this speed range is the participants’ common range in

MANET. The linguistic values of NS are: very slow (vsl), slow (sl), medium (m), high

(h), and very high (vh). Table 3.2 and Figure 3.3 below show the assignment of range

and degree of membership functions for input NS linguistic variable respectively.
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Table 3.2. Linguistic variable: Node Speed (NS)

NS numerical range m/s Linguistic value Notation

Z-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0, 6.6, 13.2) very slow vsl

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (6.7, 13.3, 19.9) slow sl

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (13.4, 20, 26.6) medium m

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (20.1 , 26.7, 33.3) high h

S-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (26.8, 33.4, 40) very high vh

Figure 3.3. Membership Functions of NS Input Variable

In Table 3.2 above, NS input values can be interpreted as: “very slow” as “a speed

below about 6.6 m/s”, “slow” as “a speed close to 13.3 m/s”, “medium” as “a speed

close to 20 m/s”, “high” as “a speed close to 26.7 m/s” and “very high” as “a speed

above about 33.4 m/s”. Otherwise, the speed can located in two ranges, for example if

the node speed is 9 m/s, then node speed has a very low membership value of 0.20248

and it has a slow membership value of 0.34848. The example in Section 3.3.5 clarifies

these calculation processes.

Based on the above discussion and the allowed overlapping ratio [131], the researcher

uses 49.24% overlapping ratio between adjacent fuzzy sets of NS. The following equa-

tions gives the explicit formulas for the selected membership functions of NS, i.e.,

µ(NS), based on [130, 131, 132].
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µ(NSvsl, 0 ,6.6, 13.2) =



1, NS≤ 0

1−2
( NS−0

13.2−0

)2
, 0≤ NS≤ 6.6

2
(NS−13.2

13.2−0

)2
, 6.6≤ NS≤ 13.2

0, NS≥ 13.2

(3.1)

µ(NSs, 6.7, 13.3, 19.9) =



( NS−6.7
13.3−6.7

)
, 6.7≤ NS≤ 13.3( 19.9−NS

19.9−13.3

)
, 13.3≤ NS≤ 19.9

0, otherwise

(3.2)

µ(NSm, 13.4, 20, 26.6) =



(NS−13.4
20−13.4

)
, 13.4≤ NS≤ 20(26.6−NS

26.6−20

)
, 20≤ NS≤ 26.6

0, otherwise

(3.3)

µ(NSh, 20.1, 26.7, 33.3) =



( NS−20.1
26.7−20.1

)
, 20.1≤ NS≤ 26.7( 33.3−NS

33.3−26.7

)
, 26.7≤ NS≤ 33.3

0, otherwise

(3.4)

µ(NSvh, 26.8, 33.4, 40) =



0, NS≤ 26.8

2
(NS−26.8

40−26.8

)2
, 26.8≤ NS≤ 33.4

1−2
( NS−40

40−26.8

)2
, 33.4≤ NS≤ 40

1, NS≥ 40

(3.5)

3.3.4.2 Fuzzify Check Time Output

Fuzzy sets for the CHT output variable have the following names: very short (vs),

short (s), medium (m), long (l), and very long (vl). Table 3.3 and Figure 3.4 below

show the assignment of range and membership functions for CHT output variable

respectively. In conventional beaconing-update schemes, based on the nodes’ mobility

degree, FBPIT fluctuates between 1s and 10s to send a beacon [62]. In the proposed

beaconing-update CUT this interval is adopted to figure out the CHT intervals. Hence,

CHT is fuzzified between CHT-min = zero and CHT-max = 10s.
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Table 3.3. Linguistic variable: Check Time (CHT)

CHT numerical range s Linguistic value Notation

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0 1.6 3.2) very short vs

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (1.7 3.3 4.9) short s

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (3.4 5 6.6) medium m

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (5.1 6.7 8.3) long l

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (6.8 8.4 10) very long vl

Figure 3.4. Membership Functions for CHT Output Variable

The CHT output values can be interpreted as: “very short” as “a check time close to

1.6 s”, “short” as “a check time close to 3.3 s”, “medium” as “a check time close to

5 s”, “long” as “a check time close to 6.7 s” and “very long” as “a check time close

to 8.4 s”. Otherwise, the CHT can located in two range, for example if the CHT is

3 s, then CHT has short membership value of 0.8125 and it has very short membership

value of 0.125. The example in Section 3.3.5 clarifies these calculation processes.

Based on the above discussion and the allowed overlapping ratio [131], this research

uses 46.875% overlapping ratio between adjacent fuzzy sets of CHT. The following

equations gives the explicit formulas for the selected membership functions of CHT,

i.e., µ(CHT ), based on [130, 131, 132].

µ(CHT vs, 0, 1.6, 3.2) =



(CHT−0.0
1.6−0.0

)
, 0.0≤CHT ≤ 1.6(3.2−CHT

3.2−1.6

)
, 1.6≤CHT ≤ 3.2

0, otherwise

(3.6)
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µ(CHT s, 1.7, 3.3, 4.9) =



(CHT−1.7
3.3−1.7

)
, 1.7≤CHT ≤ 3.3(4.9−CHT

4.9−3.3

)
, 3.3≤CHT ≤ 4.9

0, otherwise

(3.7)

µ(CHT m, 3.4, 5, 6.6) =



(CHT−3.4
5−3.4

)
, 3.4≤CHT ≤ 5(6.6−CHT

6.6−5

)
, 5≤CHT ≤ 6.6

0, otherwise

(3.8)

µ(CHT l, 5.1, 6.7, 8.3) =



(CHT−5.1
6.7−5.1

)
, 5.1≤CHT ≤ 6.7(8.3−CHT

8.3−6.7

)
, 6.7≤CHT ≤ 8.3

0, otherwise

(3.9)

µ(CHT vl, 6.8, 8.4, 10) =



(CHT−6.8
8.4−6.8

)
, 6.8≤CHT ≤ 8.4(10−CHT

10−8.4

)
, 8.4≤CHT ≤ 10

0, otherwise

(3.10)

3.3.4.3 Fuzzy Rules and Fuzzy Inference

The following are the proposed fuzzy rules that can be used by fuzzy inference to map

the fuzzy NS input sets: very slow, slow, medium, high, and very high into fuzzy CHT

output sets: very long, long, medium, short, and very short.

RULE 1: IF NS is very slow THEN CHT is very long

RULE 2: IF NS is slow THEN CHT is long

RULE 3: IF NS is medium THEN CHT is medium

RULE 4: IF NS is high THEN CHT is short

RULE 5: IF NS is very high THEN CHT is very short

The five rules (RULE 1 to RULE 5) can be combined together to control CHT adap-

tively based on NS.
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3.3.5 An Illustrative Example for Dynamic Fuzzy Logic Controller Check-time

This section presents an example to explain the operations of FLC used for the DFLCH

model. This example is built using the proposed five fuzzy rules in Sub-section 3.3.4.3.

Also, NS input variable range fuzzifies between NS-min = zero and NS-max = 40 m/s

to the fuzzy sets shown in Table 3.2 and CHT output variable range fuzzifies between

CHT-min = zero and CHT-max = 10s to the fuzzy sets shown in Table 3.3 above. As

an illustrative example, suppose that the current node NS=25 m/s, is the input value.

Step 1. Fuzzify the inputs: As shown in Figure 3.5 below, the first step is to take

the crisp input NS=25.0 m/s and determine the degree to which it belong to each of

the appropriate fuzzy sets via membership functions (very slow, slow, medium, high,

and very high). The 25 is a numerical value limited to the universe of discourse of the

NS input variable (in this example the interval between 0 and 40) and the output is a

fuzzy degree of membership (always the interval between 0 and 1). So fuzzification

really doesn’t amount to anything more than table lookup or function evaluation. In

this example, the rating of speed = 25 m/s corresponds to two membership functions:

medium and high with value 0.2424 and 0.7424, respectively. These fuzzy inputs (i.e.,

0.2424, 0.7424) are then passed on to the next step, Rule Evaluation.

Figure 3.5. Fuzzification of the NS=25 m/s

Step 2. Apply fuzzy inference: Once the NS = 25 have been fuzzified, the degree

to which each part of the antecedent has been satisfied for each rule becomes clear.
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Hence, in the second step, the fuzzy inference takes the fuzzified inputs, µ(NS=medium)=

0.2424, and µ(NS=high) = 0.7424 and apply them to the antecedents of the fuzzy rules.

The fuzzy inference evaluates all the five fuzzy rules (RULE 1 to RULE 5). In this

example, because the NS input is 25.0 m/s, two rules will be fired (Rule 3 and Rule

4).

RULE 3: IF NS is medium (0.2424) THEN CHT is medium (0.2424)

RULE 4: IF NS is high (0.7424) THEN CHT is short (0.7424)

Step 3. Aggregation of the rule outputs: In the aggregation process, the membership

functions of all fired rule consequents are combined into a single fuzzy set. Thus, the

input of the aggregation process is the list of consequent membership functions, and

the output is one fuzzy set for each output variable. Figure 3.6 below shows how the

output of each rule is aggregated into a single fuzzy set for the overall fuzzy output.

Figure 3.6. Aggregation of the Rule Consequents

Step 4. Defuzzify the outputs: Defuzzification is the last step in the fuzzy inference

process. To defuzzify the aggregate fuzzy set, this research uses the Centroid Weighted

Average (CWA) method [135], which is the most frequently used method in fuzzy

applications. The input for the defuzzification process is the aggregate output fuzzy

set from step 3 and the output is a single crisp number, i.e., CHT.

The CWA method finds the point where a vertical line would slice each component

of the aggregate set into two equal masses, i.e., the centroid of each set. The final

CHT found be calculation and the toolbox is as shown in Figure 3.7 and Equation 3.11

below.
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Figure 3.7. Defuzzification of CHT Output

CHT = ∑
n
j=1 µ j∗w j/∑

n
j=1 µ j =

((0.0∗8.4)+(0.0∗6.7)+(0.2424∗5)+(0.7424∗3.3)+(0.0∗1.6))
(0.0+0.0+0.2592+0.6818+0.0)

= 3.72s

(3.11)

where n is the number of rules, w j is the centroid weight associated with each rule j,

and µ j is its membership value of the output variable of each rule j.

3.3.6 Deviation Distance Identification

A node could scarcely keep consistent movement characteristics in MANET because

it can move with random speed and direction [109]. Therefore, error distances, say

(ω), mostly accompany each node compared to its latest emitted beacon update. From

a node’s perspective, the ω represents the difference between its current (actual) and

the expected (false) locations, depending upon its latest sent beacon update after a

specific period of time. The time that assigned for a node to make these calculation is

the check time. A schematic illustration to estimate a node’s deviation distance ω is

introduced in Figure 3.8 below.
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Figure 3.8. The Actual Deviation Distance ω Estimation Process

In Figure 3.8 above, it is assumed that node A sent the latest beacon update to its neigh-

bours at time t with its current status (IDA, xA
t , yA

t , vA
t , θ A

t ). Also, it is assumed that the

periodic CHT for A is scheduled at time tc at which node A carries out localization and

gets its current (actual location) with the following information, (xA
tc , yA

tc , vA
tc , θ A

tc ). At

the same time, node A predicts its position (false location) regarding its information

sent in the latest sent beacon update (xA
tp

, yA
tp

) where, tp = ∆t + t = tc.

At time tc, node A predicts its expected location at the same time of CHT, by using the

self-location prediction scheme (SLPS). SLPS formula is inspired from [109] based

on the dead-reckoning approach [137]. In both works, the authors used a liner speed

in the prediction process. In the proposed SLPS, this research takes into account non-

linear node motion with changes in the node’s direction and speed (acceleration). The

alterations are stated below in Equations 3.12, 3.13 and 3.14.

At the beginning, node A calculates its acceleration over the elapsed time, i.e., tp and

t.

aA
tp−t =

vA
tp
− vA

t

tp− t
(3.12)
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Now, node A calculates its future location using the following equations.

xA
tp
= xA

t + vA
xt
� (tp− t)+

1
2

aA
xt
� (tp− t)2 (3.13)

yA
tp
= yA

t + vA
yt
� (tp− t)+

1
2

aA
yt
� (tp− t)2 (3.14)

where the expected position at time tp of node A at x-axis is xA
tp

and at y-axis is yA
tp

.

Also, vA
xt

and vA
yt

are the speed values of node A along the (x and y) axis respectively,

where vA
xt
= vA

t �cosθand vA
yt
= vA

t � sinθ , aA
xt

and aA
yt

are the acceleration values of node

A along the x-axis and y-axis respectively, where, aA
xt
= aA

t � cosθand aA
yt
= aA

t � sinθ .

Further, where vA
t is the speed and aA

t is the acceleration values of node A reported in

latest beacon update message at time t.

Based on the information about the three locations of A, early co-ordinates (xA
t ,yA

t ) re-

ported in latest beacon update message, expected node’s A position (xA
tp

,yA
tp

) (false po-

sition), and the latest (actual) position obtained from location service provider (xA
tc ,y

A
tc),

node A now can calculate its ω deviation distance by using the Pythagorean Theorem

formula [147] as in Equation 3.15 below. The deviation distance ω represents the

distance between actual position and the predicted position.

ω =

√(
xA

tc− xA
tp

)
2 +
(

yA
tc− yA

tp

)
2 (3.15)

3.3.7 Tolerance Deviation Distance and Beaconing Decision Making

The tolerance deviation distance (TOD) limits the deviation distance to acceptable

value. Thus, TOD acts as a trigger for a node to emit UBM and has considrable

influence on the performance of the CUT. To figure out the most appropriate TOD,

the researcher conducted several experiments, the results are stated in Section 3.7.1.

The simulation results in Figures 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19 showed that when TOD value

is closed to 12 meters, it presents a reasonable overhead and high consistency of a

nodes’ neighbourhood’s location-matrix. Hence, this research consider TOD with 12

meters value that can achieves a good balance that regulates the beaconing frequency
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and nodes’s status information accuracy in the network.

Based on the calculated deviation distance ω and TOD, a checker node can execute

the intended comparison to decide whether it should initiate UBM or not. As shown in

Figure 3.8, node A, named, the checker node, should transmit a UBM to the broadcast

MAC address, if and only if, the condition in Equation 3.16 below is satisfied.

ω > TOD (3.16)

In a case in which a node maintains constant motion speed and direction during the

estimated check time CHT, it will take a long time to exceed the tolerance deviation

distance TOD that is required to emit an UBM. This will result in increasing its infor-

mation inaccuracy in its neighbours’ neighbourhood’s location-matrix. To handle this

problem, in a CUT approach, if a node did not send a beacon during the last 10 s, it

should immediately emit a new UBM. A sender node that transmits UBM packet again

performs a DFLCH algorithm to calculate the next CHT to reset its timer. As the timer

becomes zero a node follows the same previous mentioned procedures to transmit the

next new UBM beacon.

3.4 Neighbourhood Matrix Entries Management Detailed Design

With traditional beaconing-update, if a node does not get a beacon from its neighbour,

within specific threshold time, it will remove that neighbour from its NLM. The thresh-

old time is a multiple of fixed beacon intervals. The accuracy of location information

in a nodes’ NLM is proportional to the threshold period. However, as mentioned in

Chapter 2, Section 2.5 such an approach still has several drawbacks. The listed infor-

mation in a node’s NLM might be inaccurate due to several reasons . To solve this

problem, the frequency at which an entry is considered to be stale, should be tuned

and not be considered to be a fixed pre-specified time.

This section presents Neighbourhood Matrix Entries Management (NMEM). NMEM

collaborates with CUT scheme to ensure the refreshment of a node’s NLM. NMEM

aims to adapt dynamically the lifetime of entries (ELT) in a node’s NLM with regards

to node-neighbours link lifetime. Thus, NMEM allows reliable and timely removing

of neighbours’ entries from a node’s NLM.
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In this research, the link lifetime between nodes is dubbed as the Residual Links Life-

time (RLT). With NMEM, a node estimates RLT for each neighbour according to the

relative velocity between them. The ELT for a neighbour is proportional to its RLT

with a node. The ELT timer helps in determining the neighbour’s existence in a node’s

transmission range. By accomplishing this, the nodes’ NLM can be consistent and

more efficient.

3.4.1 Residual Link Lifetime Identification

In this research, it is assumed that the transmission range (R) of all nodes is the same.

In MANET, a pair of mobile nodes (say node i and node j) can directly communicate

if the maximum distance between them is less than R. Residual link lifetime RLT

between mobile nodes i and j can be defined as the maximum time of connectivity

between the two nodes, before one of them leaves the transmission range of the other

one [106, 107, 108]. Figure 3.9 below presents a clarification to show how to calculate

RLT between two neighbours nodes.

Figure 3.9. Communication Relation and RLT of A Pair of Nodes

As illustrated in Figure 3.9 above, it is assumed that nodes i and j are neighbours. Also,

it is assumed that the current information of node j, as reported in its latest update for

node i is (ID j, x j
t , y j

t , v j
t , θ

j
t ) at time t. At the same time, node i’s information is (IDi,

xi
t , yi

t , vi
t , θ i

t ).
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To estimate RLT between two nodes, work presented by Bai et al. in [148] is adopted

as shown in Equation 3.17 below.

RLT i
j (t) =

(
R∓desi

j(t)/RV i
j(t)
)

(3.17)

where, RLT i
j (t) is the residual lifetime of the link between node i and j at time t, R is

the transmission range of the nodes, desi
j(t) is the current distance between node i and

j at time t, and RV i
j(t) is the magnitude of the relative velocity (speed and direction)

between node i and j at time t. In the equation, R is added to desi
j if node j is located

behind node i. Also, R is subtracted from desi
j if node j is located in front of node i.

The distance between node i and j at time t can be calculated as in Equation 3.18 below

[147].

desi
j(t) =

√(
xi

t− x j
t

)
2 +
(

yi
t− y j

t

)
2 (3.18)

The relative velocity between the two nodes i and j can be calculated as in Equation

3.19 below.

−→
RV i

j =
−→
Vi +
−→
Vj (3.19)

The magnitude of the relative velocity is,

RV i
j =

√(
RV i

j(x)
)

2 +
(

RV i
j(y)
)

2 (3.20)

where,

RV i
j(x) =

(
vi cosθ − v j cosφ

)
(3.21)

RV i
j(y) =

(
vi sinθ − v j sinφ

)
(3.22)

where, RV i
j(x) is the relative velocity of node j in the x-direction for node i, and, RV i

j(y)

is the relative velocity of node j in the y-direction for node i, vi and v j are the velocity
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of nodes i and j respectively, θand φ are the motion direction of nodes i and j with

respect to x-axis, respectively.

Algebraic Rearranging of Equation 3.18, leads to the result;

RLT i
j (t) =

(
R∓
√(

xi
t−x j

t

)
2+
(

yi
t−y j

t

)
2/
√
(vi cosθ−v j cosφ)2+(vi sinθ−v j sinφ)2

)
(3.23)

3.5 Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mechanism Functionality

This section presents the functionality of Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mechanism

(DBUM) from the perspective of participating nodes. Also, it prsents the workflow

of the proposed DBUM.

3.5.1 Participating Nodes Procedures

In the DBUM approach, participating nodes dynamically adjust their beacon intervals

based on their deviation distance. By using DBUM, a node executes compulasory

update technique (CUT) to emit urgent beacon message (UBM). The routing informa-

tion in a node’s NLM can be well managed using the residual link lifetime with its

neighbours.

3.5.1.1 Sender nodes

To maintain up-to-date status information, each node in the network should perform

CUT functionality. In CUT, each node emits a UBM packet to the broadcast MAC

address. Transmitting UBM is specified by three related conditions. First, a node, i.e.,

a checker node, should estimate CHT by using DFLCH. Second, a checker node finds

that it has deviated the tolerance deviation distance. Third, in case it did not deviate

the tolerance deviation distance during 10 s, due to constant movement characteristics,

it should also emit a UBM. As a node transmits a UBM, it directly resets its timer to

determine the next check time CHT.
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3.5.1.2 Receiver Nodes

Each node maintains and updates its NLM to store recent information of its neighbours

within its transmission range. When a node receives a UBM packet, it processes this

packet according to the following steps. A receiver node first checks whether or not

the sender’s identity exists within its NLM. If it does, the associated entries taken from

the same node (formerly ID values, e.g. IP address) are compared. The packet that

has a higher ID sequence number is recorded as a new entry in the NLM instead of old

entry. Otherwise, a new entry is created for a new neighbour. In addition, a receiver

node uses the time when the neighbour node sent UBM packet ts, also it adds the time

it receives the UBM packet tr in NLM.

The NLM contains neighbour’s information extracted from the header of the UBM

packet. Based on the information extracted from the UBM header, a node calculates

three values and adds them to NLM. First, it calculates the RLT with the sender of

the UBM. Second, it calculates ELT of the neighbour’s entry (timeout) based on the

calculated RLT. Third, it calculates the sender acceleration based on the difference

between latest and current velocity values over time that are reported in the latest

and current received UBM packets. This matrix for i-nodes network looks like the

following in Equation 3.24.

NLM =


IDn

1 x1 y1 v1 a1 θ1 RLT1 ELT1 ts tr

IDn
2 x2 y2 v2 a2 θ2 RLT2 ELT2

. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

IDn
i xi yi vi ai θi RLTi ELTi ts tr

 (3.24)

where for any neighbour node i, IDn
i is the identity of the node with the sequence

number n, (xi,yi) represents i’s current position information in x and y axis, vi is the

velocity, ai is the acceleration (a neighbour’s acceleration is calculated by using Equa-

tion 3.12), θi is the motion direction with respect to x-axis, RLT is the residual link

lifetime of the neighbour with the node, ELT is the neighbour’s entry lifetime, ts is

the transmitting time of the latest received UBM packet from neighbour i, tr is the

receiving time of the latest received UBM packet from neighbour i.
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The node’s NLM is checked periodically by a node to update it. In this research, the

node scans NLM every 0.2 seconds. As mentioned, the node performs the NMEM

technique to ensure the refreshment of routing entries in neighbourhood matrix. The

proposed method to add\remove neighbours’ entries from NLM is ELT period time

which is equal to RLT as demonstrated in Section 3.4.1.

3.5.2 Workflow of the Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mechanism

This sub-section presents the proposed flowcharts that visualize a series of the work-

flow’s. There are two separate flowcharts. The first one shows the procedures from

the perspective of the sender node. The second one shows the procedures from the

perspective of the receiver node.

The first flowchart in Figure 3.10 below represents the process to initiate UBM by all

nodes. The initial state in this flowchart starts as a node joins the network by per-

forming localization process and sending beacon packet. The second main state is to

calculate the next check time based on a node speed by using the proposed fuzzy logic

model DFLCH to perform localization process. This state is followed by calculating

the expected location of the node (the checker node) by using the dead-reckoning ap-

proach. The pre-final state of this flowchart is to find the deviation distance ω and to

compare it with the tolerance deviation distance TOD. The final state of this flowchart

is to make the decision to send an urgent beacon packet if ω is greater than TOD.

The second flowchart in Figure 3.11 below represents the procedures handled by a

node when it receives a beacon packet. The initial state in this flowchart receives the

UBM packet and looks at its header information. The second main state is to make the

decision to update an existing entry or to create a new one. Based on the information

at the header of the UBM, a receiver node calculates the acceleration, the residual

link lifetime RLT and the entry lifetime ELT. This state is followed by maintaining

or updating an exist entry. The pre-final state of this flowchart is to scan the nodes’

neighbourhood’s location-matrix NLM to find a stale entry. The final state of this

flowchart is to make the decision to keep an entry or to remove it base on its ELT

value.
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Figure 3.10. Flowchart of DBUM Executed by Sender Node, the Shaded Blocks are
the Contribution of the Proposed Protocol
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Figure 3.11. Flowchart of DBUM Executed by Receiver Node, the Shaded Blocks are
the Contribution of the Proposed Protocol
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3.6 Implementation of Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mechanism

This section focuses on the implementation of Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mecha-

nism (DBUM) in a simulated environment. In this research, Ns2 simulation is consid-

ered in the implementation to validate the research assumptions and propositions. The

implementation of the proposal in Ns2 goes through three main steps. The first step

of the implementation is concerned with the build of the simulation environment. The

second step is concerned with the validation of the simulation model, which will be

presented in Sub-section 3.6.2. The third step is concerned with the validation of the

proposed DBUM, which will be presented in Section 3.6.3.

3.6.1 Simulation Environment

This section presents the simulation environment for implementing the proposed DBUM

in Ns2. The simulation setups include the traffic pattern generation, mobility model,

and simulation input parameters.

3.6.1.1 Traffic Generation

As stated in [149], existing routing protocol implemented Transmission Control Pro-

tocol (TCP), Constant Bit Rate (CBR) or Variable Bit Rate (VBR) as network traffic

model. As stated in [149], CBR pattern outperforms other patterns in MANET in

terms of packet loss and delay. Hence, in this research, the simulated network traffic

is based on a script consisting of CBR data connections in the all proposed scenarios .

The traffic generator in Ns2 is called “Connection Pattern File Generator”. The traffic

generator is located in the directory “cmu-scen-gen/cbrgen.tcl”. The file defines the

packet type, packet size and the number of traffic flows. Figure 3.12 below shoes an

example of the UDP agent used in the program. In the example, node 0 connected to

node 11, the CBR traffic generator is started at time 0.42613981311496 and stopped

at time 900.
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Figure 3.12. An Example Shows the cbr Traffic Generation Between Two Nodes

3.6.1.2 Movement Model

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, Section 2.8.5 this research focuses on Random

Waypoint mobility model (RWP) [143]. To generate the movement file the mobility

scenario file generator is used. The file defines the simulation area and the mobility

model of a set of mobile nodes over the simulation time period. The generator is

located in the Setdest sub-directory of Ns2 independent utility directory and it is under

“$ns2_home/indep-utils/cmu-scen-gen/setdest”. The following command is utilized to

generate the RWP model.

“./setdest[-n num_of_nodes][-p pausetime][-s maxspeed][-t simtime][-x maxx][-y maxy]
> [scenario_output_file]”

3.6.1.3 Simulation Input Parameters

As mentioned in [150], the suitability and the performance of any protocol in MANET

are greatly influenced by its operational parameters. Also, as stated by Perkins et al.

in [151], the behaviour of participating nodes in MANET is complex to be modelled,

especially in a high mobility environment; thus the studies on this kind of environ-

ment would be a challenge. Moreover, selected parameters in a high mobility envi-
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ronment would be more challenging and should be planned carefully and thoroughly

understood in order to produce meaningful results [152, 153]. In addition, up to this

date, there is no standard lower or upper value for these simulation parameters in the

MANET community [154]. Also, there is an uncertainty about the significant fac-

tors involved in a MANET’s routing protocol, and there is a lack of tools available to

enable a researcher to conduct credible simulation-based studies [151].

In this research, the GPSR simulation model is used as a simulation environment to

study the feasibility of the proposed algorithms. Hence, unless necessary otherwise,

all simulation experiments in this research use the simulation parameters identical to

a subset of those used by Karp [44]. Those parameters are recorded in Table 3.4. Ad-

ditionaly, because this research uses the Position-based Opportunistic Routing (POR)

protocol [45] in the evalution stage, the simulation parameter sused by Yang in [45] are

also presented in Table 3.5. Also, Table 3.6 shows the additional proposed simulation

parameters with justification.
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Table 3.4. The Ns2 Simulation Model of GPSR

Description Value Unit
Simulation time 900 s

Simulation area 1500 × 300 ,

2250 × 450

and 3000 × 600

m2

Mobility model RWP -

No. of nodes 50,112 and 200 nodes

Node queue size 50 pkt

Interface Queue Type FIFO -

No. of data packets 10000 pkt

Data packet generating ratio 2 Kbps

DPsize 64 byte

No. of sources 30 flows

TTL 30 or 10 s or hops

Node transmission range 250 m

BPIT 3 s

ELT 3 * BPIT s

BPsize 13 byte

MAC protocol IEEE 802.11 DCF -

Propagation Model TwoRayGround -

s: Second, RWP: Random WayPoint model, No.: Number, pkt: Packet, FIFO:

: First In First Out, Kbps: Kilobit Per Second, DPsize: Data packet size, m: meter

TTL: Time To Live, BPIT: Beacon Packet Interval Time, ELT: Neighbour’s Entry

LifeTime, BPsize: Beacon Packet size, DCF: Distributed Coordination Function

Table 3.5. The Ns2 Simulation Model of POR

Description Value Unit
Simulation area 1200 × 600 m2

No. of nodes 80 nodes

Data packet generating ratio 4 Kbps

DPsize 256 byte

No. of sources 10 flows

The other parameters are set as the same as in Table 3.4
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Table 3.6. Proposed Simulated Topology Characteristics

Description Value Unit Justification
Pause time 0 s To solve the problems accompany with

RWP, hot-spot problem and steady-state

period problem as stated in [142, 145],

this research adopted the solution

presented in [143] that suggested to use

zero pause time

Node speed [5 , 40] m\s These values are selected to give a node

diversity mobility range to correctly

evaluate the proposed algorithms under

high and low mobility as suggested by

[41, 45, 57, 150, 151]

No. of

sources

5, 10, 15, 20

and 25

flows These values are selected to evaluate the

proposed algorithms under various traffic

loads as suggested by [59, 60, 61, 63,

150, 151]

DPsize 256 byte This value is chosen to evaluate the

proposed algorithms under heavy traffic

loads as used in [45]

Simulation

area

600 × 300

800 × 450

and 2000 ×

450

m2 These values are chosen to give node

density of 1 node / 9000 m2 as suggested

by [44, 45, 100, 104, 105]. This value is

a reasonable value that provides a

connected network

Steady-

state

0 s The simulation results are collected

directly as the simulation started to

function as suggested by [143], the

argument to use zero steady-state value is

to not losing any results that may change

the performance judgment of a protocol

The other parameters are set as the same as in Table 3.4
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3.6.2 Implementation and Verification of GPSR and POR

Testing a simulation model with different simulation environment is a very impor-

tant technique used for the verification of a simulation model [122, 123]. The greedy

perimeter stateless routing (GPSR) simulation model [44] is used as a simulation en-

vironment to implement the proposed GSAR-DBUM in order to study its feasibility.

Thus, it is very important to ensure the correctness of GPSR model in the simulation’s

environment before adding the proposed alteration to the original simulation code of

GPSR. The GPSR simulation model was built based on the Ns2 model components. In

order to ensure that the GPSR simulation model and its results are sufficiently correct,

validation processes is in need to be performed. To achieve this, the simulator is run

by using the same parameters as used in the original protocol GPSR as mentioned in

Table 3.4 above. The purpose of using the same setting is to check to see that the sim-

ulation output is realistic compared to simulation results reported in [44]. Appendix

A.1 shows that the collected simulation results are comparable to those published in

[44].

This research uses Position-based Opportunistic Routing (POR) protocol [45] to eval-

uate the performance of the proposed protocol. Therefore, the researcher performs the

same procedures executed with GPSR to verify POR. The researcher builds the simu-

lation scenarios for POR based on the same parameters as used in the original protocol

POR as mentioned in Table 3.5 above.

3.6.3 Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mechanism Validation

The purpose of this section is to ensure the correctness of the proposed mechanism

based on its intended design objectives. The following two sub-sections present the

procedure to validate the DBUM in two different methods. The first method is adopted

from [44] in which GPSR-DBUM is validated in static environment. The second

method is adopted from [122, 155]: in this method the validation process is exe-

cuted according to Sergent’s recommendation as stated in his paper “...Comparison

to Other Models: Various results (e.g., outputs) of the simulation model being vali-

dated are compared to results of other (valid) models. For example, (1) simple cases

of a simulation model are compared to known results of analytic models, and (2) the
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simulation model is compared to other simulation models that have been validated”.

3.6.3.1 DBUM Validation in Static Environment

In this section, as suggested by Karp in [100], the GPSR-DBUM implementation is

validated by running it on ten experiments of static scenario. The purpose of these

experiments is to achieve 100% packet delivery success to demonstrate that the GPSR-

DBUM algorithm makes correct forwarding decisions. The experiments are performed

over an ideal MAC layer (the Null MAC [156]), a 2 Mbps and contention-free network.

After achieving the 100% delivery on the Null MAC, the GPSR-DBUM implementa-

tion is again validated on the same static scenario atop the Ns2 802.11 MAC DCF

layer (traditional version). This is done to verify GPSR-DBUM’s response to MAC

transmit failure callbacks.

In both scenarios the network area is set to 2000 m × 450 m and 25, 50, 75, 100, 150,

175 and 200 participants, meanwhile other parameters of the network are the same as

described in Table 3.6 above except the nodes speeds is set to zero. Figure 3.13 below

shows the simulation results of the two scenarios. The figure shows that after running

the GPSR-DBUM several times over the Null MAC, a 100% delivery is acheived. This

means that the GPSR-DBUM code can make correct forwarding decisions. The same

figure shows that because of running the GPSR-DBUM atop the Ns2 802.11 MAC

DCF layer, when the number of nodes is 200 nodes (the highest number of nodes in this

experiment), the packet delivery rate decreases to 89.3% as the number of participants

increases. The decrement in the delivery rate is attributed to the contention at the

interfaces of the nodes to access the radio channel. Hence, based on the simulation

results, it can be concluded that the GPSR-DBUM can make the correct forwarding

decisions.
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Figure 3.13. Average Packet Delivery Ratio via Number of Nodes

3.6.3.2 DBUM Validation in Mobile Environment (Simple Case)

To validate the correctness of the proposed DBUM, this section presents a mathemat-

ical analysis and an experimental results comparison. The researcher monitors the

ability of DBUM algorithm to track the freshness of the information in nodes’ NLMs

of a simple network topology created in Ns2 as suggested by [122, 155]. In the pro-

posed scenario, the mathematical result of calculating the neighbours’ entries lifetime

ELTs, based on Equation 3.23, are compared with the simulation output result.

The proposed scenario is shown in Figure 3.14 in which 20 nodes are configured in

a rectangular simulation area of 600 m × 300 m. The argument to use this simulation

dimensions is attributed to the number of nodes needed to maintain the ratio of 1 node

/ 9000 m2 as suggested by [44, 45]. The other parameters of the network are same as

described in Table 3.6 except that the simulation time is set to 50 s because the steady
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state is disabled in this research. On other words, the researcher started to collect the

results as the simulation started.

In the proposed scenario, source node S has the neighbours A, B, C, E, F, G, H, I,

J, K and L. At the beginning of the simulation the nodes are inserted with the fol-

lowing specification of (IDi, x, y, v, θ); source node S = (1, 0, 0, 10, 0◦), node A with

(2, 190, 80, 8, 120◦), node B with (3, 170,−60, 12, 90◦), node C with (4,−200, 15, 9,

135◦), , node E with (5, 60, 160, 11, 270◦), node F with (6,−40,−100, 14, 315◦),

node G with (7,−170,−60, 25, 225◦), node H with (8, 150,−120, 17, 135◦), node I

with (9, 50,−50, 15, 300◦), node J with (10,−120, 70, 22, 45◦), node K with (11, 90,

90, 30, 44◦), and finally node L with (12,−115,−155, 36.5, 90◦).

where, (IDi): is the node identity, (x, y): the geographical position of a node, (v): is

the node’s velocity, (θ) is the node’s motion direction with respect to x-axis.

Figure 3.14. Network Model for Performance Validation of DBUM

Based on these specifications, the Equation 3.23 in Section 3.4.1 is applied to estimate

ELT, i.e. RLT of nodes A, B, C, E, F, G, H, I, J, K and L in node S’s NLM as shown in

Table 3.7 below.
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Table 3.7. RLT and ELT Values of Neighbours Nodes in Node S’s NLM

Node dess
i m RV s

i x RV s
i y RV s

i m\s RLT s
i =

R∓dess
i

RV S
i

s ELT s
i s

A 206.15 6.00 6.9 9.16 4.79 4.79
B 180.27 10.00 12 15.62 4.46 4.46
C 200.56 3.63 6.36 7.32 6.75 6.75
E 170.88 9.99 -11 14.86 5.32 5.32
F 107.70 19.89 -9.89 22.22 6.4 6.4
G 180.28 -7.67 -17.67 19.27 3.61 3.61
H 192.09 -2.02 12.02 12.18 4.75 4.75
I 70.71 17.50 -12.99 21.79 8.22 8.22
J 138.92 25.55 15.55 29.18 3.80 3.80
K 127.27 31.21 21.21 37.84 3.25 3.25
L 193.00 10.00 36.5 37.84 1.56 1.56

Table 3.7 above shows that, although the neighbours B and G have the same distance

from the source node S, each of them has different ELT due to the different in the

relative speed values of them. Also, it can be concluded from the table that, although

the neighbour K has the highest relative speed, the neighbour L’s entry will be removed

faster than the neighbour K. This is because, with respect to node S, the neighbour L

is located farther from the neighbour K. As aconcequanc, the neighbour L will depart

the transmission range of nodes S faster than the neighbour K.

To monitor the add\delete neighbours’ entries from the node S’s NLM, the researcher

performed another test by running the simulation based on the network setting men-

tioned at the beginning of this section. In the simulation, the state of the simulated

nodes, i.e., the execution of the deletion of a neighbour’s entry events is displayed just

after each deletion event occurs (in node S). Because the state maintained by node

S changes constantly over time due to nodes mobility, determining the exact knowl-

edge of its NLM’s entries changes occur during the simulation run is very difficult.

Thus, the simulation results in this experiment are discussed for the first 8.5 sec. The

determination of only 8.5 sec is based on the mathematical calculation in Table 3.7

above.

Figure 3.15 below shows a comparison between the calculated and experimental num-

ber of neighbours’ entries in node S’s NLM. The figure shows that the GPSR-DBUM

node S stores state of different number of neighbours as the simulation time increases.

At time 1 sec from the life-time of the simulation, it is found that node S stores the state
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for 11 neighbours. At time 1.6 sec from the life-time of the simulation, it is found that

node S stores the state for 10 neighbours because it already removed node L’s entry.

At time 3.2, it is found that node S stores the state for 9 neighbours because it already

removed node K’s entry. Also, it is found at time 3.62, 3.8, 4.46, 4.8, 4.85, 5.32, 6.5,

6.75 and 8.3 sec, from the life-time of the simulation, that node S stores the state for

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0 neighbours respectively.

Figure 3.15. Comparison of Calculated and Simulated Number of Neighbours’
Entries in Node S’s NLM Via Elapsed Time

Based on both mathematical, i.e., calculated relative speed and simulation results, i.e.,

neighbours entries removal time, Figure 3.16 below shows that neighbours with same

distance from a node (i.e., the neighbours B and G), the neighbour with highest relative

speed is removed faster, i.e., the neighbours G. This is because, as the relative speed

increases a neighbour’s entry in a node’s NLM decreases. In the case of different

distances from the source node and same relative speed (i.e., the neighbours K and

L), the neighbour with lowest distance is removed faster, i.e., the neighbours L. In

the case of different distances from the source node and different relative speed, the

neighbours’ entries lifetimes are different as well.
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Figure 3.16. Neighbours Entries Lifetime in Node S’s NLM Via Relative Velocity

The simulation results in Figures 3.15 and 3.16 are in very good agreement with the

analytical view in Table 3.7. Hence, because the mathematical calculation and the

simulation have comparatively the same results, the model of DBUM is valid because

it can achieve its design objective.

3.7 Implementation of DBUM to Assign the Tolerance Deviation

Distance and the Experience Fuzzy Delay in CUT

Next two sub-section presnt how does this research determine the optimal tolerance

deviation distance (TOD) and the fuzzy-delay experinced by a node performing GPSR-

DBUM routing protocol. The TOD measurement is critical issue to the performance

of the compulsory beaconing-update CUT. The fuzzy-delay is incurred by executing

fuzzy logic in the Dynamic Fuzzy Logic Controller Check-time (DFLCH) model that

is might be a critical issue to the performance of the GPSR- DBUM routing protocol.
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3.7.1 Optimal Tolerance Deviation Distance Calculation

The purpose of this section is to determine the optimal tolerance deviation distance

TOD to be used in the proposed compulsory beaconing-update CUT. To determine the

optimal TOD, the GPSR-DBUM is implemented as the routing protocol. To facilitate

communication between the nodes within their transmission range, the simulations

scenario is set with no obstacles. Additionally, in this simulation experiments, the

source-destination pairs are chosen randomly amongst the participating nodes.

The researcher conducts three simulation experiments. In the proposed scenarios, 100

nodes are configured in the simulation area of 2000 m × 450 m. The argument to use

this simulation dimensions is attributed to the number of nodes needed to maintain

the ratio of 1 node / 9000 m2 as suggested by [44, 45]. The other parameters of the

network are the same as described in Table 3.6 except the nodes’ speed is set to a 5,

10, 20, 30, and 40 m\s for the first simulation experiment and a 20 m\s for the second

and third simulation experiments. Also, the researcher varies the deviation distance to

3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, and 21 meters.

The first simulation experiment that is stated in Sub-section 3.7.1.1 investigates the

relation between the nodes’ speed, time and the deviation distance ω . In the second

and third simulation experiments that are stated in Sub-sections 3.7.1.2 and 3.7.1.3

respectively, the researcher uses two performance metrics to determine the optimal

TOD. The first performance metrics is the Control OverHead (COH), and the second

performance metrics is the Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix (INM). Both se-

lected performance metrics can show the effectiveness of the proposed GPSR-DBUM,

because the purpose behind DBUM is to increase the accuracy of nodes’ information

in the network with very low overhead. Further, both selected performance metrics

have a huge influence on other performance metrics like End-to-end delay (EED), and

Packet delivery ratio (PDR) [116].

As stated in [116, 157, 158], COH represents the average control packet sent by par-

ticipant during the simulation time period. The lower value of COH means the better

performance of a protocol. The INM metric represents the difference between the ac-

tual a node’s neighbours’ number to the actual neighbours’ number listed in a node’s
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neighbours-list. The lower value of INM means the better performance of the protocol.

3.7.1.1 The Relation between Deviation Distance and Nodes’ Speed

This sub-section investigates the relation between the nodes’ speed, time and the de-

viation distance ω . The researcher conduct this investigation to show the effect of

nodes’ speed on the time required to reach each proposed deviation distance.

Figure 3.17 below shows the time required to reach a deviation distance in GPSR-

DBUM protocol as a function of nodes’ speed. The simulation results revealed that

as the nodes’ speed increases the required time to reach the assigned deviation dis-

tance decreases. This is because when a node moves faster, the error in its position

information compared to the position information in the latest sent beacon update will

increase. The error increment in a node position information decreases the time to

reach a specific deviation distance.

Figure 3.17. Required Time A node Need to Reach TOD Via Node Speed
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3.7.1.2 The Relation between Deviation Distance and

Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix

Figure 3.18 shows the inconsistency of neighbourhood matrix ratio in GPSR-DBUM

protocol as a function of tolerance deviation distance TOD. As mentioned earlier in the

design specification in Sub-section 3.3.7, the final decision to send the urgent beacon

message UBM is related to the TOD value.

Figure 3.18 below shows that when the TOD value increases, the inconsistency of

neighbourhood matrix INM increases as well. The reason is when the TOD value

increases the UBM sending frequency decreases, i.e., the interval time between two

consecutive UBM’s is long. Long sending frequency does not show the exact mobil-

ity’s topology changes. This results in increasing the outdated entries’ ratio in nodes’

NLMs. The values of inconsistency of neighbourhood matrix INM for GPSR-DBUM

protocol in all scenarios as pairs of (TOD, INM percentage) are (3, 2%), (6, 6%),

(9, 9%), (12, 11%), (15, 17%), (18, 29%) and (21, 42%).

As Figure 3.18 below demonstrates, the inconsistency of the nodes entries slightly

increases and relaxes as TOD gets close to 12 meters and dramatically increases as

TOD exceeds 12 meters. This experiment concludes that the GPSR-DBUM protocol

presents reasonable accurate entries in nodes’ NLM at TOD close to 12 meters.
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Figure 3.18. Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix Via Tolerance Deviation
Distance

3.7.1.3 The Relation between Deviation Distance and Control Overhead

Figure 3.19 below depicts the average control overhead exchanged by GPSR-DBUM

as a function of tolerance deviation distance TOD. Figure 3.19 below indicates that

when the tolerance deviation distance TOD increases, the average control overhead

exchanged by GPSR-DBUM decreases. The reason behind the decrement in the con-

trol overhead is atributed to the increment in the time that a node needs to exceed the

assigned deviation distance, i.e., TOD, as shown in Figure 3.17. This results in de-

creasing the UBM sending frequency. On one hand, a low sending frequency leads to

a lower overhead as shown in Figure 3.19 and higher obsolete location information in

a node’s neighbourhood location information NLM as shown in Figure Figure 3.18;

on the other hand, a high sending frequency may afford more accurate information as

shown in Figure 3.18, but incurs heavier overhead as shown in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19 below shows that the values of emitted control overhead for GPSR-DBUM

protocol in all scenarios as pair of (TOD, COH) are (3, 26500), (6, 25500), (9, 24000),
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(12, 19000), (15, 10000), (18, 5000) and (21, 2500). Also the same figure shows that

UBM sending frequency slightly decreases and relaxes as TOD is close to 12 meters

and dramatically decreases as TOD exceeds 12 meters. This experiment concludes

that the GPSR-DBUM protocol presents reasonable control overhead at TOD close to

12 meters.

Figure 3.19. Control Overhead Via Tolerance Deviation Distance

3.7.2 Fuzzy Processing Delay

This research uses fuzzy logic to propose DFLCH model that is used to find the check

time CHT to perform the localization process. To figure out if the fuzzy-delay is harm-

ful to the performance of the routing protocol, the researcher conduct a comparative

study. In this comparison, the processing delay experienced to execute the beaconing-

update process is measured and compared for both DFLCH in the dynamic update

mechanism DBUM, i.e., GPSR-DBUM and the conventional static beaconing-update

in GPSR. The researcher adopts the method suggested in [159, 160] to measure the

processing delay of both GPSR-DBUM and GPSR protocols.
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The researcher coducts the simulation experiments through varying the node speed.

There are two reasons behind selecting this scenario. First, in the proposed GPSR-

DBUM, executing the DFLCH algorithm to figure out the CHT values increases as a

function of speed. Second, in the simulation results presented in [52, 53], researchers

showed that the end-to-end delay increases as a function of speed. In the proposed

scenarios, a 100 nodes are configured in the simulation area of 2000 m × 450 m. The

other simulation parameters are built based on those parameters mentioned in Table

3.6.

As every mobile node in the simulation area has the same settings and therefore the

experience internal processing delay to execut beaconing algorithm by these nodes

will be the same. To make sure of this assumption, 5 % of the participants are selected

randomly in each experiment to measure their average total experienced beaconing

delay over the simulation time. The fuzzy-delay and traditional beaconing delay, are

incremented at each time a node performs the process.

To measure the fuzzy-delay, a node performs the following actions: a node starts a

counter when it is about to perform a fuzzy algorithm to determine a new CHT. After

finishing executing the fuzzy algorithm, it stops the counter and records the counter

result in a timestamp, say FuzzyMonitor. This FuzzyMonitor contains an incremented

per-process fuzzy-delay counters. To estimate the total fuzzy-delay, every time a node

needs to perform DFLCH algorith it will follow the same procedures executed in the

first step and adds the estimated time to the FuzzyMonitor.

Figure 3.20 shows the delay in both GPSR and GPSR-DBUM as a function of node

speed. The figure indicates that the proposed GPSR-DBUM method has a slightly

higher average delay compared with the traditional beaconing process. The pro-

posed GPSR-DBUM method needs more processing delay to calculate the CHT using

DFLCH model compared to traditional method used in GPSR. The traditional beacon-

ing method that is used in GPSR, on the other hand, is executed at a fixed time. This

is why the beaconing method achieved a lower delay than the GPSR-DBUM method.

The results revealed that as the speed of nodes increases the execution of the DFLCH

algorithm in the GPSR-DBUM increases too. This is because a node exceeds the
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Tolerance Deviation Distance (TOD) faster as its speed increases as discussed in Sub-

section 3.17. This requires more effort from a node to perform fuzzy algorithm to

find the next Check Time (CHT) to execute beaconing-update process that increases

the fuzzy processing delay. The simulation results show that the increment in the

fuzzy-delay for GPSR-DBUM protocol compared to traditional beaconing in all sce-

narios as pair of (speed, increment in fuzzy-delay) are: (5 m\s, 0.4 µs), (10 m\s, 0.5 µs),

(15 m\s, 0.6 µs), (20 m\s, 0.8 µs), (25 m\s, 1.0 µs), (30 m\s, 1.4 µs), (35 m\s, 1.9 µs) and

(40 m\s, 2.6 µs).

This experiment concludes that the increment of the fuzzy-delay in the GPSR-DBUM

method is too small (very few microsecond) compared to the delay experienced in

traditional method in GPSR. To conclude, the fuzzy-delay in a MANET is negligible

for the DFLCH functionality and has no practical relevance in the beaconing-update

design.

Figure 3.20. The Fuzzy Processing Delay Compared to Traditional Beaconing
Processing Delay
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3.8 Summary of Chapter

This chapter presents the model of the first proposed mechanism. The design of the

beaconing-update algorithm termed as DBUM is presented in this chapter. The goal

of the design is to develop a DBUM that is primarily responsible for providing a node

with fresh information about its neighbours. In order to achieve the above goal, DBUM

encompasses two main parts:

1. The design of the Compulsory update CUT; and

2. The design of the NMEM.

The functionality from the perspective of both sender and receiver nodes is explained

in detail. To ensure the smooth transition from modeling to implementation, the

flowchart stages are shown. Further, validation of the proposed mechanism is exten-

sively presented. The proposed mechanism is validated inside Ns2 by observing the

correctness of nodes’ NLM during simulation time. The validation is accomplished

by examining the proposed mechanism in a proposed scenario. The results of the sim-

ulation proved the correctness and efficiency of the proposed mechanism. The next

chapter establishes the analytical model, the design and the implementation of the

second proposed mechanism.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DYNAMIC AND
REACTIVE RELIABILITY ESTIMATION WITH SELECTIVE

METRICS MECHANISM

4.1 Overview

This chapter elaborates the design and implementation of the second objective. The

proposed solution is termed the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation with Se-

lective Metrics Mechanism (DRESM). The rest of this chapter is arranged in the fol-

lowing order: Section 4.2 presents the DRESM objectives and design details. Section

4.3 presents the Information Distribution and Outgoing Traffic Control Management

(IDOTM) technique, followed by the Fuzzy Logic Dynamic Nodes’ Reliability Esti-

mation (FLDRE) technique in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents DRESM functionality

with an illustrative example followed by the deduction of the workflow. Section 4.6

presents the DRESM implementation in a simulated environment. Section 4.7 presents

the experience fuzzy processing delay incurred by DRESM. Finally Section 4.8 sum-

marizes the chapter.

4.2 Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation with Selective

Metrics Mechanism Detailed Design and Objectives

The overall purpose of the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation with Selec-

tive Metrics Mechanism (DRESM) is to alleviate the hot-spot problem caused by us-

ing the Greedy forwarding Strategy (GFS) in MANET. To achieve this, the traffic load

should be evenly distributed in the network by using a multi-routing scheme. The

proposed solution DRESM comprises two coherent techniques namely Status Infor-

mation Distribution and Outgoing Traffic Control Management (IDOTM) and Fuzzy

Logic Dynamic Nodes’ Reliability Estimation (FLDRE) technique. The details of

DRESM model structure are depicted in Figure 4.1 below.
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Figure 4.1. DRESM Model Structure Details

The FLDRE is designed to select the optimal next relay-node among the available can-

didate nodes based on their reliability index. The selection process of the optimal next

relay-node requires the implementation of a coordination process among the neighbour

nodes and the sender node. Thus, the FLDRE scheme is required for another explicit

scheme to exchange the participants’ status information and to control the outgoing

traffic between them. To fulfil this demand, the IDOTM technique is proposed as the

second part of the DRESM mechanism.

The IDOTM technique is designed to reactively allocate and distribute the participat-

ing nodes’ status information. Also, through using the IDOTM technique, a sender

node predicts the destination location by using a destination prediction scheme DPS

before sending a packet to the next relay-node. As a consequence, every node in the

path can reactively get complete and accurate information about its neighbours and

destination nodes. These collected data are then forwarded to the network layer to be

used by FLDRE technique.

To sum up, the proposed DRESM algorithm is responsible for constructing the most

reliable (optimal) route between communicating nodes in MANET based on multiple

objectives. It is responsible for controlling the outgoing traffic and the forwarding

decision process using multiple metrics. By deploying DRESM, the GFS algorithm is

refined as a localized routing scheme, in the sense that it does not need information
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about the entire MANET, but only needs to keep track of neighbours within direct

communication range. This adds a level of resilience to dynamic network behaviour.

Moreover, the forwarding decision is made at each node based on its own information

and a reliability index of its neighbours. Thus, the process avoids the need for costly

resource reservations.

4.3 Status Information Distribution and Outgoing Traffic

Control Management Detailed Design and Objectives

The status information distribution and outgoing traffic control management IDOTM

technique is the key engine to distribute nodes’ status information and to control the

outgoing traffic in the network. The IDOTM algorithm is only executed when re-

quired, i.e., on-demand, when there is DATA packet to be forwarded. One objective

of executing IDOTM technique is to discover the candidate nodes, namely, the best

next relay-nodes in terms of their reliability index in the sender’s transmission range.

Another objective is to provide the sender with fresh information about its neighbours

and destination node to make routing decisions. The last objective is to control the

outgoing traffic.

To satisfy these objectives, small parts of the used Medium Access Control (MAC)

are modified in addition to adopting a destination prediction scheme. The destination

prediction scheme (DPS) will be presented in Section 4.3.6. The modification for

MAC is accomplished in five stages.

i. The address filtering modification;

ii. The four handshaking messages re-construction modification;

iii. The Network Allocation Vector (NAV) timing modification;

iv. The handshaking packets as beacon packet modification; and

v. The forwarding candidate number restriction.

4.3.1 The IEEE.802.11 DCF Address Filtering Modification

In this thesis, the IEEE.802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) is used [161].

In the IEEE 802.11 DCF, the contention problem between participating nodes for ac-
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cessing the shared wireless channel is resolved by utilizing a Carrier Sense Multiple

Access mechanism with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) [162, 163]. A full study of

IEEE 802.11 DCF can be found in [161].

Based on the objective of the proposed IDOTM design, nodes should have the ability

to use the broadcast and the unicast simultaneously. In this research, the Medium

Access Control (MAC) is supported based in the works presented in [44, 45, 77]. As

suggested in [44, 45, 77], the address filtering on the IEEE 802.11 is disabled (in the

software). By doing this, the neighbours of a sender are enabled to receive a copy of

the sent packet by using MAC interception. In the improved DCF, the DATA packet

is sent as unicast in network layer; simultaneously, the neighbours in the vicinity of a

sender node will have a higher probability of delivering the packet to the upper layer

due to medium reservation. Thus, IDOTM benefits both broadcast and unicast modes

simultaneously.

4.3.2 The Four Handshaking Packets Re-construction Modification

In IDOTM, since IEEE.802.11 MAC DCF is adopted, the Four Handshaking packets

are used which are.

i. The Request To Forward message (RTF). RTF message is originated by the node

that has DATA packet to be forwarded;

ii. The Clear To Forward message (CTF). CTF message is generated by candidate

nodes as a response to RTF message;

iii. The DATA packet (DATA) sent by the sender node; and

iv. The acknowledgement (ACK) packet that is generated by optimal node (or one of

the two sub-optimal nodes) and after it receives DATA packet.

The exchange of RTF and CTF packets prior to DATA packet is a sign of the need for

medium reservation. Thus, in each of RTF and CTF packets, the duration field should

be set to a period of time to reserve the medium, enough to transmit DATA packet

and to receive back ACK packet. The goal and re-structure of the four handshaking

packets are stated in the following sub-sections.
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4.3.2.1 Request To Forward Packet Design

The Request To Forward (RTF) packet is generated by nodes that have DATA packets

to be forwarded. As illustrated in Table 4.1 below, the message packet size (MPsize)

of the proposed RTF is 27 bytes. The RTF packet contains the Control Frame (CF), the

Duration for MAC usage (Du) in the first and second fields respectively. The source

and destination information are listed in fields 3 and 4 respectively. Each field consists

of five cells which are: (ID) node identity, e.g., the IP address; (x,y) coordinates

(latitude and longitude); velocity (vel.); and motion direction (dir.) with respect to

x-axis, respectively. Field 5 indicates the time when the source node gets (or predicts)

the destination’s location. Field 6 indicates RTF sending time. Finally, field 7 indicates

the distinction number (hold #2).

Table 4.1. Request To Forward (RTF) Packet Structure, the Shaded Columns are the
New Proposal and the Rest as the Old Packet

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CF Du Sender Destination tdes ts
PDn

2

2Bs 2Bs 10Bs 10Bs 1B 1B 1B

3

IDs
i x y vel. dir.

4Bs
xS

ts yS
ts vS

ts θ S
ts

2Bs 2Bs 1B 1B

4

IDs
i x y vel. dir.

4Bs
xD

ts yD
ts vD

ts θ D
ts

2Bs 2Bs 1B 1B

The network allocation vector (NAV) offers the virtual carrier-sensing function. NAV

is piggybacked in MAC’s frames header, that is the RTS and beacon packet. In the

proposed IDOTM, NAV protection is desired for only one DATA packet in each trans-

mission.

With the scenario in which a node has one positive neighbour, one candidate neigh-

bour, the duration value NAVRT F is set to the time, in microseconds, required to trans-

mit DATA packet, plus one CTF packet, plus one ACK packet, plus 3 Short Interframe

Space (SIFS) intervals times.
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4.3.2.2 Clear To Forward Packet Design

Candidate neighbours transmit the Clear To Forward (CTF) Packet on the condition

that it receives RTF packet and that it has at least one neighbour in the general direction

of the final target. Hence, a neighbour benefits source node and can achieve positive

progress towards the desired destination.

As illustrated in Table 4.2, the MPsize of proposed CTF is 19 bytes. CTF contains 8

fields related to candidate node. The first and second fields show the Control Frame

CF, the Duration for MAC usage Du. Field 3 holds 5 cells which are; (ID) node

identity e.g., the IP address; (x,y) coordinates; velocity (vel.); and motion direction

(dir.) of candidate node with respect to x-axis, respectively. Fields 4-8 hold the node’s

buffer free size (ϕC); the reminder battery power as a percentage (ϑC); the number of

candidate node’s positive degree (κC); the time that the CTF packet is sent (tS); and

the distinction number PDn respectively.

Table 4.2. Clear To Forward (CTF) Packet Structure, the Shaded Columns are the
New Proposal and the Rest as the Old Packet

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CF Du IDC
i

x y vel. dir.
ϕC ϑC κC tS

PDn

xC
ts yC

ts vC
ts θC

ts 3

2Bs 2Bs 4Bs 2Bs 2Bs 1B 1B 1B 1B 1B 1B 1B

With the scenario in which a node has one positive neighbour and one candidate neigh-

bour, the duration value NAVCT F is set to the time, in microseconds, required to trans-

mit the DATA packet, plus one ACK packet, plus two SIFS (Short Interframe Space)

intervals times.

4.3.2.3 DATA Packet Design

As a node receives CTF packets from its candidate neighbours, it sends a DATA packet

for the optimal next relay-node. The distinction number PDn for a DATA packet is 4.

As shown in Table 4.3 below, the data packet header size (if there is just one optimal

node) is 34 bytes, and will increase 9 bytes for each extra sub-optimal node. With the
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proposed enhancement, the maximum sub-optimal nodes are set to 2 neighbours, with

extra load equivalent of 18 bytes.

Table 4.3. DATA Packet Header Fields, the Shaded rows are the New Proposal and
the Rest as the Old Packet’s Header

Field Function Bytes number
CF Control Frame 2
Du Duration for MAC usage 2
DL Destination Location 4
DA Destination Address 4
HC Hop Counter 1
DM Destination mobility attribute 3
PA Previous Hop Address 4
PL Previous Hop Location 4

ONA Optimal Next Relay-node Address 4
ONL Optimal Next Relay-node Location 4
RSN0 Reliability sequence number-optimal node 1
SNA1 Sub-optimal node Address (1) 4
SNL1 Sub-optimal node Location(1) 4
RSN1 Reliability sequence number-Sub-optimal node1 1
SNA2 Sub-optimal node Address (2) 4
SNL2 Sub-optimal node Location(2) 4
RSN2 Reliability sequence number-Sub-optimal node2 1
PDn Packet distinction number (hold #4) 1

4.3.2.4 Acknowledgement Packets Design

The acknowledged (ACK) packet is emitted by the optimal node, or in the worst case

by one of the sub-optimal nodes. In ACK packet, the receiver’s address is copied as

the same address from the latest received DATA packet. With the proposed IDOTM,

the More Fragment bits field in the Frame Control field of the instantly previous sent

DATA is to zero because only one DATA packet is being sent in each transmission. As

illustrated in Table 4.4 below, the ACK message contains 4 fields related to the sender

of the latest received DATA packet.

Table 4.4. Acknowledgment (ACK) Packet Structure

1 2 3 4

CF Du IDi
x y PDn

xi
ts yi

ts 5

2Bs 2Bs 4Bs 2Bs 2Bs 1B
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The first and second fields show the Control Frame CF and Duration for MAC usage

Du respectively. The third field is extracted from the latest received DATA packet. The

DATA duration will be covered in RTF packet. The distinction number PDn is 5. The

size of the of ACK packet, MPsize, is 13 bytes.

4.3.3 The Network Allocation Vector (NAV) Modification

In IEEE 802.11 DCF, a node that wants to transmit DATA packet must be free for

a Distributed Inter Frame Space (DIFS). DIFS is used for the asynchronous DATA

service purpose. DIFS is equivalent to SIFS-Time plus double time of Slot-Time. Typ-

ically, SIFS-Time and Slot-Time are fixed, these intervals set to 10µs and 20µs respec-

tively, and thus, DIFS was set as 50µs.

As discussed earlier in Sub-sections 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.3, and 4.3.2.4, NAV time duration

is carried in the packet headers of RTF, CTF, DATA and ACK packets. The specified

NAVRT F , NAVCT F , and NAVACK durations are designed for only one DATA packet in

each transmission. Moreover, all are designed with the scenario where a sender node

has one positive neighbour, that is, one candidate neighbour.

To generalise those rules for a number of positive and candidate neighbours, as the

sender node gets the number of positive neighbours, it calculates the required waiting

time to receive the CTF packet from up to maximum three of them (candidate neigh-

bours). In this thesis, each CTF packet is jittered by 50% of the SIFS interval. Thus,

the waiting time in microseconds to receive CTF packet from candidate neighbours

is equivalent to the time needed to send CTF multiplied by the number of candidate

neighbours plus the number of candidate neighbours multiplied by 1.5 SIFS. The time

for each candidate neighbour to send a CTF packet is uniformly distributed in [0.5

SIFS multiplied by the number of candidate neighbours, 1.5 SIFS multiplied by the

number of candidate neighbours]. The waiting time in microseconds, to receive ACK

packet from all candidate neighbours is equivalent to the time to send one ACK packet

plus the number of candidate neighbours multiplied by SIFS. The time for each candi-

date neighbour to send an ACK packet is calculated incrementally (that is, the optimal

node needs 1 SIFS; 1st sub-optimal node needs 2 SIFS and 2ed sub-optimal node needs

3 SIFS).
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Based on the above dissection, in this thesis work, the NAV duration time and other

related periods time can be generalized as follows:

NAVART F = TDATA +TACT F +TAACK µs (4.1)

In case a sender node has more than one candidate neighbour, the following equation

is used.

TACT F = [(TCT F ∗Ncn)+(Ncn ∗1.5∗SIFS)] µs (4.2)

In case a sender node has one candidate neighbour, or the next relay-node is the desti-

nation, the following equation is used.

TACT F = TCT F +SIFS µs (4.3)

The following equations is used to figure out TAACK .

TAACK = [(TACK)+(Ncn ∗SIFS)] µs (4.4)

In case the next relay-node is the destination, or the sender node has one candidate

node, Ncn will be set to 1 in Equations 4.4.

where, NAVART F is total channel’s reservation time required to send a data packet until

receiving an ACK packet from one of the candidate nodes, TACT F is the total time

required to receive all CTF from all candidate nodes, TAACK is the total time required

to receive one ACK from one of the candidate nodes, Ncn is the number of candidate

neighbours, TDATA is the time needed to send DATA packet, TAACK is the total time

required to receive one ACK from one of the candidate nodes.

4.3.4 RTF/CTF/DATA Beacon Packet Like

To reduce the cost of updating, sender node information is piggybacked on the head of

all DATA and other control packets. To facilitate this process, in the IDOTM technique

all nodes operate in the promiscuous mode. In the promiscuous mode, participating

nodes disable the MAC interface’s address filtering. Thus, every node in the range of a

sender node can eavesdrop on the sent RTF, CTF and DATA packet and can use it too.
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In IDOTM, each proposed RTF, CTF and DATA packet carries beacon-equivalent to

the urgent beacon packet (UBM). Thus, a sender node that sends RTF, CTF or DATA

packet should reset its clock for the next check time (CHT) after it sent one of those

packets.

A node that receives the RTF, CTF, or DATA packet can analyze the piggybacked

information in the packet’s header and use this information to maintain and update its

neighbours-matrix at zero cost. This improvement in utilizing RTF/CTF/DATA packet

significantly decreases the updating overhead, decreases the collision probability and

effectively improves the wireless channel utilization.

4.3.5 Forwarding Candidate Number Restriction

As a sender node sends RTF packet, all positive neighbours in the direction of the

destination will replay with CTF packet. To consider a huge number of positive neigh-

bours to be in the candidate neighbours list may improve the performance, in terms of

increasing node availability for each forwarder. However, the overhead and complex-

ity increase as the number of neighbour nodes compete to be optimal nodes. Hence,

in this thesis, as suggested in [45] the maximum number of accepted candidate neigh-

bours is limited to 3 neighbours. The rational in limiting the candidate nodes number

is limiting the computational load on the head of the source node. In doing so a

balance between robustness and overhead is achieved. Additionally, limiting the max-

imum number of the candidate nodes to 3 provides a benefit by preventing what can

be called a “candidate nodes’ CTF Storm” in the case of a very dense topology. In the

dense networks, the probable ability of nodes to reply to RTF could result in a possible

candidate nodes’ CTF Storm, which incurs bandwidth wastage and a high probability

of increasing the number of network collisions [164, 165]. Moreover, because a copy

of the sub-optimal nodes will be maintained at each node, more memory resources

will be consumed at each node. Finally, the information of the candidate nodes will be

added to DATA packet header, and DATA packet size will be increased proportional to

the candidate nodes number, thus introducing more overheads.
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4.3.6 Destination Prediction Scheme

The effectiveness of any position-based routing protocol is dependent on the nodes’

information accuracy level [49, 50]. With conventional GFS, as in that in which the

packet is transmitted from sender node to the next relay-node, the sender does not

care if the final destination changes its position during transmission time and results

in IDPI problem [62].

The majority of previous proposed works with the position-based routing protocol has

used the same destination location information as provided from the location service

without re-checking its accuracy. On the other hand, a small number of researchers

have proposed an enhanced method to increase the accuracy of the destination loca-

tion while performing the forwarding process. Most current research which has used

mobility predictions, such as [53], are based on piecewise linear node motion with no

direction or speed changing considerations.

This research argues here that the final destination may change its position during

packet transmission with regards to its speed and motion direction. Thus, the des-

tination’s position information in the header of DATA packet becomes obsolete. To

address the problem and to support IDOTM technique to control the outgoing traffic,

each sender node should predict the destination’s location by using the Destination

Prediction Scheme (DPS). DPS is inspired from [109, 137] based on dead-reckoning

approach, with small alterations as stated earlier in Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.3.6. Each

sender node should execute the prediction process before sending a RTF packet to ap-

pend the result in the RTF header. As the sender node receives the CTF message, it

again appends the predicted destination’s position information to DATA packet header.

4.4 Fuzzy Logic Dynamic Nodes’ Reliability Estimation

Technique Detailed Design and Objectives

Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS) [23] forwards the data packet-by-packet and node-

by-node. Thus, one main benefit of using the GFS routing algorithm is its tendency

to weight individual next relay-node choices [57]. Moreover, the optimal route with

GFS is always the shortest route [100]. As shown in Chapter 2, GFS cannot always
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succeed in guaranteeing the optimal route in MANET. This is for two main reasons.

First, GFS was proposed for use in static networks and thus is not compatible with

MANET environment. Second, GFS adopted a single routing metric, the hop count,

to achieve shortest path objective.

As a solution to GFS failure in MANET, this section introduces the concept of Fuzzy

Logic Dynamic Nodes’ Reliability Estimation (FLDRE) as a multi-metric approach.

To construct the optimal route between communicating nodes, this research creates

the concept of neighbour classification, based on its reliability index using the FLDRE

technique. Routes can be modified to each DATA packet, node by node, simply by

considering a reliability index of the next-hop. The next section presents detailed

information about the proposed routing metrics that are used to select the next relay-

node.

4.4.1 Detailed Design of the Proposed Prioritization Metrics

In Fuzzy Logic Dynamic Nodes’ Reliability Estimation (FLDRE), multiple routing

metrics are considered in making the routing decision. The proposed routing metrics

give full and detailed information of the intermediate nodes. Those metrics are in-

spired from two resources. The first one is the preferred feature for any new proposed

routing scheme stated in Chapter 2, Section 2.7, and the second resource is the work

presented in [48, 166].

As shown in Figure 4.2 below, this research adopts five routing metrics to make the

routing decision. These metrics belong to three different categories, which are: nodes’

condition, mobility attributes and location accuracy. This classification scheme is

adopted based on information contained in Chapter 2, Section 2.5 and [166]. The

details of those metrics are introduced in the following Sub-sections.
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Figure 4.2. Formation of Proposed Metrics

4.4.1.1 Distance to Destination Identification

Distance-to-Destination is the popular traditional metric used with GFS as the selec-

tion metric. Distance-to-Destination allows the GFS to find the shortest route between

two communicating nodes. The distance metric is used by this research as one of the

adopted routing metrics. To clarify this metric, suppose the scenario in which a sender

node S needs to calculate its distance to a destination node and the distance between

its neighbour node C and destination node D at time tS, The sender node uses the

Pythagorean Theorem formula [147] as in Equation 4.5 below.

desSorC
D =

√(
xSorC

tS − xD
tS

)
2 +
(
ySorC

tS − yD
tS

)
2 (4.5)

To normalize a neighbour node’s distance to destination, convert the calculated dis-

tance to the range [0, 1], the sender node subtracts its distance to destination from the

neighbour distance to the destination and divides the result on its transmission range
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(R) as shown in Equation 4.6 below [167].

ðS
C(tS) =


desS

D−desC
D

R , desS
D ≥ desC

D

|desC
D−desS

D|
R , desS

D < desC
D

(4.6)

where, ðS
C(ts) is the normalized distance of the neighbour node C at time tS, desS

D is the

distance between the sender and the destination nodes, desC
D is the distance between

neighbour node C and and the destination node, and R is the transmission range of all

nodes.

The normalized result of a neighbour node is a sign of its closeness to the ultimate des-

tination. If the ratio is close to 1, then the neighbour is the closest to final destination

and vice versa.

4.4.1.2 Motion Speed and Direction

Mobility metrics in MANET affect the performance of routing protocols. Among

these metrics, a node’s movement speed and direction are two of the most critical

metrics [27, 47, 48]. If next relay-node has a high difference in speed and\or direction

in comparison with the sender node, then packet loss probability is increased due to

an unstable link [109]. This inspired the researcher to take both motion’s direction

and speed into consideration when selecting an optimal next-hop. With this research,

a trade-off between speed and direction as a velocity vector is used. By using this

trade-off, the packet sender selects the next relay-node using the residual link lifetime

metric in addition to the other metrics. A detailed mathematical model is introduced

in the following section.

4.4.1.3 Residual Links Lifetime

The link duration of a routing path is limited to any single node’s link age selected as

a member of this path. Thus, the link lifetime between communicating nodes is one

of the important issues to be considered in routing algorithm [106, 107, 108]. In this

work the link lifetime between two communicating nodes is named as Residual Link

Lifetime (RLT).
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RLT is another metric to be considered in the selection process in this research. The

intermediate nodes with a high value of RLT should be preferred with respect to those

with a lower value. By performing this kind of fairness, all nodes can equally con-

tribute to the packet’s routing effort. The procedure to calculate RLT was mentioned

in Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.4.1. In this research work, a node moves at a random dis-

tributed speed in the range [0, 40] m\s and distributed direction in the range [0, 2π].

Hence, the maximum and minimum magnitude of the relative velocity between two

nodes is 80, and 0 respectively. Because the used transmission range is fixed for all

participating nodes (R=250m), the maximum and minimum values of RLT is set to the

range [0.0s, 250s]. To map RLT range to [0,1], as a normalization process, Equation

4.7 is used [167].

ℑ
S
C(tS) =

(
RLT S

C (tS)−min{0.0, 250}
)

(max{0.0, 250}−min{0.0, 250})
=

RLT S
C (tS)s

250s
(4.7)

where, ℑS
C(tS) is the normalized value of RLT between the nodes S, and C at time tS.

The value ℑS
C of any neighbour is considered as an indicator for the reliability level of

communication via this node. Thus, nodes are fully connected if ℑS
C is 1 and likely out

of transmission range of each other if ℑS
C is 0.

4.4.1.4 Unoccupied Buffer Length

Queue size is a property of MANET’s nodes. Usually, the queue size is limited to a

few packets, and nodes start to drop packets when the queue is full [39, 40, 102]. The

queue length is considered to be an indicator for the congestion level of the neighbour.

For optimal usage of network resources, this research balances the traffic load evenly.

Nodes’ buffers should be uniformly used and several nodes alone should not be overused.

By achieving this goal, congestion in the centre area of MANET could be decreased,

leading to fewer collisions and saving nodes’ energy as well. Thus, the efficiency of

GFS is improved.

A node’s unoccupied buffer length ( fbl), set as a function, varies with time. The fbl

can be determined based on the size of data packets currently buffered to the node’s
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buffer size [39]. In this research, the buffer size for all mobile nodes is assumed to be

equal. Thus, a node’s fbl (say node C) can be estimated using the Equation 4.8 below

[39].

fC
bl(tS) = TC

bu f f ersize−TC
occupied (tS) (4.8)

where, fC
bl(tS) is the unoccupied buffer length at time tS, TC

bu f f ersize is the total buffer

size of node C, and TC
occupied (tS) is the occupied buffer at time tS. To normalize the

unoccupied length, a candidate node uses the Equation 4.9, as below [167].

ϕC(tS) =

(
fC
bl(tS)−min

{
0.0,TC

bu f f ersize

})
(

max
{

0.0,TC
bu f f ersize

}
−min

{
0.0,TC

bu f f ersize

}) =
fC
bl(tS)

TC
bu f f ersize

(4.9)

The node is fully congested if the ϕC ratio is 0, and uncongested if the ratio is 1. In

order to distribute traffic effectively, each neighbour sends the level of its ϕC to the

source/forwarder node to help that node select the appropriate next relay-node with

preference given to less-congested neighbour.

4.4.1.5 Residual Battery Power

In MANET, the node’s resources are limited in several aspects. Mobile nodes depend

on finite battery sources, and thus, power consumption is one of the most critical

issues. In MANET, the battery power consumed for the communication is either higher

or comparable with energy consumed by the processor [41, 42, 43]. However, with a

conventional GFS approach, the batteries of certain nodes at the centre of MANET

may drain, even though there are many nodes with plenty of energy, such that this

drainage disables further information delivery and induces packet loss and more delay.

For optimal usage of network resources, a part of the proposed work is to be energy-

adaptive. The intermediate nodes with a high value of the remaining battery lifetime

should be preferred to those with a lower value. By performing this kind of fairness,

all nodes can equally contribute to the packet routing effort.

A node’s residual battery ratio bpo can be determined as a function varying with time.
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bpo can be designated based on the ratio between the instant consumed node’s battery

power to the node’s total battery energy size. In this research, the battery power for all

mobile nodes is assumed to be equal. A node’s (say node C) residual battery power

status bpo at any instant time (say tS) can be calculated using Equation 4.10 [168].

bC
po(tS) = T bC

po−TCC
po(tS) (4.10)

where, bC
po(tS) is the residual battery energy at time tS, T bC

po is the battery energy size

of node C, and TCC
po(tS) is the consumed battery power size up to time tS.

To normalize the nodes’ residual battery power status, a node uses Equation 4.11 as

below [167].

ϑC(tS) =

(
bC

po(tS)−min
{

0.0,T bC
po
})(

max
{

0.0,T bC
po
}
−min

{
0.0,T bC

po
}) = bC

po(tS)
T bC

po
(4.11)

High values of neighbour’s ϑC(tS) provide an indicator for the high reliability value

of communication via this neighbour. The node has full battery energy if the ϑC ratio

is 1 and likely out of energy if the ratio is 0. In order to distribute traffic effectively,

each neighbour sends the level of its ϑC to the source/forwarder node to help that node

select the appropriate next relay-node with preference given to the highly powered

one.

4.4.1.6 Next Relay-node Positive Degree

A node degree is defined by how many other nodes can be reached from this node at a

given moment, that is, it’s the total number of its neighbour in all directions [104, 105].

However, with respect to the connectivity issue of MANET, a part of it is considered

as a disconnected or an isolated part, in the case in which some nodes do not have

neighbours in any direction. These types of nodes can result in degraded network

performance.

This research is aimed primarily at developing a method that maximizes the connec-

tivity of MANET. Thus, the appearance of GFS failure due to link unavailability is

minimized. With the enhanced GFS, each positive neighbour receiving a RTF mes-
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sage should first check its neighbours’ matrix. As each positive neighbour becomes

sure that it has at least one neighbour that guarantees the positive progress towards

ultimate destination, it will send back CTF message and append the number of its pos-

itive neighbours (NPN) to the header of CTF packet. If the positive neighbour does

not satisfy this criterion, then it will not send back CTF message.

The advantages of using the NPN check process is to assure that DATA packet does

not halt at the next-hop, reducing the chances of hitting a hole. Also, by using this

method at the sender side, the proposed solution is considered to be a 2-hop map like

(a node’s neighbours and a node’s neighbour’s neighbours). The 2-hop map like is

useful for speeding up route set-up. The goal here is to achieve a route between source

and destination nodes in which none of the route members is isolated.

With respect to a node’s mobility, a node’s NPN could be any value in the range from

0 to its degree at time tS [169]. For a node (say node C) NPN range could be written

as [0, NC
degree] [169]. To normalize NPN range, a node uses Equation 4.12 as below

[167].

κC(tS) =

(
NPN(tS)−min

{
0, NC

degree(tS)
})

(
max

{
0, NC

degree(tS)
}
−min

{
0, NC

degree(tS)
}) =

NPN(tS)
NC

degree(tS)
(4.12)

where, for node C, κC(tS) is its normalized value of its NPN at time tS, NC
degree(tS) is

its degree at time tS, and NPNtS is its positive neighbours number in the direction of

the ultimate destination.

A node that receives the CTF message with references to κC ratio can use it as an

additional metric to determine the neighbour reliability index. The node is sufficient

if κC ratio is 1 and insufficient if the ratio is 0.

4.4.2 Dynamic Reliability Estimation using Fuzzy Logic

The proposed metrics mentioned in the previous section are proposed to achieve the

multi-routing objectives scheme. Such a routing process requires that these metrics

be expressed together in a one analytical form for evaluation. If the routing metrics
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mentioned in the previous section are utilized as one unit, they can lead to a tremen-

dous computational burden. This is one area in which the intelligent method may be

beneficial. As stated earlier in Chapter 2, Section 2.8.3, the Fuzzy Logic Controller

(FLC) [130] is one of the most suitable systems to solve such a problem in MANET

[60, 62, 136].

To estimate the candidate nodes’ reliability index, a weighting method should be used

adjustably, such that the combined proposed metrics can achieve an optimal utility. In

this chapter, FLC is applied for finding out the reliability index of each candidate node,

based on the 5 proposed routing metrics. After a sender node receives CTF message,

it does not know which candidate neighbour is the most reliable, so Fuzzy Logic Dy-

namic Reliability Estimation (FLDRE) as FLC, is the answer for this ambiguous type

of problem.

In the proposed FLDRE as FLC, the 5 proposed metrics are utilized as the input pa-

rameter and node’s Reliability INdex (RIN) as the output parameter. To create and edit

FLDRE, the researcher uses the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. This toolbox is a collection of

functions built on the MATLAB. It provides a graphical user interface (GUI) tools

to help entirely accomplish the intent work from only the command line. Figure 4.3

below shows the FLC design of the FLDRE model.

Figure 4.3. Generalized Fuzzy System FLC for FLDRE

As shown in Figure 4.3 above, the first step of designing FLDRE is to arrange the

membership functions of the input and output fuzzy variables relying on the defined

range. The next is to construct appropriate rules for FLDRE. The inference engine,

with the aid of the proposed rules, is used to control the action in the linguistic form.

Then, the fuzzy output is defuzzyfied using membership functions to generate the crisp
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output.

With FLDRE, the fuzzifier maps the crisp input values to fuzzy sets and assigns degree

of membership for each fuzzy set. Each one of the 5 metrics (crisp input) is fuzzified

to 3 fuzzy sets and RIN crisp output is fuzzified to 7 fuzzy sets. The used membership

functions for the FLDRE model are the Z-shaped, triangular, and S-shaped shapes

as suggested by [60, 62, 134, 136]. As mentioned in Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.3.4.1

adjacent fuzzy sets are overlapped between 10% and 50% [131]. The overall process

involved in estimating RIN of the candidate neighbours is elaborated in the following

sub-sections.

4.4.2.1 Fuzzify Selected Metrics Input

The linguistic values used to represent the normalized ðS
C (i.e., distance metrics desS

C)

are divided into three levels: close (cs), medium (md), and far (fr); and those used to

represent ℑS
C (i.e., nodes’ Residual Link Lifetime RLT), ϕC (i.e., nodes’ Unoccupied

Buffer Length fbl), ϑC (i.e., nodes’ Residual Battery Power bpo), and κC (i.e., next

relay-node’s positive neighbours number NPN) are also divided into three levels: low

(lo), medium (md), and high (hi).

The crisp input values of ðS
C, ℑS

C, ϕC, ϑC, and κC variables are fuzzified between min-

value = zero and max-value = 1. Table 4.5 and Figure 4.4 show the assignment of

range and degree of membership functions of the five metrics.

Table 4.5. Linguistic variable: ðS
C, ℑS

C, ϕC, ϑC, or κC

Numerical range (normalized) Linguistic value Notation

Z-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.0, 0.25, 0.5) Far\Low fr\lo

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.25 0.5 0.75) Medium md

S-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.5, 0.75, 1.0) Close\High cs\hi
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Figure 4.4. Membership Functions of ðS
C, ℑS

C, ϕC, ϑC, and κC Input Variable

The input values of ðS
C, ℑS

C, ϕC, ϑC, and κC can be interpreted as: “Far\Low” as

“an input value below about 0.25”, “medium” as “an input value close to 0.5”, and

“Close\High” as “an input value above about 0.75”, otherwise, the input value can

located in two range, for example if the ðS
C is 0.3, then node distance to destination has

a far membership value of 0.72 and it has a medium membership value of 0.2.

Based on the above discussion and the allowed overlapping ratio [131], this research

uses 50% overlapping between adjacent fuzzy sets of the input variables ðS
C, ℑS

C, ϕC,

ϑC, and κC. Based on [130, 131, 132], the following equations gives the explicit

formulas for the selected membership functions of the input variables ðS
C, ℑS

C, ϕC, ϑC,

and κC.

µ(x f r−lo, 0 ,0.25, 0.5) =



1, x≤ 0.0

1−2
( x−0.0

0.5−0.0

)2
, 0.0≤ x≤ 0.25

2
( x−0.5

0.5−0.0

)2
, 0.25≤ x≤ 0.5

0, x≥ 0.5

(4.13)

µ(xmd, 0.25 ,0.5, 0.75) =



( x−0.25
0.5−0.25

)
, 0.25≤ x≤ 0.5( 0.75−x

0.75−0.5

)
, 0.5≤ x≤ 0.75

0, otherwise

(4.14)
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µ(xcs−hi, 0.5 ,0.75, 1.0) =



0, x≤ 0.5

2
( x−0.5

1.0−0.5

)2
, 0.5≤ x≤ 0.75

1−2
( x−1.0

1.0−0.5

)2
, 0.75≤ x≤ 1.0

1, x≥ 1.0

(4.15)

The x in the previous equations represents any of the input variables ðS
C, ℑS

C, ϕC, ϑC

or κC.

4.4.2.2 Fuzzify Reliability Index Output

The consequence part (the possibility that a node will be selected) is divided into 7

levels. Fuzzy sets for the RIN output variable have the following names: very bad

(vb), bad (bd), not acceptable (na), acceptable (ac), good (gd), very good (vg), and

perfect (pt). The assignment range for the output RIN is stated in Table 4.6 below

and Figure 4.5 below depicts its membership functions. The RIN is fuzzified between

RIN-min = zero and RIN-max = 1.

Table 4.6. Linguistic variable: Reliability Index (RIN)

Numerical range Linguistic value Notation

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0, 0.125, 0.25) Very bad vb

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.125, 0.25, 0.375) Bad bd

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.25, 0.375, 0.5) Not acceptable na

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.375, 0.5, 0.625) Acceptable ac

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.5, 0.625, 0.75) Good gd

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.625, 0.75, 0.875) Very good vg

Tria.-curve parameters (a, b, c) = (0.75, 0.875, 1) Perfect pt
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Figure 4.5. Membership Functions for RIN Output Variable

The RIN’s output values can be interpreted as: “very bad” as “a RIN close to 0.125”,

“bad” as “a RIN close to 0.25”, “not acceptable” as “a RIN close to 0.375”, “accept-

able” as “a RIN close to 0.5”, “good” as “a RIN close to 0.625”, “very good” as “a

RIN close to 0.75” and “perfect” as “a RIN close to 0.875”. Otherwise, the RIN can

located in two ranges. For example if the RIN is 0.8, then RIN has very good mem-

bership value of 0.6 and it has perfect membership value of 0.4.

Based on the above discussion and the allowed overlapping ratio [131], this research

uses 50% overlapping between adjacent fuzzy sets of RIN . The following equations

gives the explicit formulas for the selected membership functions of RIN based on

[130, 131, 132].

µ(RINvb, 0.0 ,0.125, 0.25) =



( RIN−0.0
0.125−0.0

)
, 0.0≤ x≤ 0.125( 0.25−RIN

0.25−0.125

)
, 0.125≤ x≤ 0.25

0, otherwise

(4.16)

µ(RINbd, 0.125 ,0.25, 0.375) =



(RIN−0.125
0.25−0.125

)
, 0.125≤ x≤ 0.25( 0.375−RIN

0.375−0.25

)
, 0.25≤ x≤ 0.375

0, otherwise

(4.17)
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µ(RINna, 0.25 ,0.375, 0.5) =



( RIN−0.25
0.375−0.25

)
, 0.25≤ x≤ 0.375( 0.5−RIN

0.5−0.375

)
, 0.375≤ x≤ 0.5

0, otherwise

(4.18)

µ(RINac, 0.375 ,0.5, 0.625) =



(RIN−0.375
0.5−0.375

)
, 0.375≤ x≤ 0.5(0.625−RIN

0.625−0.5

)
, 0.5≤ x≤ 0.625

0, otherwise

(4.19)

µ(RINgd, 0.5 ,0.625, 0.75) =



( RIN−0.5
0.625−0.5

)
, 0.5≤ x≤ 0.625( 0.75−RIN

0.75−0.625

)
, 0.625≤ x≤ 0.75

0, otherwise

(4.20)

µ(RINvd, 0.625 ,0.75, 0.875) =



(RIN−0.625
0.75−0.625

)
, 0.625≤ x≤ 0.75( 0.875−x

0.875−0.75

)
, 0.75≤ x≤ 0.875

0, otherwise

(4.21)

µ(RIN pt , 0.75 ,0.875, 1.0) =



( RIN−0.75
0.875−0.75

)
, 0.75≤ x≤ 0.875( 1.0−RIN

1.0−0.875

)
, 0.875≤ x≤ 1.0

0, otherwise

(4.22)

4.4.2.3 Fuzzy Rules and Fuzzy Inference

With the proposed FLC system, 5 input variables are used, each of which is comprised

of 3 fuzzy linguistic values. To map the fuzzy 5 metrics input sets into fuzzy RIN out-

put sets, a set of fuzzy if-then rules is in need. A large number of the candidate fuzzy

if-then rules cause high processing cost. The task is to select a small and comprehen-

sible number of simple fuzzy if-then rules that can represent the proposed model with

high classification performance.

Because the 5 input variables have similar fuzzy linguistic values, this assists the re-

searcher to select a small number of simple fuzzy if-then rules. This is because many
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of fuzzy if-then rules are very similar. Others, while appearing to be different, may

in fact match similar sets of records. On other words, the weight (w) of the proposed

metrics is equal, i.e., wðC
D
= w

ℑS
C
= wϕC = wϑC = wκC = 0.2. Appendix B introduces

the proposed if-then rules. Below, a part of the proposed rules is introduced.

RULE 1: IF the values of the five metrics are low THEN RIN is very bad
...

...
...

...
...

RULE 21: IF the values of the five metrics are high THEN RIN is perfect

Mamdani’s fuzzy inference method [133] is used to evaluate all the fuzzy rules and

finds their antecedent part firing strength, then applies this firing strength to the conse-

quence part of the rules.

4.4.2.4 Defuzzification

Defuzzification is the final step; it refers to the way a crisp value is extracted from a

fuzzy set as a representation value. The single output RIN for each candidate node is

calculated by using Centroid method [135] as described in Equation 4.23 below.

RIN = ∑
w
j=1 µ(x j)∗x j/∑

w
j=1 µ(x j) (4.23)

All the five different input criteria in the defuzzification procedure have the same

weights, i.e., a fifth of the final weight.

wðC
D
+w

ℑS
C
+wϕC +wϑC +wκC = 1 (4.24)

where, wðC
D
= w

ℑS
C
= wϕC = wϑC = wκC = 0.2

4.5 Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation with Selective Metrics

Mechanism Functionality with An Illustrative Example

This section presents the functionality of the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Esti-

mation with Selective Metrics Mechanism Functionality (DRESM) from the perspec-

tive of participating nodes. Also, it presents the workflow of the proposed DRESM.
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4.5.1 Participating Nodes Procedures

In Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation with Selective Metrics Mechanism

(DRESM) scheme, all participating nodes in the network should perform DRESM

when a node has DATA packets to be forwarded. To perform routing process, each

node in the network should maintain three matrices and one table. These matrices are

Destinations’ Location Information (DLI), nodes’ neighbourhood’s location-matrix

(NLM), and Reliability Index of Candidate Neighbours (RICN). The table is the DATA

LisT (DALT), which is used by a node to keep the information received in the DATA

packet’s header if it is assigned as sub-optimal node. DLI is used to maintain the des-

tinations’ information, NLM is used to maintain neighbours’ information, and RICN

is used to save the calculated reliability index of the candidate nodes. These matrices

and the table should be empty as a node enters the network.

This section explains the operations of both IDOTM and FLDRE schemes as one unit

under DRESM. As shown in Figure 4.6 below, the discussion is from the perspective

of source node, positive, candidate, optimal, sub-optimal and other neighbours.

Figure 4.6. Network Topology to Show DRESM Functionality

As shown in Figure 4.6 above, source node S intends to transmit a DATA packet to

the destination node D. The scenario, supposes that the source node S is located at the
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centre of a circle with (0,0) coordinates. The radius of the circle is R, where R is the

S’s maximum transmission range. Source node S has positive neighbours A, B, and

T, and negative neighbours P, O, and N. Hereunder are procedures that source node S

and other nodes execute to send the DATA packet to node D.

4.5.1.1 Source Node

At a very early stage of the IDOTM algorithm, source node S obtains (or predicts)

the destination D’s information and updates its DLI matrix. The DLI matrix should

be empty as the node enters the network area. Equation 4.25, shows the containment

of DLI for i-destination nodes. Each entry for specific destination node holds 8 cells

which are: destination address IDi, destination’s geographical location as (xi, yi) coor-

dinates, velocity (vi), acceleration (ai), motion direction (θi) with respect to x-axis, the

time that the location server sent the destination’s location (tS), and the instant time the

source node receives\predicts the destination’s location (tr) respectively. The acceler-

ation ai of the destination is calculated by using the Equation 3.12 as in Chapter 3, of

the latest two entries of the same destination.

DLI =


ID1 x1 y1 v1 a1 θ1 t1 t2

ID2 x2 y2 v2 a2 θ2 t1 t2
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

IDi xi yi vi ai θi tS tr

 (4.25)

After node S maintains destination information in DLI matrix, it calculates its distance

to D, i.e., desS
D, by using Equation 4.5. Next, it starts to look up its NLM to check if

node D is one of its neighbours. In the case node D is not one of its neighbours, then

it again looks up its NLM to check if valid positive neighbours for that destination

are available. As a result of searching process, node S may or may not have positive

neighbours. In the case that it has no neighbours; node S buffers the packet and moves

until neighbours in the direction of destination become available rather than simply

dropping the packet. The allowed carry and move time is equal to the packet’s TTL.

In this research, the proposed TTL is equal to 30s. The carry and move strategy which

is used with the proposed solution is based on the mobility features of the MANET
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environment.

Back to the example in which node S found that it has the positive neighbours A, B,

and T in the direction of targeted destination. Next, it makes sure that the channel is

free for a DIFS period to avoid any contender. If the channel is idle, node S sends a

RTF packet after the DIFS countdown timer comes to zero.

In case the channel is busy and the node S has to wait for at least interframe space

DIFS, then it must additionally select a random backoff time (in order to minimize

collision probability) in the interval [0, CW]. After selecting the backoff time, node S

sets the clock countdown for DIFS interval (50 µs), and then it decrements the backoff

timer in units of a SlotTime. As the backoff countdown timer comes to zero, node

S ceases the check time (CHT) countdown timer, and performs one of the next two

procedures. If the destination is one of its neighbours, it sends the RTF packet to

this neighbour; or else it sends the RTF packet to all of its positive neighbours (i.e.,

nodes A, B, and T) to discover its candidate neighbours in its transmission range. At

the header of RTF packet, node S adds the NAVART F duration. Also, it sets the timer

countdown to receive back CTF packets from maximum three of its neighbours. If

node S did not receive a CTF packet, then it again tries to transmit the RTF packet

until it receives CTF packet or until the 7 retry limit is reached, whichever occurs

first [170]. If the timer and the retry number expire before receiving CTF from any

neighbour, then node S will re-set the timer for a new CHT, buffers the packet and

move.

In this scenario, it is assumed that S’s candidate neighbours are A and B. Node T is not

considered as candidate neighbour because it does not have positive neighbours in the

direction of destination D. Thus, node T does not send back a CTF packet as a response

to a RTF packet. Also, it is assumed that the (IDC, xC
ts, yC

ts, vC
ts, θC

ts , ϕC, ϑC, κC) in the

received CTF packets of both A and B are: (3, 90, 70, 28, 178◦, 0.65, 0.72, 0.72) and

(4, 90,−80, 32, 180◦, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7) respectively. Furthermore, it is presumed that

the information of S and D nodes at the time of receiving CTF messages (tr) are :

(IDS, xS
tr, yS

tr, vS
tr, θ S

tr) = (1, 0, 0, 30, 0◦), (IDD, xD
tr, yD

tr, vD
tr, θ D

tr ) =(2, 780,

0, 20, 110◦)respectively.
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As the source node receives the CTF packets from the candidate nodes, it extracts the

information from each packet’s header in order to maintain its NLM. Based on the

updated information in its NLM, the source node calculates and updates the RLTS
C

and ELTS
C for each candidate neighbour in its NLM. As shown in Equation 4.26, it

is assumed that the first two rows of node S’s NLM are belonging to the candidate

neighbours A and B.

NLM =


3 125 135 28 0 178◦ 63.4 63.4 ts tr

4 114 −150 32 0 180◦ 65 65 ts tr
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

IDn
i xi yi vi ai θi RLT S

i ELT S
i ts tr

 (4.26)

where, for any node i, IDn
i is the identity of each node with the sequence number

n, (xi, yi) is the node’s current position along x-axis and y-axis respectively, vi is the

velocity in (m\s), ai is the acceleration in (m2\s), θi is the motion direction with respect

to x-axis, RLT is the residual link lifetime between the node S and its neighbour i, ELT

is the entry lifetime for the neighbour i in node S’s NLM, tS is sending time of latest

received packet from that neighbour, e.g., UBM, RTF, CTF or DATA packet, at the

sender side, tr is the receiving time of UBM, RTF, CTF or DATA packet at the receiver

side.

After it maintained and updated its NLM for the two candidate nodes, source node S

is ready to maintain the Reliability Index of Candidate Neighbours (RICN) matrix. In

this research, the RICN capacity is designed for maximum three candidate nodes (i.e.

3 rows of 8 columns). A RICN network matrix for three candidate neighbours looks

like the following as in Equation 4.27.

RICN =


ID1 ð1 ℑ1 ϕ1 ϑ1 κ1 RIN1 RSN0

ID2 ð2 ℑ2 ϕ2 ϑ2 κ2 RIN2 RSN1

ID3 ð3 ℑ3 ϕ3 ϑ3 κ3 RIN3 RSN2

 (4.27)

The candidate neighbours are arranged in RICN in descending order with regards to

their RIN values. The RSN value (0,1 or 2, for maximum 3 candidate nodes) is very
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important to every candidate node, so that it can easily know when to forward DATA

packet if no other node forwarded it. The node that has the lowest RSN in RICN, will

have the highest priority to forward DATA packet, i.e. the optimal node (which has the

highest reliability value), i.e. RSN = 0.

If all candidate nodes have the same reliability index, they are arranged in descending

order based on their ID number. Likewise, if source node has to choose between two

or more neighbours that have the same RIN level, it can do that by referring to their

IDs number.

Back to the example, to maintain the RICN matrix for the two candidate nodes, source

node S performs the following procedures. First, node S calculates desC
D, ðS

C, and ℑS
C

of the two candidate nodes by using Equations 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 respectively. Next,

source node S copies the IDC, i.e., IDn
i in NLM, ϕC, ϑC, and κC, from the header of

received CTF packet besides the calculated values ðS
C, and ℑS

C to the RICN matrix. Up

to now, besides IDC, RICN matrix is constructed from other 5 data elements that shape

the crisp data to be used in FLDRE technique to calculate nodes A and B reliability

index (RIN). The seventh column in RICN matrix will be the RINC, which is collected

as a crisp output from FLDRE for each candidate node. The last column in RICN

matrix is the Reliability Sequence Number (RSN) of each node.

Based on its calculation, node S finds that the values of ðS
C, and ℑS

C are {(0.348, 0.254),

(0.344, 0.26)} for the two candidate nodes A and B respectively. The calculation is

explained in Appendix C. Thus, RICN matrix looks like the following as in Equation

4.28.

RICN =

3 0.348 0.254 0.65 0.72 0.72 RINA RSNA

4 0.344 0.26 0.6 0.65 0.7 RINB RSNB

 (4.28)

Now, source node is ready to execute FLDRE algorithm to estimate RINC of the two

candidate neighbours. Source node found that the RINC of node 3 and 4 are 0.552 and

0.469 respectively, the calculation is explained in Appendix C. Equation 4.29 shows

the final formation stage after the source node executed the FLDRE functions.
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RICN =

3 0.348 0.254 0.65 0.72 0.72 0.552 0

4 0.344 0.26 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.469 1

 (4.29)

After finding the RIN for the two candidate nodes, the source node S is ready to send

the DATA packet to the optimal next relay-node number 3. Before doing that, node S

appends the intended details from RICN matrix to DATA packet header, sets the hop

counter to 1, and transmits the packet as unicast to the optimal node (i.e. node B) in IP

layer. The candidate details containment in DATA packet header is updated hop-by-

hop, because every forwarder node, between the source and destination will follow the

same procedure as the source node did. Based on Table 4.3, Table 4.7 below shows a

part of DATA packet header with respect to optimal and sub-optimal nodes with their

RSN.

Table 4.7. A part of the DATA Packet Header Shows the Optimal and Sub-optimal
Nodes with their RSN

Field Values based on the example
...

...

ONA Node A:2

ONL Node A(125,135)

RSN0 0

SNA2 Node B:3

SNL2 Node B(114,-150)

RSN2 1
...

...

Based on the number of candidate nodes, the source node sets its timer to receive

one ACK packet from the optimal node, or from one of the sub-optimal nodes. In the

instance in which it receives an ACK, node S empties the RICN matrix information for

that packet’s destination, and repeats the same procedure to send a next DATA packet

(if any).
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If a node does not receive an ACK packet from both of its neighbours, i.e., nodes A

and B, the data packet is assumed to have been lost and node S schedules another 7

retransmission retries. If a DATA packet could not be delivered on the MAC layer

(within the extra 7 retransmissions) to the optimal or one of the sub-optimal nodes,

a failure notification will be sent to source node from MAC layer. That is followed

by returning the packet from MAC layer to the routing protocol. In such an instance,

the sender node will do a group of procedures. First, it removes the two neighbours

from its neighbourhood’s location-matrix. Second, it resets the CHT timer, and lastly,

it buffers the packet and moves. Node S buffers the packet until it finds a suitable next

relay-node, or it might discard the packet if TTL of the packet comes to zero.

4.5.1.2 Positive and Candidate Neighbour

Any positive neighbour that receives the RTF packet checks if it provides forward

progress. If it has no neighbour(s) articulated towards the final destination, then it

does not reply to the request of the source node at all, i.e., node T. By doing this, two

benefits can be attained. First, the sender will recognize that there is a void region

in that neighbours’ direction, so that the sender will never send packets towards that

direction. Second, refraining from sending responses contributes to keeping MANET

from becoming congested.

Each other node that has neighbour(s) towards the target, i.e. nodes A and B, calculates

the self ϕi, ϑi, and κi by using the Equations 4.9, 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. Next, it

appends this information to the header of CTF packet that contains other data. Lastly,

each node sends the CTF packet within the random time selected from the uniformly

interval [0.5 SIFS * Ncn µs, 1.5 SIFS * Ncn µs] which is defined by the source node.

4.5.1.3 Optimal Neighbour

As a node receives the DATA packet as a response to the sent CTF packet, the node

should know that it assigned as the optimal node. In such scenario, the optimal node

should wait for the SIFS interval before it sends back an ACK to the sender node. The

optimal node transmits the ACK packet without checking the status of the channel,

because the channel is assumed to be reserved. Next, it will forward the received
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DATA packet for the next relay-node, unless it is the destination node.

4.5.1.4 Sub-optimal Neighbours

When the optimal node fails to receive DATA packet for any reason, the sub-optimal

neighbours have the ability to handle the forwarded packet instead of the optimal node

because they eavesdropped on the DATA packet when it was sent. As a consequence,

the forwarded packet reaches its destination, instead of being dropped. The neighbour

knows if it is assigned as a sub-optimal node by the means of the information in the

header of DATA packet.

Even though sub-optimal recipients do not respond to DATA packet immediately, they

buffer the received packet. Next, they extract the information from DATA packet’s

header and add it to DATA LisT (DALT) for later use. Every node in MANET should

maintain a DALT table. The DALT table is constructed from the IDs of the sender

and destination nodes, and the amount of time that the node (as sub-optimal node) will

wait before it sends the ACK. Table 4.8 below shows the structure of the DALT table

in the nodes A and B for i-received- DATA packets. The first entry in the DALT table

of both nodes is the information heard from node S in DATA packet.

Table 4.8. The DALT Table of Node B for i-Received- DATA Packets

IDS IDD tS tr RSN WT SAµs

∗1 2 tS tr 1 10
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

∗This entry for this example.

where, IDS is the sender node identity, IDD is the destination node identity, tS is DATA

packet sending time, tr is DATA packet receiving time, RSN is the Reliability Se-

quence Number, and WTSA is the waiting time to send ACK.

In Table 4.8 above, the waiting time (WTSA) to send the ACK packet from any sub-

optimal node can be calculated by using Equation 4.30 below.

WT SA =
(
node′sRSNnumber ∗1SIFS

)
+1SIFS µs (4.30)

When the node’s WTSA timer reaches zero, the ACK packet will be sent back to
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source node. The DATA packet will be forwarded for the next relay-node. On the

other hand, during the waiting time, the packet and its information in DALT will be

discarded if an ACK for the same packet is heard from another neighbour.

One more thing to be mentioned here is that either the optimal or one of the sub-

optimal nodes that succeeded in receiving the sent DATA packet will follow the same

procedure as the source node to send the packet to the ultimate destination. Simulta-

neously, the hop counter in the header of DATA packet is increased monotonically.

4.5.1.5 Other Neighbours

The interaction of an RTF-CTF exchange that is followed by the DATA transfer and

an ACK silences the neighbours in the vicinity of the sender node S and receivers,

i.e. nodes A and B, and thus nodes (N, O, P, K, L, M, J, I, and H) must wait for the

NAVARFT interval time before they can use the channel.

On the other hand, any neighbour in the vicinity of the sender node of RTF, CTF,

DATA, or ACK packets, can benefit from these packets by updating the information in

its NLM and DLI matrixes.

4.5.2 Workflow of the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation

with Selective Metrics Mechanism

This sub-section presents the proposed flowcharts that visualize a series of the work-

flows. The flowchart shows the procedure of the proposed DRESM algorithms from

the perspective of both the sender node and the receiver nodes. There are five separate

flowcharts. The first one shows the procedures when a node has a DATA packet to be

sent. The second one shows the procedures when a node receives a CTF packet. The

third one shows the procedures when a node receives the ACK packet. The fourth one

shows the procedures when a node receives a RTF packet. Finally, the fifth one shows

the procedures when a node receives a DATA packet. Below is a brief explanation of

each flowchart.
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4.5.2.1 Procedures Performed by Source (Originator) Node

As shown in Figure 4.7 below a node that has a DATA packet to be sent performs the

following procedures;

A. If a node has the destination location in DLI matrix, it executes the DPS scheme to

predict the current destination’ location, otherwise the node gets the destination’

location from location server.

B. Maintains the predicted or the obtained destination’ location information in the

DLI matrix.

C. Figures out self-distance to destination.

D. Looks up its NLM matrix for any positive neighbours. If the node has positive

neighbours,

a) Senses the channel,

i. If the medium is free for a DIFS time interval,

• Decrements DIFS, When counter down of DIFS reaches zero the

node goes to step F.

ii. Otherwise,

• Defers until the end of the current transmission;

• Waits an extra DIFS interval and selects a random backoff delay; and

• When the backoff reaches zero the node goes to step F.

E. Otherwise,

a) Sets counterdown timer TTL=30 s;

i. Buffers the packet and moves; and

• If TTL counter down reaches zero, discards this packet.

• Otherwise, the node goes to step number D.

F. If destination is one of the positive neighbours OR has only one positive neighbour,

a) Sets NAVART F for one node,

b) Increments RF by1;

c) Sends RTF packet;
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d) Sets count down timer to TACT F = TCT F +SIFS µs to sreceive CTF packet;

e) Reset countdown timer for next CHT; and

f) Goes to step H.

G. Otherwise,

a) Sets NAVART F for maximum three nodes,

b) Increments RF by1;

c) Sends RTF packet;

d) Sets count down timer to TACT F = [(TCT F ∗Ncn)+(Ncn ∗1.5∗SIFS)] µs to

sreceive CTF packet;

e) Reset countdown timer for next CHT; and

f) Goes to step H.

H. While the timer counts down to zero,

a) If the node receives CTF packet, goes to receive CTF procedures.

b) Otherwise, waits.

I. Upon failure to receive any CTF packet, when TACT F reachs zero, resends RTF

packet up to 7 times.

a) If the node receives CTF packet, ceases retransmission and goes to receive

CTF procedures.

b) Otherwise, Goes to step F.

4.5.2.2 Procedures Performed when A Node Receive CTF Packet

As shown in Figure 4.8, a node receiving a CTF packet performs the following proce-

dures;

A. If a CTF with the same { ID, sequence number} already had been received,

a) Discards this packet,

B. Otherwise,

a) If from existed neighbour in NLM matrix,

i. Updates the current entry,
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b) Otherwise,

i. Creates a new entry for this new neighbour in NLM matrix.

C. If the node did not send a RTF packet for this received CTF packet,

a) Discards this packet,

D. Otherwise,

a) Increments Ncn number by one.

b) If after addition, the Ncn becomes greater than 3 or TACT F equals zero,

i. Discards this packet,

c) Otherwise,

i. Calculates desC
D, ℑS

C and ðS
C for this neighbour; and

ii. Adds the results to RICN matrix.

E. Copies the , ϑC, ϕC, and κC from the CTF ’s header of this neighbour to RICN

matrix.

F. When the node received 3 CTF packets from 3 candidate neighbours, i.e., Ncn

equals 3 or TACT F counter down timer reachs zero, runs FLDRE to calculate the

candidate neighbours RIN.

G. Adds the calculated RIN values to RICN matrix.

H. Arranges the candidate neighbours in descending order with respect to their RIN

values, if two or all of them have same RIN, and then arranges them with respect

to their ID numbers.

I. Sets the RSN number to zero for the neighbour with highest RIN value (or highest

ID if they have same RIN values), and the other two sub-optimal neighbours with

1 and 2 RSN number with respect to their RIN values (or with respect to their ID

numbers).

J. Sets the counter down timer to SIFS.

K. When the SIFS timer reaches zero, appends {ID, (x,y) coordinates, RSN} of the

optimal and candidate neighbours to the header of the DATA packet.

L. Unicasts the DATA packet to the neighbour with highest RIN.

M. Sets the clock counter-down to T AACK to receive the ACK packet from one of the

candidate neighbours.
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N. When the TAACK reaches zero,

a) If a node receives ACK,

i. goes to receive an ACK procedures,

b) Otherwise,

i. retransmits the DATA packet up to 7 times

O. During the 7 retransmissions,

a) If the node receives an ACK packet,

i. Ceases the retransmission, goes to receive an ACK procedure.

b) Otherwise,

i. Goes to buffer and move procedures

4.5.2.3 Procedures Performed when A Node Receive an ACK Packet

As shown in Figure 4.9 below, a node receiving an ACK packet performs the following

procedures;

A. If an ACK packet with the same {ID, sequence number} already had been received,

then the node discards this packet, otherwise, it updates the information of the

sending node in NLM matrix.

B. If the node sent the DATA packet, then the node deletes the information in RICN

matrix, otherwise discards the ACK packet.

C. If the node still has more DATA packets to be sent, then goes to have data packet

to be sent procedures, otherwise ends the process.

4.5.2.4 Procedures Performed when A Node Receive RTF Packet

As shown in Figure 4.10 below, a node receiving a RTF packet performs the following

procedures;

A. If a RTF packet with the same {ID, sequence number} already had been received,

then the node discards this packet, otherwise, it updates the information of the

sending node in NLM matrix.
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B. Looks up self NLM,

a) If the node has positive neighbours in the direction of the destination,

i. Appends self ϑC, ϕC, and κC to the CTF header;

ii. Selects random time from the interval [0.5∗SIFS∗Ncn,1.5∗SIFS∗Ncn];

iii. Counts down this timer, when the timer reachs zero sends a CTF packet;

and

iv. Resets the CHT timer.

b) Otherwise, the node discards this RTF packet

4.5.2.5 Procedures Performed when a Node Receive a DATA Packet

As shown in Figure 4.11 below, a node that receives a DATA packet to be sent performs

the following procedures;

A. If a DATA packet with the same {ID, sequence number} already had been received,

then the node discards this packet, otherwise, it updates the information of the

sending node in NLM matrix.

B. If the node is the final destination,

a) Receive the DATA packet to the next layer;

b) Sets the counter down to the SIFS;

c) When the counter reaches zero, sends back an ACK packet; and

d) Goes to step number D.

C. Otherwise,

a) If the node ID listed in the packet header as candidate neighbour,

i. If the node RSN value equals zero,

• Receives the data packet;

• Sends back ACK packet after SIFS interval time; and

• Goes to step D.

ii. Otherwise,

• Buffers the packet.

• Updates DALT list.
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• Sets counter down to WTSA= Self RSN number × 2SIFS µs .

• If the node hears an ACK from other neighbour,

– Ceases WTSA timer, deletes the packet’s information from the

DALT table.

• Otherwise, when the WTSA counter reaches zero,

– Receives the data packet;

– Sends back ACK packet after SIFS interval time; and

– Goes to step D.

b) Otherwise,

i. Discards the packet

ii. Ends the process

D. Checks Hc,

a) If Hc equal 7,

i. Discard the packet

b) Otherwise,

i. Goes to has DATA packet to be sent procedures.
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Figure 4.7. Flowchart of DRESM Executed by A Node when it has DATA Packet to
be Forwarded, the Shaded Blocks are the Contribution of the Proposed Protocol
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Figure 4.9. Flowchart of DRESM
Executed by A Node after it Sent
DATA Packet, and Waiting to
Receive ACK Packet, the Shaded
Blocks are the Contribution of the
Proposed Protocol

Figure 4.10. Flowchart of the DRESM
Executed when A Node Receives RTF
Messages, and Send Back CTF Packet, the
Shaded Blocks are the Contribution of the
Proposed Protocol
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Figure 4.11. Flowchart of DRESM Executed when A Node Receives DATA Packet,
and Send Back ACK Packet, the Shaded Blocks are the Contribution of the Proposed
Protocol
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4.6 Implementation of the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability

Estimation with Selective Metrics Mechanism

This section focuses on the implementation of Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Es-

timation with Selective Metrics Mechanism (DRESM) in a simulated environment. In

this research work, Ns2 simulation is considered in the implementation the proposed

DRESM mechanisms and to validate the research assumptions and propositions. The

same steps that are performed to implement the Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mecha-

nism (DBUM) in Chapter 3, Section 3.6 will be performed to implement DRESM in

this section flow. Thus, to prevent duplication, the same procedures that are required

to implement DRESM will be not discussed fully.

4.6.1 Simulation Environment

This section presents the simulation environment to measure and evaluate the perfor-

mance of the proposed DRESM under various network settings. The simulation setup

includes the traffic pattern generation, mobility model, and simulation input parame-

ters. This section follows the same procedures as in Chapter 3, Section 3.6.1.

4.6.2 Implementation and Verification of GPSR and POR

This section follows the same procedures as in Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.6.2.

4.6.3 Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation

with Selective Metrics Mechanism Validation

This section presents the validation of the proposed Dynamic and Reactive Reliability

Estimation with Selective Metrics Mechanism DRESM. This section follows the same

procedures executed in Chapter 3 Section 3.6.3.

4.6.3.1 DRESM Validation in Static Environment

This section applies the same procedures as in Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.6.3.1 to val-

idate DRESM, but with a new addition. After implementing GPSR-DRESM on the

Null MAC and atop the Ns2 802.11 MAC DCF layer (traditional version), the GPSR-
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DRESM is again implemented atop the Ns2 802.11 MAC DCF layer (with the pro-

posed improvements). This is done to verify GPSR-DRESM’s response to MAC trans-

mit failure callbacks in a different setting. In the three scenarios the network area is set

to 2000 m × 450 m and 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 175 and 200 participants, meanwhile other

parameters of the network are the same as described in Chapter 3, Table3.6 except the

nodes speeds is set to zero.

Figure 4.12 below shows the simulation results of the three scenarios. The figure

shows that, after running the GPSR-DRESM several time over the Null MAC, the

success rate achieved 100% delivery. This means that the GPSR-DRESM algorithm

can make correct forwarding decisions. The same figure shows that, because of run-

ning the GPSR-DRESM atop the Ns2 802.11 MAC DCF layer (traditional version),

when the number of nodes is 100 nodes (the median number of nodes in this exper-

iment), the packet delivery rate decreases to 91.592%. Also, when GPSR-DRESM

is again implemented atop the Ns2 802.11 MAC DCF layer (with the proposed im-

provements), when the number of nodes is 100 nodes (the median number of nodes

in this experiment), the packet delivery rate decreases to 94.541%. The decrement

in the delivery rate in the last two implementations is attributed to the contention at

the interfaces of the nodes to access the radio channel. The success and effectiveness

of GSAR is attributed mainly to the improvement done on MAC DCF layer. Hence,

based on the simulation results, the conclusion can be made that the GPSR-DRESM

can make correct forwarding decisions.
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Figure 4.12. Average Packet Delivery Ratio via Number of Nodes

4.6.3.2 DRESM Validation in Mobile Environment (Simple Case)

The purpose of this section is to validate the correctness of the proposed DRESM

algorithm. To accomplish this, the researcher monitored the ability of a node using the

DRESM algorithm to avoid encountering hole problem and to select the next relay-

node based on the proposed routing metrics. To accomplish this, a simulation scenario

is build with a communication geographic hole in a simple network topology created

in Ns2 as suggested by [122, 155]. In this experiment, the mathematical results of

calculating the neighbours’ reliability index, based on Equation 4.23, are compared

with the simulation output result.

A network topology is created using Ns2.33 as shown in Figure 4.13. In this scenario,

40 participants are configured in a 800 m × 450 m rectangle simulation area. The argu-

ment for using this simulation dimension is attributed to the number of nodes required

to maintain the ratio of 1 node /9000 m2 as suggested by [44, 45]. The other parame-
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ters of the network are the same as described in Chapter 3, Table 3.6. All nodes apply

the GPSR-DRESM routing protocol. Because the steady state is disabled in this re-

search, the researcher starts collecting the results as the simulation starts, hence, the

data flows starts from the beginning of the simulation time.

Figure 4.13. Network Model for Performance Validation of DRESM

The Analytical Results

In this scenario, the researcher configured four stationary pairs of nodes that wish to

communicate with each other. At the sending time t, the specification of each pair as

S=(IDS, xS
t , xS

t , vS
t , θ S

t ), and D=(IDD, xD
t , xD

t , vD
t , θ D

t ) are: [S1 =(1,−270,−200, 30

, 45◦), and D1 = (2, 350, 200, 20,190◦)], [ S2 = (3, 350,−200, 25, 110◦), and D2 =

(4,−390, 210, 22,300◦)], [ S3 =(5, 220, 190, 35, 200◦), and D3 =(6,−360,−210, 25,

40◦)], and [ S4 = (7,−370, 170, 28, 290◦), and D4 = (8, 210,−210, 20,300◦).

At a very early stage, each source node obtains the destination information and updates

its DLI matrix. Next, it starts to look up its NLM to check if valid positive neighbours

for targeted destination are available. After a source node becomes sure that targeted

destination is not one of its neighbours, and the channel is idle, it sends RTF packet to

all of its positive neighbours.

Once the source node receives CTF packets from its candidate nodes, it updates the
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candidate neighbours’ information in its NLM. In this scenario, the candidate neigh-

bours are; A and B for node S1, K and L for node S2, H and I for node S3 and N and

O for node S4. Nodes C, M, G and P are not considered to be a candidate neighbours

because they do not have positive neighbours in the direction of targeted destination

(i.e., they are geographical hole nodes).

A part of CTF packets which is (IDc, xc, yc, vc, θ , ϕc, ϑc, κc) from nodes B and C to

node S1 hold the following information : A=(9,−270,−90, 22, 120◦, 0.6, 0.75, 0.7),

B= (10,−60,−160, 30, 20◦, 0.8, 0.8, 0.9) respectively. A part of CTF packets which

is (IDc, xc, yc, vc, θ , ϕc, ϑc, κc) from nodes K and L to node S2 hold the following in-

formation : K =(12, 130,−160, 28, 120◦, 0.7, 0.7, 0.65), L=(13, 290,−110, 32, 80◦

, 0.8, 0.7, 0.85) respectively. A part of CTF packets which is (IDc, xc, yc, vc, θ , ϕc, ϑc

, κc) from nodes H and I to node S3 hold the following information : H =(15, 30, 170,

15, 210◦, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8), I = (16, 220, 100, 18, 230◦, 0.75, 0.85, 0.9) respectively. A

part of CTF packets which is (IDc, xc, yc, vc, θ , ϕc, ϑc, κc) from nodes N and O to

node S4 hold the following information : N = (18,−320, 50, 20, 330◦, 0.9, 0.75, 0.6),

O = (19,−140, 120, 28, 350◦, 0.95, 0.8, 0.65) respectively.

Now, as shown in Table 4.9 below, each source node calculates ðC
D, and ℑS

C by using

the Equations 4.6 and 4.7.

Table 4.9. The ðS
C and ℑS

C Calculation of Candidate Nodes for each Source Node

Source Node desS
D desC

D ðC
D desS

C RV S
C RLT S

C ℑS
C

S1
A

737.8
684.4 0.212 110 41.5 3.37 0.013

B 545.6 0.768 213.7 58.5 0.62 0.0021

S2
K

845.9
638.2 0.828 223.6 52.7 0.5 0.002

L 751.5 0.376 108.1 55 2.58 0.0103

S3
H

704.5
544.5 0.64 191 49.8 1.18 0.004

I 657.6 0.188 90 51.3 3.11 0.0124

S4
N

693.3
590.3 0.412 130 45.1 2.66 0.0106

O 481.0 0.848 235.3 41.7 0.352 0.00141

Based on the information in CTF packets that were received from the candidate nodes
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and the calculations in Table 4.9, each source node starts to maintain its RICN matrix.

Next, each source node figures out the RIN of each candidate neighbour by using

Equation 4.23 and adds it to RICN matrix.

The Final formation of RICN Matrices in source nodes S1, S2, S3, and S4 are stated in

Equations 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, and 4.34 below.

RICNS1 =

10 0.768 0.0021 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.75 0

9 0.212 0.013 0.6 0.75 0.7 0.475 1

 (4.31)

RICNS2 =

13 0.376 0.0103 0.8 0.7 0.85 0.666 0

12 0.828 0.002 0.7 0.7 0.65 0.648 1

 (4.32)

RICNS3 =

15 0.64 0.004 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.703 0

16 0.188 0.0124 0.75 0.85 0.9 0.625 1

 (4.33)

RICNS4 =

19 0.848 0.00141 0.95 0.8 0.65 0.75 0

18 0.412 0.0106 0.9 0.75 0.6 0.628 1

 (4.34)

Now each source node copes IDs, RIN and RSN from RICN matrix and appends them

to DATA packet header. Next, it sets the hop counter to 1, and unicasts the packet

to the optimal node (e.g., node B with ID number 10 for source node S1) in IP layer.

Once an optimal node (i.e., nodes B, L, H and O) receives the data packet it will

perform the same procedures done by source node until the routed packet reaches its

final destination.

The Simulation Results

To be sure of the correctness of DRESM functionality, the researcher tests to deter-

mine if the sent packet is forwarded using the optimal path. Each optimal path in this

scenario should start with the optimal next relay-node which found by the mathmati-

cal calculation. To monitor all optimal paths construction, at the header of each DATA
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packet, a recorder is initiated to list the IDs of the nodes that the routed packet passes

through from each source node to the targeted destination.

At the targeted destination node of each source node, i.e., nodes D1, D2, D3, or D4,

the reference recorder is checked to figure out the path traversed by the packet. The

simulation results depicted in Figure 4.14 below show the data packet trip recorder,

at the header of each routed packet from a source to its targeted destination. The

researcher observes that the simulation results in Figure 4.14 are matching with the

analytical view in Equations 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, and 4.34 above. Hence, because the

simulation and analytical results are symmetrical, then the model of DRESM is valid

because it can achieve its design objective.

Figure 4.14. Comparison of Calculated and Simulated Results to Find the First
Relay-node A Routed DATA Packet Traverse in its Trip from each Source Node to its
Targeted Destination

4.7 Implementation of DRESM to Assign the Experience

Fuzzy Processing Delay in FLDRE Technique

In DRESM, the nodal processing delay includes the time required to check the packet’s

header, the time required to look up the neighbours-matrix to find the neighbours in the

direction of destination and the time required to find the optimal next relay-node based
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on multi-routing metrics to direct the packet. The time needed to check for bit-level

errors might also be considered to be part of the processing delay [171]. As stated in

[136], total delay experienced by a packet to reach its final target is the sum of final

experienced delay at each node.

This research uses fuzzy logic in the proposed FLDRE model. FLDRE figure out the

reliability index of maximum three active neighbours based on multi-routing metrics.

Thus, fuzzy-delay in FLDRE is a part of the processing delay experienced by a packet

per-hop until it reaches its targeted destination. This research uses the same method

suggested in [159, 160] to measure the FLDRE’s fuzzy-delay. In the adopted method,

a sender node that wishes to send DATA packet starts a counter when it is about to per-

form fuzzy algorithm to determine the reliability index of maximum three neighbours.

After finishing executing the FLDRE algorithm, the sender node stops the counter and

records the counter result in the timestamp say “FuzzyMonitor” at the header of the

DATA packet. This FuzzyMonitor contains per-process fuzzy-delay counters.

To determine if the fuzzy-delay is harmful to the performance of the proposed rout-

ing protocol, the researcher conducted a comparative study. In this comparison, the

processing delay experienced by a packet per-hop to execute FLDRE algorithm was

computed. At the destination side, to find the average processing delay, the aggregated

fuzzy-delay was divided by the total number of executing FLDRE algorithm. The re-

sult of the experienced fuzzy-delay is compared to the processing delay experienced

by the traditional GPSR protocol when it executed to find the optimal next relay-node

based on the geometric calculation.

The researchers in [172] argued that a node’s processing delay is affected by the num-

ber of its neighbours within its transmission range. Based on this fact, to measure

effectively the intended processing delay of both compared protocols, the researcher

proposed a scenario of a 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200 nodes. In this experi-

ment, the speed and traffic sources are fixed to 20 m\s and 5 sources respectively. The

other parameters of the network are set as described in Chapter 3, Table3.6.

Figure 4.15 below shows the average of the targeted processing delay experienced by

GPSR and GPSR-DRESM protocols, as a function of number of nodes. The simula-
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tion results revealed that as the number of nodes increases, the fuzzy processing delay

in GPSR-DRESM slightly increases and becomes static when the number of partic-

ipant exceeds 110 nodes. This is because in the specification design of DRESM, a

node executing FLDRE algorithm can receive up to maximum three Clear To Forward

(CTF) packets. This means that a node will execute the FLDRE algorithm to find the

reliability index for only three of its neighbours.

The simulation results in Figure 4.15 revealed that as the number of nodes increases,

the processing delay in GPSR increases as well. This is because as the number of

nodes increases the number of a node’s active neighbours increases as well. As a

consequence, the time that is needed by a node to compare the active neighbours’

distance to a specific destination in order to find the optimal next relay-node in terms

of geometric calculation increases. In the specification design of GPSR, the maximum

compared number of the active neighbours is not limited. This is why GPSR achieved

lower processing delay when the number of the active neighbours below or equal 6

neighbours and experiences higher delay when the number of the active neighbours

exceeds 6 neighbours compared to GPSR-DRESM.

To clarify these results, Table 4.10 below shows the average number of a node’s active

neighbours in the 8th proposed scenarios during the simulation period. In GPSR, these

active neighbours represent the number of neighbours a node considers to compare

their distance to ultimate destination using geometric calculation. In GPSR-DRESM,

theses active neighbours represent the number of neighbours a node considers to com-

pare their reliability index using FLDRE algorithm.

To conclude, the simulation results in Figure 4.15 show that GPSR-DRESM increases

the processing delay (fuzzy-delay) rate by about 0.13% when the number of nodes

less than 110 nodes over GPSR. Also, GPSR-DRESM reduces the processing delay

(fuzzy-delay) rate by about 0.26% when the number of nodes greater than 110 nodes

over GPSR. Thus, the fuzzy-delay is an insignificant delay in effecting any used delay-

sensitive or tolerant application in MANET.
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Figure 4.15. The FLDRE Fuzzy-Delay Compared to GPSR Processing Delay

Table 4.10. The Average Number of Active and Compared Neighbours in both GPSR
and GPSR-DRESM

No. of Nodes Average Number of
A node’s Active

Neighbours

Average Number of
Compared Neighbours in:

GPSR GPSR-DRESM

25 3 3 1

50 4 4 1.5

75 4.5 4.5 2

100 6 6 2.5

125 6.5 6.5 3

150 7 7 3

175 7.5 7.5 3

200 9 9 3
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4.8 Summary of Chapter

This chapter introduced the model of the second proposed mechanism. This chapter

presents the design of an alternative prioritization and selection process, termed as

DRESM. The goal of the design is to develop prioritization and selection processes

that are primarily responsible for reliable and fair traffic load distribution. In order to

achieve the above goal, DRESM encompasses two main parts:

i. The design of the Status Information Distribution and Outgoing Traffic Control

Management IDOTM; and

ii. The design of the Fuzzy Logic Dynamic Reliability Estimation Technique FLDRE.

The functionality from the perspective of sender, positive and candidate neighbours is

explained in detail. To ensure the smooth transition from the modeling to the imple-

mentation, the flowchart stages were shown and explained. The proposed mechanism

is validated inside the Ns2 by observing the path selection process between communi-

cating nodes. The validation is accomplished by examining the proposed mechanism

in a proposed scenario. The results of the simulation prove the efficiency of the pro-

posed mechanism.

The next chapter establishes the evaluation of the proposed mechanisms as they are

embedded in the proposed Greedy StandAlone Routing protocol (GSAR). The eval-

uation aims to judge GSAR’s performance compared with selected most popular and

recent mechanisms in the research area.
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CHAPTER FIVE

GREEDY STANDALONE POSITION-BASED ROUT ING
PROTOCOL IN MANET

5.1 Overview

The aim of this chapter is to analyze and evaluate the performance of the Greedy Stan-

dalone Routing (GSAR) protocol versus other position-based routing protocols. To

achieve this, several simulations were conducted. The remainder of this chapter is

structured as follows: Section 5.2 shows how the Dynamic Beaconing Update Mech-

anism (DBUM) and the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation with Selective

Metrics Mechanism (DRESM) are integrated to shape the intended routing protocol

GSAR. Section 5.3 reports the simulations conducted to evaluate GSAR. Section 5.4

draws conclusions about the new features of GSAR based on the simulation results.

Sections 5.5 and 5.6 present the advantages of DBUM and DRESM based on the sim-

ulation results. Finally, Section 5.7 summarizes the chapter.

5.2 Greedy Standalone Routing GSAR Protocol Design

This section presents the full Greedy StandAlone Routing (GSAR) protocol. In the

proposed design, two complementary mechanisms are integrated in the traditional GFS

strategy to shape the new routing protocol GSAR. These mechanisms are the Dynamic

Beaconing Update Mechanism (DBUM) and the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability

Estimation with Selective Metrics Mechanism (DRESM).

GSAR is a multi-metrics routing protocol. The main purpose of the GSAR protocol is

to discover and establish a reliable route between communicating nodes. Each member

in this reliable route is selected based on its reliability index. This reliability index is

constructed based on five proposed routing metrics. The proposed routing metrics

give full and detailed information of the intermediate nodes. In GSAR, the two new

mechanisms are proposed to gather the information about these five routing metrics,

to make the forwarding decision and to control the outgoing traffic. To accomplish

this, the two mechanisms, DBUM and DRESM, should cooperate fully. A schematic
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illustration of GSAR flow diagram is shown in Figure 5.1 below.

Figure 5.1. Overall Flow Diagram of the proposed Greedy Standalone Routing
Protocol GSAR

The DBUM provides fresh information of the nodes’ status in the network. This is

accomplished by using DBUM’s techniques, which are the Compulsory Update Tech-

nique (CUT), and Neighbourhood Matrix Entries Management (NMEM) technique.

CUT emits an urgent beacon message (UBM) based on the change of a node’s mo-

bility features. The broadcasted UBM holds sender’s information which are: address

(ID), location and velocity. Each node maintains a neighbourhood’s location-matrix

(NLM) by the means of using NMEM to store information about the nodes within its

transmission range. With NMEM, upon receiving a UBM packet, each node updates

its matrix with new node information and calculates the Residual Links Lifetime (RLT)

and the entry lifetime (ELT) for the sender node (the one that sent the UBM packet).

The NLM matrix is checked periodically by the node to update (add/delete) it. There-

fore, the source\relay nodes can easily find the IDs, locations, velocity and RLT for

their neighbours by the means of using their NLMs. When a node has data packet

to be sent for a destination, these information are then used by FLDRE technique in

DRESM mechanism to make the forwarding decision.

The DRESM provides fresh information about the network condition, collects fresh

information about nodes in the network and control the outgoing traffic. This is accom-

plished by using DRESM’s techniques, which are the Status Information Distribution

and Outgoing Traffic Control Management (IDOTM) and the Fuzzy Logic Dynamic

Nodes’ Reliability Estimation (FLDRE) technique.
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In IDOTM the four hand shaking messages were modified to give the source/relay

MAC layer the ability to track the neighbours’ nodes’ information and to control the

outgoing traffic. The IDOTM technique allocates and distributes a part the participat-

ing nodes’ status information. The collected information at the header of Request To

Forward (RTF) packet are the node’s buffer free size (ϕC); the reminder battery power

as a percentage (ϑC) and the number of candidate node’s positive degree (κC). As the

MAC layer senses the required routing metrics, the collected data are then forwarded

to the network layer to be used by FLDRE technique.

At the network layer, a sender node uses fuzzy inference system to read all fetched

factors from MAC layer. Next, the sender node estimates the reliability level of its

candidate neighbours by using the FLDRE technique. The first three respondents from

the positive neighbours are considered to be the candidate nodes and ordered with

respect to their reliability level; the highest is chosen for communication as optimal

next relay-node. In case the optimal node fails to send the forwarded packet to the

next relay-node (for any reason), one of the sub-optimal nodes will act as the next

relay-node.

The packet is transmitted as unicast in the IP layer, and multiple receptions is achieved

using MAC interception (all nodes within the coverage of the sender would receive

the signal). In this way, GSAR and by using IDOTM make full utilization of the

collision avoidance supported by 802.11 DFC. While on the receiver side, based on

the modification of the MAC layer address filter: even when the data packet’s next

hop is not the optimal or sub-optimal nodes, the receiver delivered the data packet

to update the sender information in the receiver neighbours-matrix. Otherwise, the

optimal or sub-optimal nodes delivered the data packet to the upper layer to process

the data packet as required.

5.3 Simulation Results and Evaluations

To measure the success in meeting the design goals for GSAR, it is critical to choose

an appropriate scenario to evaluate effectively its performance. There are various im-

portant parameters of a simulation scenario such as the number of nodes, the node
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velocity, node pause time, the mobility model, transmission range of the node, the

data traffic generation, and width and height of the simulation area [116]. As dis-

cussed earlier in Chapter 2, the nodes mobility causes frequent topology changes that

have considerable impact on the performance of a routing protocol and overall net-

work performance. Similarly, changes in network density and traffic density affecting

the performance of a protocol and overall network performance. Therefore, for the

purposes of diversity in analysis and comparison of various performance aspects of

GSAR protocol, the simulations are conducted using three different scenarios based

on the discussion in Section 3.6.1.3. The simulation parameters and network setting

were kept as previously mentioned in Chapter 3 Table 3.6. These scenarios are:

i. The first scenario discusses the effect of varying participating nodes speed to in-

vestigate the performance of GSAR. In this simulation, 100 nodes are deployed

and the number of sources is fixed to 5. The nodes speed ranging to 5, 10, 15, 20,

25, 30, 35, and 40 m\s, i.e., (18 km\h), (36 km\h), (54 km\h), (72 km\h), (90 km\h),

(108 km\h), (126 km\h) and (144 km\h).

ii. The second scenario discusses the effect of varying numbers of nodes to investigate

the scalability and robustness of GSAR. In this simulation, the speed and traffic

sources are fixed to 20 m\s (72 km\h) and 5 sources respectively, and the deployed

number of nodes varied to 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200 nodes.

iii. The third scenario discusses the effect of varying number of traffic sources to in-

vestigate the performance of GSAR. In this simulation, 100 nodes are deployed;

nodes’ speed is fixed to 20 m\s and varied communication patterns corresponding

to 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 source-destination pairs.

In the simulation scenarios, the source-destination pairs are selected randomly. There

are no obstacles and so nodes can always communicate within their transmission

range. The reason is to show clearly the deficiencies of using other position-based

routing protocols compared with the effectiveness of GSAR.

The researcher selected two position-based routing protocols to perform the intended

performance comparison. The first selected protocol is the Greedy Perimeter Stateless

Routing Protocol (GPSR) [44]. The second selected protocol is the Position-based
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Opportunistic Routing Protocol (POR) [45].

To evaluate the performance of the compared routing protocols, six routing perfor-

mance evaluation metrics are selected as suggested in [116, 157, 158]. These metrics

are not the only possible metrics for use in analyzing a routing protocol for MANET.

The six metrics were chosen by selecting those that concisely captured salient charac-

teristics of GSAR.

The researcher calculates the average of the collected results from the simulation com-

parison with respect to a 95% confidence interval. The formulas to calculate each met-

ric and how to calculate the 95% confidence interval are listed in Appendix D. These

performance metrics are:

i. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR);

ii. Control Overhead (COH);

iii. End-to-End Delay (EED);

iv. Routing Path Stretch (RPS);

v. Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix (INM); and

vi. Number of Hole Problem Occurrence (NHPO).

The following sub-sections discuss the selected performance evaluation metrics in the

three scenarios.

5.3.1 Simulation1: Impact of Varying Node Speed

This section evaluates the effects of node speed on the performance of GSAR, GPSR

and POR routing protocols. In the following simulation, the speed of the nodes is

the only parameter that controls network stability. This simulation examines eight

scenarios by varying the speed of the nodes. Table 5.1 below shows the parameters

that are used in this simulation.
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Table 5.1. Varying Node Speed

Parameter Value
No. of nodes 100
Terain size 2000 m × 450 m
Node speed 5, 10, 15 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 m/s

simulation time 900 sec
Traffic type CBR
Packet rate 2 Kbps
Packet size 256 bytes

Number of data traffic sources 5
Transmission range 250 m
Movement model Modyfied Random Waypoint

MAC layer protocol IEEE 802.11 DCF
Radio propagation model Two Ray Ground Model
The other parameters are set as the same as in Table 3.6

5.3.1.1 Packet Delivery Ratio Vs. Node Speed

Figure 5.2 shows the average packet delivery ratio (PDR) achieved by GPSR, POR and

GSAR protocols with respect to node speed. A better protocol is the one that has more

PDR. This simulation shows that GPSR and POR protocols perform worse than does

GSAR. Under all mobility conditions, more than 97.93% data packets of GSAR can

be delivered to specified destinations, which is 14.32% higher than GPSR’s 85.65%

and 10.31% higher than POR’s 88.77% .

All investigated protocols delivered a high percentage of the sent packets with low

node mobility (below 10 m\s). However, Figure 5.2 shows that with increasing node

speed, the performance of GPSR and POR drops sharply, while the PDR of GSAR

degrades gracefully (when the maximum speed exceeds 20m/s). This is because the

increment in node speed results in fast topology changes that result in increasing the

stale information in a node’s neighbours-list and increase the probability of link break

problem. To track the topology changes, GPSR and POR use beaconing with fixed

interval time (FBPIT) that cannot track the fast topology changes. Selecting one of

these neighbours with stale information as the next relay-node results in sending the

data packet to an inaccurate position that inevitably decreases the PDR at the desired

destination. Also, because GPSR and POR are single-routing objective protocols, both
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protocols do not consider link break problem when making the forwarding decision;

this decreases the performance of GPSR and POR protocols in terms of PDR.

Figure 5.2 highlights the effectiveness of the GSAR’s new features (i.e., the two new

mechanisms). Even when the maximum speed increases to 40 m/s, GSAR still en-

ables nearly 96.42% of the packets to reach the targeted destination. This is because

the Dynamic Beaconing Update Mechanism (DBUM) in GSAR maintains accurate in-

formation about the neighbours in a node’s NLM. This improvement can be attributed

to several reasons: The first is due to using Compulsory Update Technique (CUT) that

tune the beacon sending frequency with respect to nodes speeds. Second, the Neigh-

bourhood Matrix Entries Management (NMEM) technique updates dynamically the

entries lifetime (ELT) in a nodes’ neighbourhood’s location-matrix (NLM) based on

the neighbours’ Residual Links Lifetime (RLT). Third, the GSAR protocol utilizes

the Destination Prediction Scheme (DPS), which is used in IDOTM technique to in-

crease the accuracy of destination location information. Finally, GSAR considers the

link lifetime between nodes as one of its multi-routing metrics to make its forwarding

decision, that is the Residual Links Lifetime RLT metric. Thus, the data packets are

delivered reliably at the destination side.

Figure 5.2. Average Packet Delivery Ratio via Node Speed
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5.3.1.2 Control Overhead Vs. Node Speed

Figure 5.3 shows the average number of Control Overhead (COH) exchanged by

GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols as a function of node speed. A better protocol is

the one that has less COH. As demonstrated in Figure 5.3, in all simulated scenarios

GPSR and POR send constant rate of control packets, that is 22375 beacon packets,

regardless of the nodes mobility rate. On the other hand, GSAR’s overhead grows

at a smaller rate than GPSR and POR. The simulated scenarios conclude that GSAR

reduces the generated routing control traffic by 47% compared to GPSR and POR.

The researcher observes that the overhead curves in Figure 5.3 of GPSR and POR

remain stable regardless of the increment of the nodes speeds. This is because the

GPSR and the POR require sending the beacon packets proactively in a fixed sending

frequency FBPIT. Thus, both of them consume more network bandwidth than does

GSAR, which has bad effects on the performance of MANET. The GPSR and the

POR are plotted on the same scale as each other because both use the same FBPIT.

Figure 5.3. Average Control Overhead via Node Speed

However, as shown in Figure 5.3, GSAR shows an increase in the beacon packets send-

ing rate due to the use of the Dynamic Beaconing Update Mechanism (DBUM). The
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increment in the beacon packets sending rate of GSAR demonstrates the effectiveness

of its adaptive DBUM scheme, in response to mobility’s topology changes. Figure

5.3 verifies the utility of DBUM in the GSAR protocol. This figure demonstrates that

in low mobility (below 10 m\s), DBUM reduces the number of the sent routing pack-

ets UBM. Conversely, as nodes speed increase, DBUM generates more routing con-

trol packets intelligently based on using the fuzzy logic controller approach DFLCH.

This results in occupying less bandwidth by beacons that producing good effects on

MANET performance.

5.3.1.3 End-to-End Delay Vs. Node Speed

Figure 5.4 shows the average end-to-end delay (EED) experienced by GPSR, POR

and GSAR protocols as a function of node speed. A better protocol is the one that

experience less EED. The figure illustrates that the general trend for all protocols is

that the experienced delay increases with increased node speed. The eight scenarios

of this simulation show that with low node speed, 5 m/s, and high node speed, 40 m/s,

GSAR has EED’s of 29.97 ms and 62.007 ms respectively, as compared to 54.127 ms

and 99.15 ms for POR and 59.118 ms and 120.082 ms for GPSR. Of the three, GSAR

has the lowest EED rate in that GSAR achieves 46.54% and 37.87% lower average

EED comparing with GPSR and POR protocols respectively.

Under high mobility network condition, GPSR and POR protocols have low per-

formance in terms of EED. This is due to two main reasons: First, because of us-

ing a FBPIT, GPSR or POR protocol suffers from increment in outdated topology

knowledge that results in decreasing PDR as discussed in Sub-section 5.3.1.1. Second,

GPSR and POR protocols remove neighbours’ entries independent of their mobility

degree. Thus, the probability of selecting one of these stale neighbours is very high

and proportional to nodes mobility rate. As proved in Sub-section 5.3.1.1, forwarding

a data packet to a stale neighbour as the next relay-node results in decreasing PDR. To

solve the packet loss problem that is caused by the two above reasons, the sender node

retransmits the lost packet. Packet retransmission increases the delay because, during

that retransmission, the data packet is buffered for extra time.

On the other hand, with GSAR, as the nodes’ mobility increases, executing the Dy-
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namic Fuzzy Logic Controller Check-time (DFLCH) in CUT algorithm increases to

emit UBM. The increment of UBM sending rate keeps more accurate neighbours’

information in a node’s NLM. As proved in Chapter 3, Sub-section 3.7.2, the fuzzy

processing delay in the DFLCH algorithm increases as the node speed increases. The

simulation showed that the fuzzy-delay in the DFLCH algorithm method is too small

(very few microsecond). This fuzzy-delay is negligible for the GSAR functionality

and has no practical relevance in the total EED. Also, the increment in nodes mobility

activates the NMEM algorithm to function more rapidly to track and remove the out-

dated neighbours in a sender’s NLM based on the link lifetime between nodes. As a

consequence, in GSAR, the routed data packets reach their final destination in a timely

manner with very low EED.

In addition, in a highly dynamic MANET, the DRESM in GSAR contributes in main

improvements. Using forwarding candidates’ collaboration and selection process to

avoid forwarding packets to a hole node by using the DRESM algorithm reduce the

delay significantly. This is because these two approaches mitigate the EED required

in case of packet loss.

Figure 5.4. Average End-to-End Delay via Node Speed
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5.3.1.4 Routing Path Stretch Vs. Node Speed

Figure 5.5 shows the average of routing path stretch (RPS), i.e., path length that rep-

resents the routing path average hops count, in GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols as

a function of number of speed. A better protocol is the one that has less RPS. This

simulation shows that in low and high mobility network conditions GPSR and POR

protocols perform worse than GSAR. A comparison in Figure 5.5 below shows that

the GSAR protocol reduces the average routing path stretch by about 35.27% and a

44.32% over POR and GPSR respectively.

Figure 5.5 shows that there is a downward trend in the number of packets GPSR and

POR deliver in optimal path length as the node speed increases. This trend occurs

because of two main reasons. The first reason is because that the proactive beaconing

of the both protocols is unable to efficiently track the new mobility’s topology change.

Hence, selecting a next relay-node with stale position information from the sender’s

NLM increases as well. The second is that, as node speeds increase, the instances

of a data packet encountering a hole will increase as well. Both reasons result in the

fact that the packet forwarder becomes unable to make constant progress, unless it

uses the recovery mode (face routing) in GPSR or the virtual destination-based void

handling (VDVH) in POR. Both approaches lead to using low-efficiency, long detours

compared to the shortest path. Further, the results show that GPSR is worse when

compared to POR. This is because the alternative path found by VDVH approach in

POR is slightly shorter than the one found by the perimeter mode in GPSR.

As Figure 5.5 shows that there is an upward trend in the number of packets GSAR

deliver in optimal path length as the node speed increases. This trend occurs be-

cause GSAR protocol explicitly considers node mobility in the DBUM scheme by

using CUT and NMEM to maintain up-to-date neighbours’ information in the nodes’

NLMs. This leads to the selection of a more suitable next-relay routing neighbour

from the sender NLM. Moreover, due to the nature of the selection process in GSAR,

the FLDRE approach, which adapts FLC in the selection process, also considers node

mobility. FLDRE, uses the Residual Links Lifetime (RLT) to be one of the five rout-

ing metrics to make routing decision; the RLT approach considers the nodes’ velocity

(direction and speed value).
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Figure 5.5. Average Routing Path Stretch via Node Speed

5.3.1.5 Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix Vs. Node Speed

Figure 5.6 shows the average of Inconsistency of the Neighbourhood Matrix (INM)

ratio in GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols as a function of node speed. A better pro-

tocol is the one that has less INM ratio. A comparison in Figure 5.6 shows that the

GSAR protocol reduces the INM ratio by about 77% over GPSR and POR.

Compared to the GSAR protocol, the simulation results show that both GPSR and

POR routing protocols achieved reasonable average inconsistency of neighbourhood

matrix with low speed (below 10 m\s). The reason behind their improvement in achiev-

ing a higher consistency of neighbourhood matrix rate is attributed to the high beacon

packet frequency-sending rate. As the beacon packet sending rate increases the con-

sistency of neighbourhood matrix in the nodes’ NLM increases as well. However,

as the node speeds increase the inconsistency of neighbourhood matrix rate in both

GPSR and POR routing protocols increases as well. The reason behind this increment

is that while neighbours move through the transmission range of a node they do not

send updated messages because of using FBPIT, which bounds the ELT for fixed time

intervals. During this FBPIT, some neighbours might leave the node’s transmission
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range while at the same time new neighbours might enter its transmission range. This

results in increasing the average of INM of both GPSR and POR routing protocols.

GSAR has advantages over GPSR and POR protocols in high mobility‘s to topology

changes due to its routing features. As discussed in Sub-section 5.3.1.2, when node

speed increases the beacon packet frequency-sending rate in GSAR routing protocol

increases as well. The increment in beacon packet sending rate in GSAR is attributed

to the use of CUT approach that increases the transmission of UBM because of using

DFLCH scheme. Using CUT to emit UBM in GSAR increases the number of accurate

neighbours’ entries in a node’s NLM matrix rapidly; thus, the INM rate decreases

too. Another main reason behind the decrement of INM is attributed to the use of

the NMEM algorithm that decreases dramatically the number of obsolete neighbours’

entries in nodes’ NLMs.

Figure 5.6. Average Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix Ratio via Node Speed

5.3.1.6 Number of Hole Problem Occurrence Vs. Node Speed

Figure 5.7 shows the average number of the packets encountering a hole problem

(NHPO) as a function of node moving speed in GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols. A

better protocol is the one that has less NHPO. A comparison in Figure 5.7 shows that
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the GSAR protocol reduces the average of NHPO by about 79% and a 87% over POR

and GPSR respectively.

Figure 5.7 indicates that the increment in nodes speeds results in higher occurrences

of hole problem while using GPSR and POR protocols. The situation is better in POR

compared to GPSR. The reason is the modification done for MAC in POR protocol,

in which the DATA packet can be received by the next relay node and another two

neighbours. Hence, in case the ACK packet was not heard from by the optimal next

relay-node due to any reason, one of the two other candidate nodes will forward the

DATA packet. However, POR still suffers from a high rate of encountering a hole

problem because it just uses one routing metric to make the forwarding decision, which

is distance. In GPSR and POR, when a packet encounters a hole situation during

forwarding, the perimeter mode and VDVH mode are activated to enable the packet

to bypass the hole. As discussed earlier, this decreases the PDR, increases EED, and

lengthens the average of RPS.

The results shown in Figure 5.7 reveal the effectiveness of the GSAR protocol in de-

creased encountering of the hole problem during the packets forwarding process in

most scenarios. The reason behind this success is attributed to three main reasons.

The first reason is the efficiency of the proposed DRESM in GSAR. In FLDRE as a

part of DRESM, the source node should be sure that the next relay-node has at least

one positive neighbour in the direction of the destination; otherwise, it will not forward

the packet to that neighbour. In case none of the neighbours satisfy this condition, be-

cause of a disconnected network for any reason, the sender node caches the packet and

moves until either TTL counter reaches zero or it finds a neighbour closer to the desti-

nation than itself. The second reason is attributed to the IDOTM approach, which is a

part of DRESM. In IDOTM, once a node does not reply with a CTF message it is con-

sidered to be a stuck node, so, it will not be selected as the next relay-node. Hence, the

probability of the packet encountering the hole problem is lowered. The third reason is

attributed to the DBUM mechanism. With DBUM, as nodes speeds increase, the CUT

approach is activated to send more UBM packets. More and more UBM decreases

inaccurate node information in a node’s NLM. Further, using the NMEM approach,

which is a part of DBUM, increases the information accuracy in a node’s NLM. This
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decreases the probability of a packet encountering a hole problem by avoiding select-

ing an invalid neighbour. In GSAR, the decrement in encountering a hole problem

causes a packet to be routed via the close to optimal (i.e., shortest) route. This in-

creases the packet delivery ratio, decreases end-to-end delay, and shortens the average

of the routing path stretch.

Figure 5.7. Average Number of Hole Problem Occurrence via Node Speed

5.3.1.7 Summary Results of Varying Node Speed

This section summarizes the average performance results of GSAR, POR and GPSR

routing protocols under various node speeds. The results in the Table 5.2 below in-

dicate that GSAR, POR and GPSR routing protocols have approximately good per-

formance under low node speeds. This is because low mobility results in low topol-

ogy changes that have low bad influence on the performance of the routing protocols.

However, as the speeds of the nodes increase, the performance of routing protocols de-

creases. This is because high mobility results in frequent topology changes that affect

the performance of the routing protocols.

Table 5.2 below indicates that GSAR routing protocol can performs well under high

nodes speeds and outperforms POR and GPSR protocols in terms of PDR, COH, EED,
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INM, RPS and NHPO for the reasons discussed in the previous sections.

Table 5.2. The Performance Comparison between GSAR, POR and GPSR vs. Node
Speed

Metric Protocol Minimum Maximum Mean GSAR Improvement

PDR

GSAR 96.421 99.263 97.931 -

POR 81.871 94.327 88.771 10.31%

GPSR 77.935 92.958 85.657 14.32%

COH

GSAR 3980 21890 11823 -

POR 22375 22375 22375 -47.159%

GPSR 22375 22375 22375 -47.159%

EED

GSAR 29.97 62.007 45.304 -

POR 54.127 99.15 72.918 -37.869%

GPSR 59.118 120.082 84.748 -46.542%

RPS

GSAR 1.85 4.112 2.908 -

POR 2.78 6.174 4.493 -35.27%

GPSR 3.4 6.921 5.223 -44.32%

INM

GSAR 4.04 6.03 5.702 -

POR 6.03 54.27 25.037 -77.225%

GPSR 6.03 55.275 25.565 -77.696%

NHPO

GSAR 53.561 263.351 146.606 -

POR 235.8 1370.061 728.29 -79.86%

GPSR 351 1960 1130.88 -87.03%

GSAR improvement =GSARmean−GPSRor PORmean
GPSRor PORmean ×100%, Positive values means

increment in the percentage and negative values means decrement in the percentage

For example, GSAR outperforms GPSR by increasing PDR by 17.39%, decreasing

COH by 47.159%, and decreasing EED by 46.542%, etc.
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5.3.2 Simulation 2: Impact of Varying Number of Nodes

This section evaluates the effects of varying the number of nodes on the performance

of GSAR, GPSR and POR routing protocols. In the following simulation, the number

of nodes is the only parameter that controls the network connectivity. This simulation

examines eight scenarios by varying the number of nodes. Table 5.3 below shows the

parameters that are used in this simulation.

Table 5.3. Varying Number of Nodes

Parameter Value
No. of nodes 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200
Terain size 2000 m × 450 m
Node speed 20 m/s

simulation time 900 sec
Traffic type CBR
Packet rate 2 Kbps
Packet size 256 bytes

Number of data traffic sources 5
Transmission range 250 m
Movement model Modyfied Random Waypoint

MAC layer protocol IEEE 802.11 DCF
Radio propagation model Two Ray Ground Model

The other parameters are set as the same as in Table 3.6

5.3.2.1 Packet Delivery Ratio Vs. Number of Nodes

Figure 5.8 shows the average packet delivery ratio (PDR) achieved by GPSR, POR

and GSAR protocols as a function of the number of nodes. A better protocol is the

one that has more PDR. As the figure clearly illustrates, more than 98.8% of the data

packets of GSAR can be delivered successfully to specified destinations in all simu-

lated scenarios. The GPSR achieves the lowest performance success delivery rate with

only 87.18%.

In all protocols, as the number of nodes increases in the network, a node’s degree in-

creases too. As a result of this increment, the number of a node’s neighbours’ entries

that the node should track (i.e., add\delete) increases as well. GPSR and POR use

the inefficient technique to track the neighbours’ entries in nodes’ NLMs. Thus, the

probability of selecting one of these outdated neighbours as the next relay-node in-
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creases as well. This leads to decrease the performance of POR and GSAR protocols

in terms of PDR. Moreover, as the number of nodes increases in the network (above

100 nodes), both GPSR and POR use greedy routing mode more frequently. This re-

sults in two consequences. First, while using the greedy mode in both protocols, the

next selected forwarder node is closer to the border of the transmission range; this

results in frequent link failure that results in packet loss. Second, the hotspot prob-

lem at the centre of the network appears frequently, which results in more congestion

and collision problems. This collision and congestion greatly reduces the percentage

of packets successfully delivered at respective destinations. Figure 5.9 demonstrates

the effect of the increment of the participants’ number on the congestion and collision

problems in the network.

Figure 5.8. Average Packet Delivery Ratio via Number of Nodes

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 5.8above, due to its new features, GSAR is

much better than both protocols. GSAR seems to have a stable delivery ratio due to

the following reasons. By using NMEM with GSAR, the neighbours’ ELT in a node’s

NLM is updated dynamically, regardless of the sender’s degree. Moreover, using FL-

DRE in GSAR guarantees that hotspot problem does not appear. Thus, the final packet

ratio delivered at destination side is increased. Also, by using the DPS algorithm in
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GSAR, each intermediate node forwards the data packet based on accurate position in-

formation of the targeted destination. This also contributes to increase of the delivered

packets at respective destinations.

The Effect of Number of Nodes on Contention and Congestion

Figure 5.9 shows the average of collision and congestion in GPSR, POR and GSAR

protocols, as a function of number of nodes in the network. To monitor the collision

status, the researcher observes the number of collide Request To Forward (RTF) pack-

ets occur on the network as a pointer to the collision state of the network. To monitor

the congestion status, the researcher observes the changes occur on the nodes free

buffer size as a pointer to the congestion state of the network.

Figure 5.9 (a) shows the congestion rate by observing the changes occur on the nodes

free buffer size. The figure reveals that as the number of the participants in the network

increases, the nodes’ buffers free size decreases (i.e., congestion increases). Figure 5.9

(a) shows that GSAR always has better performance as it degrades more gracefully

comparing to GPSR and POR. It shows that GSAR reduces the congestion rate by

about 48% and a 88.73% over POR and GPSR respectively.

Figure 5.9 (b) shows that as more nodes join the network the collision rate increases,

this is because more and more nodes try to enter the shared medium. This leads to

severe collisions because the number of participant nodes that overhearing each other’s

radio transmissions increases as well. For example, in GPSR, POR and GSAR, when

the number of nodes increases from twenty five to fifty nodes in the network, the

number of packet suffer from collision in the three protocols increases from 75, 130,

and 142.5 to 95, 341, and 345 respectively. The increment in the collision between

transmitted packets causes a receiving node to fail to receive a part of data packets.

Figure 5.9 (b) shows that GSAR reduces the collision packet rate by about 69.25% and

a 72.41% over POR and GPSR respectively. This is because, in GSAR, the IDOTM

approach uses an improved MAC protocol that contributes in reducing the collision

rate.
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(b)

Figure 5.9. (a): Average Free Buffer Size via Number of Nodes, (b): Average
Number of Collided RTF Packets via Number of Nodes
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5.3.2.2 Control Overhead Vs. Number of Nodes

Figure 5.10 shows the average number of Control Overhead (COH) exchanged by

GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols as a function of number of nodes. A better protocol

is the one that has less COH. As the figure clearly illustrates, for all protocols, the

number of beacon packets sent by nodes is directly proportional to the number of

nodes. The simulated scenarios show that GSAR reduces the generated routing control

traffic by about 41.13% compared to GPSR and POR protocols.

GPSR and POR suffer from excessive control overhead. This is because as the number

of the nodes increases in the network, the sum of the emitted beacon packets (PBs)

increases as well. The reason behind this increment is that GPSR and POR protocols

use FBPIT strategy to emit PB that achieve the highest number of sent BPs. This

simulation shows that due to using DBUM approach, GSAR attains the lowest number

of the sent beacon packets. This is because that in this simulation the number of BP

is sent with respect to using constant velocity. Thus, the nodes that use CUT send

UBM very rarely because of using the Dynamic Fuzzy Logic Controller Check-time

(DFLCH).

Figure 5.10. Average Control Overhead via Number of Nodes
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To conclude, the curves in Figure 5.10 shows that in small and large number of nodes in

the network, the GSAR protocol outperforms both GPSR and POR routing protocols

in terms of routing overhead. When the average nodes number is 100 (the median

number of nodes in this simulation), GSAR emits 43.74% beacon packets fewer than

GPSR and POR. GPSR and POR are plotted on the same scale as each other.

5.3.2.3 End-to-End Delay Vs. Number of Nodes

Figure 5.11 shows the average end-to-end delay (EED) in the GPSR, POR and GSAR

protocols as a function of the number of nodes. A better protocol is the one that

has less EED. The figure illustrates that the general trend in all protocols that the delay

experienced increases with the increase of the number of nodes. Figure 5.11 shows that

in small and large number of nodes in the network, GPSR and POR routing protocols

perform worse than GSAR in terms of EED. For small networks, GSAR has an end-

to-end delay lower than GPSR and POR; for a network of 25 nodes GSAR has 55.64

ms end-to-end delay while GPSR and POR have 98.21 ms and 86.73 ms, respectively.

However, when the network has 200 nodes, GSAR’s end-to-end delay is 94.77 ms,

which is 37.46% lower than GPSR’s 151.55 ms and 28.55% lower than POR’s 132.64

ms.

The increment in the EED values when using both GPSR and POR is attributed to two

reasons. The former reason is the use of alternative path between the source and des-

tination nodes when the forwarded packet reaches hole, namely, using the perimeter

mode in GPSR and VDVH with POR. The influence of the first reason is decreased

as the number of the nodes in the network increases. The later reason for increasing

the experienced EED values is that as the sender’s degree increases the number of out-

dated neighbours in its NLM increases too. Hence, the probability of selecting one

of these outdated neighbours as the next relay-node increases as well. If an outdated

neighbouring node is chosen as the next relay-node, the routed data packet will be lost.

This incurs more delay to buffer the data packet during retransmission and during se-

lecting alternative next relay-node. As a consequence, the average end-to-end delay is

increased significantly. POR is better than GPSR due to selecting proactively the for-

warding candidate nodes. This proactive selecting can prevent wasting more routing
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time and decreases the end-to-end delay.

The success and effectiveness of GSAR is attributed mainly to its new features, which

contribute in decreasing the experienced end-to-end delay to deliver packet at the des-

tination side. With GSAR, as the number of participants in the network increases, the

NMEM algorithm tracks and removes the outdated neighbours in the senders’ NLM,

independent of sender’s degree. Therefore, the outdated neighbouring node is pre-

vented from being chosen as the routing node. Also, NMEM approach is supported

by the effective selection process in DRESM because of FLDRE advantages. In addi-

tion, as proved in Chapter 4, Sub-section 4.7, the fuzzy processing delay incurred by

FLDRE in the DRESM algorithm show that when the number of nodes is 110 nodes

GPSR-DRESM has the same processing delay as GPSR, also it achieves higher 0.13%

average processing delay (fuzzy-delay) when the number of nodes less than 110 nodes

compared to GPSR. Also, GPSR-DRESM achieves less 0.26% average processing

delays (fuzzy-delay) when the number of nodes greater than 110 nodes compared to

GPSR. This fuzzy-delay is negligible for the GSAR functionality and has no practical

relevance in the total EED.

Figure 5.11. Average End-to-End Delay via Number of Nodes
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5.3.2.4 Routing Path Stretch Vs. Number of Nodes

Figure 5.12 shows the average of routing path stretch (RPS), i.e., path length that

represents the routing path average hops count, in GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols,

as a function of number of nodes. A better protocol is the one that has less RPS.

It is obvious from the curves in Figure 5.12 that for all protocols, when number of

nodes increases, the average hop count decreases. Generally, it can be concluded

from this simulation that as the number of nodes increases, routing paths between

communicating nodes become increasingly close to the optimum. Also, the simulation

results showed that GSAR is the best among the other protocols. When the number

of nodes is 100 nodes (the median number of nodes in this simulation), the GSAR

protocol reduces the routing path stretch of about a 48.19% and a 40.99% over GPSR

and POR respectively.

As it will be shown in Figure 5.14, for both GPSR and POR, when the number of nodes

is less than 75 (network was sparsely connected) the probability of encountering the

hole problem in which more destinations become disconnected is high. The presence

of disconnected destinations affects both GPSR and POR in that they both must use

a longer inefficient alternative route. The result also shows that GPSR is worse when

compared to POR. This is because the alternative path found by virtual destination

in POR is slightly shorter than the one found by perimeter mode in GPSR. However,

when the network has 200 nodes, when using GPSR, the most forwarded packets are

delivered to their destination with pure greedy forwarding. This results in shortening

the used routing paths. When using POR, there is no need to use the VDVH scheme

very often and using the greedy approach results in shortening of the routing paths.

From the curves in Figure 5.12, the researcher observed that using GSAR achieves

better improvement in the number of travelled hops compared to GPSR and POR.

This is because GSAR can track the mobility’s topology changes by using CUT and

NMEM and also because, in a sparse network, the disconnected destinations problem

is handled proactively by using the destination prediction scheme (DPS) approach. In

case of a hole occurrence, GSAR can easily avoid this problem by using the carry-

and-move approach. Moreover, using the multi-objectives FLDRE approach, adapting

FLC in the selection process, helps GSAR to forward the data packet using a close to
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the optimum path in most cases with lowest hop count.

Figure 5.12. Average Routing Path Stretch via Number of Nodes

5.3.2.5 Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix Vs. Number of Nodes

Figure 5.13 shows the average of the inconsistency of the neighbourhood matrix (INM)

ratio in GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols as a function of the number of nodes. A

better protocol is the one that has less INM ratio. In all protocols, as the number of

nodes increases with the same network area, the number of a node’s degree increases

too (i.e., node’s neighbours in its transmission range). This simulation shows that in

small and large number of nodes in the network, GSAR and POR routing protocols

perform worse than GSAR. When the number of nodes is 100 nodes (the median

number of nodes in this simulation), the inaccuracy percentage of information rate of

GSAR is 72.59% lower than POR and 73.44% lower than GPSR.

As shown in Figure 5.13, in GPSR and POR, when the node’s degree increases, the

number of the detected incorrect neighbours’ entries in the node’s neighbours-list in-

creases too. This is because deleting the neighbour’s entry is only based on the sending

frequency of the beacon packets.

However, Figure 5.13 above also shows the effectiveness of GSAR protocol whereby
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the number of incorrect neighbours listed in nodes’ NLM is much lower and the av-

erage inconsistency of neighbourhood matrix seems to be stable. The success and ef-

fectiveness of GSAR is mainly attributed to its new features, the RLT and NMEM ap-

proaches. Those features contribute to decreasing the average inconsistency of neigh-

bourhood in nodes’ matrices. The nodes using GSAR protocol remove the outdated

entries of its neighbours, relying on RLT between the communicating nodes regardless

of the increment in a node’s degree.

Figure 5.13. Average Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix Ratio via Number of
Nodes

5.3.2.6 Number of Hole Problem Occurrence Vs. Number of Nodes

Figure 5.14 shows the average number of the packets encountering a hole problem

(NHPO) as a function of number of nodes in GPSR, POR and GSAR during the DATA

packets forwarding process. A better protocol is the one that has less NHPO. From

the simulation results presented in Figure 5.14, it is observed that GPSR and POR

routing protocols perform worse than GSAR. When the number of nodes is 100 nodes

(the median number of nodes in this simulation), the encountering a hole problem of

GSAR is 95.75% lower than GPSR and 92.62% lower than POR.
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The number of nodes dominates the hole problem for GPSR and POR. When the

network was sparsely connected (i.e., less than 75 nodes), most routed packets en-

countered hole problems. Even after the number of nodes is increased four times to be

100 nodes (the median number of nodes in this simulation), a high ratio of the routed

packets still reached a hole situation. Figure 5.14 shows that GPSR is the worst of the

two routing protocols, and POR is better than GPSR due to the modification of MAC

that enabling three nodes to handle the routed data packet instead of just only one next

relay-node as in GPSR.

As Figure 5.14 reveals, the increment in the number of nodes in the network has a

tiny effect on the performance of GSAR. This is due to several reasons. First, GSAR

utilizes the DRESM mechanism to select the next relay-node based on multi-routing

criteria that guarantee that the selected next relay-node has at least one positive neigh-

bour in the direction of the destination. Second, GSAR utilizes the IDOTM technique

in DRESM to route the data packet by another two candidate nodes along with the op-

timal next relay-node. And finally, in case none of the selected three nodes can forward

the packet, the sender node caches the packet and move until either the TTL counter

reaches zero or it finds a neighbour closer to the destination than itself. These three

reasons aided GSAR to take the non-hotspot path rather than the shortest path. As

the number of encountering a hole situation substantially reduced to match zeroes in

GSAR, a packet becomes routed via a close-to-shortest route (optimal rout). The use

of the close-to-shortest route (optimal rout) increases the packet delivery, decreases

end-to-end delay, and shortens the average of routing path stretch as shown previously

in Sections 5.3.2.1, 5.3.2.3 and 5.3.2.4.
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Figure 5.14. Average Number of Hole Problem Occurrence via Number of Nodes

5.3.2.7 Summary Results of Varying Number of Nodes

This section summarizes the average performance results of GSAR, POR and GPSR

routing protocols under various number of nodes. The results in Table5.4 indicate that

varying the number of the nodes in the same network affects the overall performance

of GSAR, POR and GPSR routing protocols. This is because more and more numbers

of nodes try to access the shared medium, creating a bad influence on the performance

of the routing protocols. In this simulation, as the number of nodes increases the

performance of the GSAR, POR and GPSR routing protocols decreases.

Table 5.4 below indicates that GSAR routing protocol can perform well under high

number of nodes and outperforms POR and GPSR protocols in terms of PDR, COH,

EED, INM, RPS and NHPO for the reasons discussed in the previous sections.
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Table 5.4. The Performance Comparison between GSAR, POR and GPSR vs.
Number of Nodes

Metric Protocol Minimum Maximum Mean GSAR Improvement

PDR

GSAR 97.888 99.604 98.818 -

POR 83.584 96.456 90.757 8..88 %

GPSR 80.804 93.171 87.185 13.34 %

COH

GSAR 6656 30301 18690.629 -

POR 18379 44210 31754.125 -41.139%

GPSR 18379 44210 31754.125 -41.139%

EED

GSAR 55.643 94.772 72.6 -

POR 86.732 132.642 108.865 -33.311%

GPSR 98.214 151.552 123.975 - 41.439%

RPS

GSAR 1.756 3.12 2.558 -

POR 3.07 4.99 4.296 -40.45%

GPSR 3.52 5.61 4.854 -47.3%

INM

GSAR 5.443 13.55 8.675 -

POR 16.16 68.68 36.675 -76.346%

GPSR 16.16 68.68 37.117 -76.627%

NHPO

GSAR 0 187 54 -

POR 70.965 923.132 395.531 -86.347%

GPSR 121 1919 762.75 -92.92%

GSAR improvement =GSARmean−GPSRor PORmean
GPSRor PORmean ×100%, Positive values means

increment in the percentage and negative values means reduction in the percentage
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5.3.3 Simulation 3: Impact of Varying the Number of Traffic Sources

This section evaluates the effects of traffic load in the network on the performance of

GSAR, GPSR and POR routing protocols. In the following simulation, the number of

sources is the only parameter that varies in the network; the other parameters are fixed.

This simulation examines five scenarios by varying the number of load traffic sources.

Table 5.5 below shows the parameters that are used in this simulation.

Table 5.5. Varying Number of Traffic Sources

Parameter Value
No. of nodes 100
Terain size 2000 m × 450 m
Node speed 20 m/s

simulation time 900 sec
Traffic type CBR
Packet rate 2 Kbps
Packet size 256 bytes

Number of data traffic sources 5, 10, 15, 20, 25
Transmission range 250 m
Movement model Modyfied Random Waypoint

MAC layer protocol IEEE 802.11 DCF
Radio propagation model Two Ray Ground Model
The other parameters are set as the same as in Table 3.6

5.3.3.1 Packet Delivery Ratio Vs. Number of Data Traffic Sources

Figure 5.15 shows the average packet delivery ratio (PDR) achieved by GPSR, POR

and GSAR protocols as a function of number of sources. A better protocol is the one

that has more PDR. For all protocols, increasing the number of sources means that

the number of data packets to be rerouted at the interface of nodes increases too. The

simulation results in Figure 5.15 revealed that the general trend in all protocols is that

the packet delivery decreases as the number of sources increases. Of the three, GSAR

has the highest packet delivery rate. When the number of CBR flows is less than 5,

GSAR’s packet delivery rate is more than 97%, while GPSR’s ranges from 87% to

77% and POR’s from 90% to 80%. GSAR gains high data packets due to its effective

new features.

GPSR and POR are single routing objective protocols that use the shortest path routing
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as the only criterion. This results in heavily loading those nodes located at the centre of

the network. Such an unequal use of the nodes causes them to be more congested than

other nodes in the network. The routed packet to those nodes has a high probability of

being dropped. This leads to decreased performance of the POR and GPSR protocols

in terms of packet delivery. Figure 5.16 demonstrates the effect of the increament of

injected traffic on the congestion problems.

On the other hand, with GSAR and because of using DRESM algorithm, the informa-

tion of a neighbour in any node’s NLM is always accurate because of using IDOTM

algorithm, namely using RTF\CTF\DATA as beacon equivalent. Moreover, the unique

benefit of using FLDRE appears clearly as the traffic load increases. Due to adopting

FLC, FLDRE gives GSAR the ability to handle the traffic load, distribute it evenly all

over the network and prevent to traverse the data packet through the high congested

and out-of-battery power nodes at the centre of the network. Thus, the routed packets

correctly reach their final destination.

Figure 5.15. Average Packet Delivery Ratio via Number of Data Traffic Sources
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The Effect of Number of Sources on Contention and Congestion

Figure 5.16 shows the average of collision and congestion in GPSR, POR and GSAR

protocols as a function of number of sources in the network. To monitor the collision

status, the researcher observes the number of collide RTF packets occur on the network

as a pointer to the collision state of the network. To monitor the congestion status, the

researcher observes the changes occur on the nodes free buffer size as a pointer to

the congestion state of the network. The figures reveal that as the number of sources

increases, this introduces a great number of packet collisions. Due to MAC layer

collisions, congestion will occur. Thus, the nodes’ free buffer size decreases very fast

that may results in packet drops.

Figure 5.16 (a) shows that GSAR reduces the congestion rate by about 50.08% and

a 37.73% over GPSR and POR respectively. Also, Figure 5.16 (b) shows that GSAR

reduces the collision packet rate by about 40.14% and a 34.27% over GPSR and POR

respectively. The improvement in GSAR protocol is attributed to the new features

of its new mechanisms. DRESM can distribute the load evenly all over the network.

DRESM selects the next relay-node that has the maximum free buffer size. Also, as

discussed in Section 4.3.1, in GSAR, the IDOTM approach uses an improved MAC

protocol that contributes in reducing the collision rate.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16. (a): Average Occupied Buffer Size via Number of Data Traffic Sources,
(b): Average Number of Collided RTF Packets via Number of Data Traffic Sources

5.3.3.2 Control Overhead Vs. Number of Data Traffic Sources

Figure 5.17 shows the average number of Control Overhead (COH) exchanged by

GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols as a function of number of data traffic sources. A

better protocol is the one that has less COH. This simulation shows that GSAR emits

much lower beacon packets than both GPSR and POR. Only less than 10123 beacon

packets are sent by GSAR. GPSR and POR have a similar high beacon packets count

in that about 22107 beacon packets are sent.

For both GPSR and POR protocols, the number of beacon packets sent by participating

nodes seems to be slightly static, because beaconing in both protocols is performed in

static manner regardless of the traffic-sending rate. Because a data packet piggybacks

the information of its sender, the increase of traffic could help update the information

of nodes and slightly contribute in reducing the beacons sending rate. GPSR and POR
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are plotted on the same scale as each other.

The success and effectiveness of GSAR is mainly attributed to its new features, that are

the CUT and IDOTM techniques. In this simulation, participating nodes use constant

speed; hence, GSAR sends UBM packets very rarely by using DBUM mechanism.

This results in decreasing the sent beacon packets in the network by GSAR regardless

of the increment in data traffic sources. Another essential thing that contributes in

decreasing the sent beacon packet is that GSAR piggybacks the information of a sender

node on all communicated DATA, RTF and CTF packets when performing the IDOTM

technique. In such a case, as the sent traffic increases, the sending rate of urgent control

packets UBM decreases as well.

Figure 5.17. Average Control Overhead via Number of Data Traffic Sources

5.3.3.3 End-to-End Delay Vs. Number of Data Traffic Sources

Figure 5.18 shows the average end-to-end delay (EED) in GPSR, POR and GSAR

protocols as a function of number of data traffic sources. A better protocol is the one

that has less EED. This simulation shows that GSAR experiences a lower EED than

both GPSR and POR. With low number of sources, i.e., 5 sources, and high number of

sources, i.e., 25 sources, GSAR has an EED of 48.154 ms and 98.871 ms respectively,
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as compared to 103.32 ms and 208.456 ms for GPSR and 84.601 ms and 155.143 ms

for POR. Thus, in all scenarios, GSAR achieves 51.627% and 37.626% lower average

end-to-end delays comparing with GPSR and POR protocols respectively.

As discussed earlier in Sub-section 5.3.3.1, in GPSR and POR the increment in the

number of data traffic sources results in more collision and congestion at the centre

of the network that increases the probability of packet loss. With GPSR and POR,

this incurs more delays in buffering the data packet during retransmission and during

selecting the new next relay-node, resulting in a significant longer average end-to-end

delay. POR is better in this instance compared to GPSR, due to applying the proactive

selection of the forwarding candidate nodes.

Figure 5.18. Average End-to-End Delay via Number of Data Traffic Sources

On the other hand, while using GSAR, and because of using DRESM algorithm, the

information of the neighbours in any node’s NLM is always accurate because of using

IDOTM algorithm. Moreover, the unique benefit of using FLDRE, which adapts the

selection process based on FLC, appears clearly as the traffic load increases. FLDRE

gives GSAR the ability to handle the traffic load and to distribute it evenly all over

the network. Also, because of using DRESM, a packet in transit is prevented from
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reaching a dead end or hole area. Thus, the routed packets correctly reach their final

targets through the close-to-optimum path with very low end-to-end delay.

5.3.3.4 Routing Path Stretch Vs. Number of Data Traffic Sources

Figure 5.19 shows the average of routing path stretch, i.e, path length (RPS) that rep-

resents the routing path average hops count, in GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols, as a

function of number of data traffic sources in the network. A better protocol is the one

that has less RPS.

This simulation shows that with low and high number of data traffic, GPSR and POR

protocols perform worse than GSAR. A comparison in Figure 5.19 shows that the

GSAR protocol reduces the average routing path stretch by about 51.39% and 46.58%

over both GPSR and POR protocols respectively. GSAR achieves better improvement

in the number of travelled hops. Again, CUT and NMEM contribute to maintaining

up-to-date neighbours’ information in a node’s NLM in GSAR strategy. This leads to

selecting a more suitable next-relay routing neighbour from the sender’s NLM.

In GPSR and POR protocols, due to using fixed number of nodes, this means that en-

countering hole problem is high. As the number of data traffic increases, more source-

destination pairs being involved in the routing process, which yields more packets to

face more non-shortest (i.e., non-optimal) route hops. The simulation results in Figure

5.19 show that GPSR is worse than other routing protocols. This is because as more

and more data packet injected in the network, the number of data packets that use the

non-shortest path increases as well for the reason explained in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.19. Average Routing Path Stretch via Number of Data Traffic Sources

5.3.3.5 Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix Vs. Number of Data Traffic

Sources

Figure 5.20 shows the average of the inconsistency of neighbourhood matrix (INM)

ratio in GPSR, POR and GSAR protocols, as a function of the number of the data traffic

sources. A better protocol is the one that has less INM. A comparison in Figure 5.20

shows that the GSAR protocol reduces the average inconsistency of neighbourhood

matrix ratio by about 63.35% and 61.9% over GPSR and POR respectively.

For all protocols, as shown in Figure 5.20, as the number of the data traffic sources

increases, the inconsistency of neighbourhood matrix rate slightly decreases. This

is because the node speed in this simulation is fixed, thus, the compulsory update

technique is rarely activated in GSAR. As a consequence, the CUT algorithm in GSAR

contributes to a fixed level in correcting the entries’ information in nodes’ NLM. The

situation is worse with the GPSR and POR protocols because the beacon frequency

only relies on a pre-specified interval time, independent of the number of CBR pairs.

The success and effectiveness of GSAR is attributed mainly to its new features that

are NMEM in DBUM and RTF\CTF\DATA in IDOTM techniques. In GSAR, NMEM
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technique contributes in keeping up-to-date information in nodes’ NLMs. In addition,

in IDOTM technique, the information of the sender nodes is piggybacked on the header

of all communicated DATA, RTF and CTF packets. In such a case, as the sent traffic

increases, the accuracy of the information in nodes’ NLM increases. For both the

GPSR and POR protocols, the information of the sender nodes only piggybacks on

DATA packets. In addition, the lifetime of entries only relies on the pre-specified

interval time. Thus, the improvement in nodes’ NLMs is lower than that in GSAR.

Figure 5.20. Average Inconsistency of Neighbourhood Matrix Ratio via Number of
Data Traffic Sources

5.3.3.6 Number of Hole Problem Occurrence Vs. Number of Data Traffic Sources

Figure 5.21 shows the average numbers of the packets encountering a hole problem

(NHPO) in GPSR, POR and GSAR as the function of number of the data traffic sources

in the network. A better protocol is the one that has less NHPO. As the amount of data

traffic increases, the number of DATA packets encountering hole problem remains

static for all protocols because the hole problem occurrence is independent on the

amount of data traffic. A comparison in Figure 5.21 shows that the GSAR protocol

reduces the average number of hole problem occurrence by about 88.94% and a 83.7%

over GPSR and POR respectively.
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This simulation shows that in low and high amounts of the data traffic sources in the

network, the GPSR and POR protocols perform worse than GSAR. The high success

rate of GSAR is attributed mainly to the DRESM functionality, in which a sender

node does not forward a data packet for any node located in a hole area by the means

of using the four handshaking messages in IDOTM technique.

Figure 5.21. Average Number of Hole Problem Occurrence via Number of Data
Traffic Sources

5.3.3.7 Summary Results of Varying Number of Data Traffic Sources

This section summarizes the average performance results of GSAR, POR and GPSR

routing protocols under various number of data traffic sources. The results in Table 5.6

indicate that varying the number of data traffic sources affects the overall performance

of GSAR, POR and GPSR routing protocols. This is because more and more amounts

of data traffic will be injected in the network. This requires more effort from the par-

ticipating nodes to process the new increment of data packets, which might have a bad

impact on the performance of the routing protocols. In this simulation, as the num-

ber of sources increases the performance of GSAR, POR and GPSR routing protocols

decreases.
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Table 5.6 below indicates that GSAR routing protocol can perform well under high

number of sources and outperforms POR and GPSR protocols in terms of PDR, COH,

EED, INM, RPS and NHPO for the reasons discussed in the previous sections.

Table 5.6. The Performance Comparison between GSAR, POR and GPSR vs.
Number of Data Traffic Sources

Metric Protocol Minimum Maximum Mean GSAR Improvement

PDR

GSAR 94.786 97.631 96.346 -

POR 80.748 90.934 86.864 10.91 %

GPSR 77.66 87.752 83.3 15.66 %

COH

GSAR 9329 10719 10123 -

POR 21886 22330 22107 -54.201%

GPSR 21886 22330 22107 -54.201%

EED

GSAR 48.154 98.871 74.2179 -

POR 84.601 155.143 119.629 -37.626%

GPSR 103.32 208.456 154.255 -51.627%

RPS

GSAR 2.22 3.47 2.89 -

POR 4.05 6.38 5.41 - 46.58%

GPSR 4.3 7.21 5.95 -51.39%

INM

GSAR 4.689 7.196 5.922 -

POR 13.447 17.949 15.546 -61.906%

GPSR 14.353 18.14 16.163 -63.36%

NHPO

GSAR 120 120 120 -

POR 736.29 736.29 736.29 -83.702%

GPSR 1085.4 1085.4 1085.4 -88.944%

GSAR improvement =GSARmean−GPSRor PORmean
GPSRor PORmean ×100%, Positive values means

increment in the percentage and negative values means reduction in the percentage
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5.4 Greedy Standalone Routing GSAR Protocol Features

This research proposed an improved position-based routing protocol GSAR. From the

performance evaluation results it can be concluded that this research succeeded in

improving GFS as a standalone position-based routing protocol for MANET. Also,

the performance evaluation results showed that GSAR is superior over other unicast

position-based routing protocols. In sum, GSAR has the following characteristics.

i. GSAR is a beacon-based unicast position-based routing protocol for MANET and

it is not coupled with any kind of recovery approaches.

ii. GSAR is a localized position-based routing protocol. It is stateless in the sense that

it does not need global knowledge.

iii. The proposed GSAR is a dynamic routing protocol that not only finds a route be-

tween the communicating nodes, but also responds swiftly to the mobility’s rapid

topology changes and optimally uses limited resources (e.g., power and band-

width).

iv. GSAR uses a modified, reliable dynamic beaconing update scheme and fuzzy con-

troller, the distribution of fresh node status information. Thus, it reduces the fre-

quency of sending control messages compared to other routing protocols.

v. GSAR is a multi-hop and multi-objective routing protocol. It introduces forward-

ing decisions and actions at each source\forwarder node based on the reliability

degree of each neighbour as calculated from local information. Thus, the selection

process is distributed and not bound to the source nodes. The simulation results

revealed that GSAR as a load-balanced routing protocol works much better than

other shortest path routing protocols. Simultaneously, GSAR produced paths no-

ticeably shorter than the paths produced by other routing protocols when they used

a recovery mode.

vi. The reliability of the next-hop uses the notion of multi-metrics approach. Hence,

GSAR can construct a reliable route between communicating nodes, which is close

to optimum.

vii. The GSAR algorithm has a proper reliable and dynamic mechanism to remove

stale information from a node’s NLM at a very low cost.

viii. In case the optimal neighbour is unavailable in a node’s transmission range,
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GSAR can continue to work based on the carry-move mode.

ix. Clock synchronization among nodes is essential in executing GSAR operations.

x. From implementation and evaluation results, GSAR achieves very high delivery

rates for dense as well sparse networks under various mobility values. The DATA

packets are routed reliably to the ultimate destination node with a lower delay.

GSAR also expends minimal COH; thus it is considered to be bandwidth-efficient

protocol in which the remaining bandwidth is saved for actual data communication.

Also, GSAR can construct paths between communicating nodes, which are close

to optimum.

5.5 Advantages of Dynamic Beaconing-Update Mechanism

From the implementation and evaluation results, the actual utility of CUT in DBUM

becomes clearer under different network settings. By using DFLCH with CUT, the

maximum time period that can transpire can be optimized adaptively before a node

broadcasts UBM. DFLCH controls CHT period scheduling. Optimization of CHT

directly affects the number of sent UBMs. Thus, CUT helps to get a clearer view of

the more recent local network topology changes. Consequently, CUT increases the

efficiency of position-based routing.

CUT has the ability to overcome the non-optimal problem discussed in Chapter 2 by

avoiding sending packets to outdated neighbours’ location information by using the

NMEM technique. By solving this problem, the packet’s end-to-end delay, as well

overhead, are decreased. Besides, by performing CUT, a packet loss is minimized,

due to solving the inconsistency problem in a node’s NLM. The only disadvantage of

using CUT is that performing the checking process may consume more energy.

NMEM is very effective under different network settings. By applying NMEM, packet

loss will be minimized, due to solving the inconsistency problem in a node’s NLM;

this results in decreasing the broken links along the path. Also, the NMEM technique

reacts fast enough to very high topological changes, by adjusting ELT based on the

increment in mobility values.
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5.6 Advantages of the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability

Estimation with Selective Metrics Mechanism

The implementation and evaluation results suggest that in IDOTM, the RTF/CTF/

DATA messages can act as BP; thus using IDOTM reduces UBM sending rate. Also,

IDOTM keeps the information in the nodes’ NLM maximally fresh in regions under

different network settings. Another main advantage of using IDOTM, through ex-

change RTF\CTF messages, is that IDOTM can perform as a two-hops approach-like.

Thus, it improves the accuracy of neighbours’ status information that increases the

opportunity to avoid holes occurring in the routing path. Additionally, by using the

principle of candidate node can only send back CTF message, refrain from sending

many responses that may contribute to a congestion problem. RTF/CTF/DATA pro-

vides the sender node with full information about its neighbours’ status. Thus, it can

easily select the most optimal one amongst others.

The FLDRE technique is a fully distributed approach in which each node only needs

the proposed routing metrics to make a routing decision. The optimal next relay-

node is determined dynamically by using the FLDRE approach. The FLDRE can

determine the reliability degree of the candidate’s neighbours. Therein, a reliable route

is constructed from most reliable nodes, and the packet is reliably delivered at the

destination side. Simultaneously, the constructed path is a hole free-optimal route.

Therefore, the proposed algorithm in this basic form offers an effective solution to

GFS failure as a primary routing protocol.

5.7 Summary of Chapter

In this chapter, the performance of the proposed GSAR is evaluated. The evalua-

tion was accomplished by comparing GSAR’s performance with two different care-

fully chosen protocols and in three different simulation settings. The results show that

GSAR outperforms both selected protocols in terms of six performance metrics in the

following aspects:

i. GSAR can prevent the geographical hole problem from occurring in the path of
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the forwarded packet, and efficiently uses all network’s population in data routing

based on multi-objectives.

ii. Nodes with GSAR have very accurate information in their NLMs.

iii. GSAR achieved a high packet delivery rate using the close to optimum path.

iv. GSAR achieved the lowest routing overheads; thus, the available bandwidth to

benefit the real data packet is increased.

v. GSAR achieved the lowest end-to-end delay; thus, the routed packet reaches its

final destination in timely manner.

The next chapter presents the conclusion, also it presents some future scope that are

suggested to extend this research..
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Overview

This chapter draws conclusions about the work with respect to this research’s ob-

jectives. Also, this chapter presents the contributions and the significance of these

contributions. Finally, this chapter suggests possible future research directions.

6.2 Summarization

1. Frequent mobility’s topology changes and limited resources in the Mobile Ad

hoc Network (MANET) impose great challenges for developing efficiently the

Greedy Forwarding Strategy (GFS) algorithm in MANET. Several important

factors effect the proper operation of the GFS function when it is used in MANET.

These factors mainly include the conditions of the participating nodes, their mo-

bility attributes, and the accuracy of the participants’ position information.

2. The shortest path adoption in terms of the lowest hop counts in GFS is likely

to have a detrimental effect on position-based routing performance in MANET.

To reduce GFS failure in MANET, several solutions have been proposed, in-

cluding recovery strategies, beaconing update mechanisms, prioritization, and

selection processes based on the adoption of additional routing metrics. How-

ever, no method has improved GFS enough to eliminate completely its failure

in MANET. Instead, only a few solutions for GFS failure in MANET have been

achieved, and each solution method still suffers from drawbacks yet to be solved.

3. This research’s concerted efforts look to improve GFS and make GFS compat-

ible with MANET features, eliminating the reasons behind GFS failure. The

improvement of GFS has been achieved by means of an adaptive beaconing up-

date mechanism and an effective prioritization and selection process mechanism.

The frequent mobility’s topology changes and limited resources of MANET

were considered when building the improved GFS. Hence, the conditions of

the participating nodes, their mobility-based attributes, and the nodes’ position
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accuracy were considered.

4. The research flow adopted three stages. These were: the design, the implemen-

tation, and the evaluation. These three stages led accomplishing the research

objectives. The output of the design stage was the Greedy Standalone Position-

based Routing (GSAR) protocol, featuring its two incorporated mechanisms.

The overall aim of the design stage was designing a routing protocol that allevi-

ates GFS failure in MANET and eliminates the need for using a recovery mode.

The implementation of GSAR, with its two incorporated mechanisms, was ac-

complished in a simulated environment with an extensive validation process.

The evaluation of the proposed protocol was explicated highly by comparing

the GSAR protocol with other, carefully selected proposed position-based rout-

ing protocols.

5. The evaluation results of GSAR showed great improvements over current position-

based routing protocols in several aspects. The results showed that GSAR uti-

lizes fully the network’s limited resources and swiftly responds to the mobility-

based topology changes. Also, GSAR eliminates the need for using a recovery

mode. This achievement makes GSAR a reliable, efficient and reasonable al-

ternative position-based routing protocol in MANET. In completing the GSAR

performance demonstration, the objectives of this research were satisfied.

6.3 Contributions

The major contributions of this thesis were the design of two new mechanisms and

a new routing protocol. The two new mechanisms are the Dynamic Beaconing Up-

date Mechanism (DBUM) and the Dynamic and Reactive Reliability Estimation with

Selective Metrics Mechanism (DRESM). The new protocol is the Greedy Standalone

Position-based Routing (GSAR) protocol.

1. DBUM is an efficient extension to the current beaconing update used in GFS.

The DBUM overcomes the drawbacks of current beaconing extensions to GFS

in MANET. The DBUM reduces routing packet overhead and increases the ac-

curacy of nodes’ status information in a highly mobile environment. The DBUM

significantly improves information accuracy in a node’s NLM, giving a node the
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ability to make a reliable routing decision. Making a reliable routing decision

leads to increased packet delivery and reduced communication cost. The DBUM

comprises two techniques that are minor contributions of this research. These

are:

a) The Compulsory Update Technique (CUT). The CUT optimally reacts fast

to the node’s mobility-based attribute changes. The CUT can trade off

between routing packet overhead and the accuracy of the nodes’ status

information in the network.

b) The Neighbourhood Matrix Entries Management (NMEM) technique. The

NMEM aims to adapt dynamically the neighbours’ entries lifetime (ELT)

in a node’s Neighbourhood’s Location-Matrix (NLM). The NMEM allows

reliable and timely removal of neighbours’ entries based on the Residual

Links Lifetime (RLT) value. NMEM provides more accurate information

in nodes’ NLM matrix that helps in improving packet delivery.

2. DRESM is an efficient extension to the prioritization and selection of the next

relay-node process used in the current GFS. The DRESM overcomes the draw-

backs of the current prioritization and selection process extensions to GFS in

MANET. The DRESM controls the out-going traffic and makes reliable for-

warding decisions based on multi-routing metrics. The DRESM significantly

increases the efficiency of delivering the packet to the destination using the

closest-to-optimum path that results in reducing the communication cost. The

DRESM comprises two techniques that are two minor contributions. These are:

a) The Status Information Distribution and Outgoing Traffic Control Man-

agement (IDOTM). The IDOTM technique distributes status information

between communicating nodes and controls the outgoing traffic of the net-

work. As a consequence, every node in the network can get reactively

comprehensive and receive accurate information about its neighbours. The

IDOTM technique optimally reacts fast to send DATA packets between

communicating nodes; thus, the DATA packets are routed reliably and their

loss probability is minimized.

b) The Fuzzy Logic Dynamic Nodes’ Reliability Estimation (FLDRE) tech-
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nique. The FLDRE dynamically evaluates the reliability index of a node’s

candidate neighbours based on multi-routing metrics. Therein, a reliable

(optimal) route is constructed by using the most reliable nodes. Due to

the construction of a reliable route between the communicating nodes, the

DATA packet is delivered reliably to the destination side. In the FLDRE

technique, the retransmission and rerouting process is decreased because

of the reduction in packet loss that, in turn, leads to reduced communica-

tion cost.

3. GSAR is a reliable and efficient routing protocol that is build based on the cur-

rent GFS and the two new mechanisms DBUM and DRESM. Both mechanisms

were incorporated in the conventional GFS to form the proposed GSAR. DBUM

and DRESM complement each other, creating good synergy. Thus, both rein-

force GSAR. GSAR optimizes packet loss, routing packet overhead, end-to-end

delay, routing path stretch, and reduces inconsistency of a neighbour’s entry in

a node’s neighbours-list and the occurrence of dead-end problem. These are

critical disadvantages in GFS performance and current extensions to GFS in

MANET.

6.4 Significance of the Contributions

The proposed GSAR protocol outperforms the current position-based routing proto-

col. This is because GSAR has new features that make GFS compatible with MANET

features. Due to DBUM and DRESM, GSAR can build a reliable path between com-

municating nodes reducing network communication costs. Therefore, GSAR would be

beneficial to MANET applications such as those for the military, mobile conferencing,

and emergency services.

This research constructs the proposed DBUM and DRESM mechanisms in such a

manner that both can efficiently and effectively satisfy MANET’s features. DBUM can

dynamically ensure and maintain up-to-date neighbours’ status information in a node’s

neighbours-matrix. The DBUM can balance between the beacon sending frequency

and control overhead. Thus, the retransmission and rerouting required for inaccurate

position information that increases packet loss probability can be prevented. Hence,
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DBUM could be beneficial as a general beaconing-update approach with any position-

based routing protocol. DRESM can dynamically select the next relay-node based

on selective routing metrics to achieve multi-routing objectives. Also, the DRESM

can distribute the load traffic in a highly mobile network. Thus, retransmission and

rerouting required in the case of packet loss are decreased, and DRESM could be

beneficial as a general forwarding strategy that should work with any position-based

routing protocol

6.5 Future Work

This section summarizes potential research areas for future work.

1. The researcher strongly believes that GSAR is ready for implementation. Thus,

research about the actual deployment of GSAR can be carried out.

2. The MANET is more susceptible to physical security risks than other networks.

In GSAR, a node’s neighbours can eavesdrop the on-going traffic. Investiga-

tion in the context of security for GSAR routing protocol would guard against

attacks, such as spoofing and generating deceptive routing messages.

3. Because the scope of this research is limited to improving the routing process in

position-based routing protocol, investigating the GSAR protocol using a modi-

fied location service that can reduce significantly MANET overheads would be

beneficial.

4. Lastly, the GSAR algorithm can be verified via more mobility models in Ns2.

This is because using GSAR with different applications in MANET may require

a different mobility model to mimic participant movement in the application

used.
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